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ABSTRACT

Measurements of the T lepton polarization and forward-backward polarization asymmetry 
near the Z° resonance using the OPAL detector are described. The measurements are 
based on analyses of T—̂ ePgZ/T , T-4- , T— vr , T—f and â  decays
from a sample of 144,810 > T+ r~ candidates corresponding to an integrated
luminosity of 151 pb"^ .̂ Assuming that the T lepton decays according to V—A theory,
the average T polarization near ^/s = m% is measured to be (P?) =  (—14.10 d: 0.73 d:
0.55)% and the r  polarization forward-backward asymmetry to be A™ =  (—10.55 ±  
0.76 ±  0.25)%, where the first error is statistical and the second systematic. Taking into 
account the small effects of the photon propagator, photon-Z° interference and photonic 
radiative corrections, these results can be expressed in terms of the lepton neutral current 
asymmetry parameters:

Ar =  0.1466 d: 0.0076 d: 0.0057,
A« =  0.1464 d: 0.0108 d: 0.0036.

These measurements are consistent with the hypothesis of lepton universality and com
bine to give A i  =  0.1455 ±  0.0073. Within the context of the standard model this 
combined result corresponds to sin^ =  0.23172 d; 0.00092. Combining these re
sults with those from the other OPAL neutral current measurements yields a value of 
sin^ =  0.23211 ±  0.00068.
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Chapter 1 

Introduction

"for fAon? are many f/ungf fAat Auhfkr fare tnoWedge, (Ag otjcari^  q/̂  fAg fidyecf and 

fAg fAormgjg q/̂  Aaman " - Protagoras

The earliest recorded hiskxies indicate that civilizations have ubiquitously deemed it 

important to increase their knowledge of the physical universe. Motivations vary, but the 

common threads are simple curiosity and desire for cmitrol over the cnvironmcnL

The increased ability to predict and control the behaviour of physical objects acts as 

a feedback mechanism, leading to an increasingly precise understanding of the physical 

world through the use of new manipulative techniques. Knowledge begets knowledge.

At present, more is understood about nature and the fundanaental forces at work, and 

by more people, than at any previous time. It is no surprise. More people with more 

resources are currently engaged in the undertaking, and the work is always built on what 

has come before. Although a proper historical account of the development of this un

derstanding would commence with a much earlier historical period, a convenient point 

of departure here is the time of the EnlightenmenL The description that follows is rather 

painfully concise, but will provide a rudimentary introduction to how the fundamental 

forces have become known.

1



During the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, Galileo, Newton, and others suc

ceeded in creating a practical theory of motion. The theory was based on empirical evi

dence at hand and is constructed in terms of forces; in particular the graviradomr/ 

between objects. Newton's theory was revolutionary in that it successfully described both 

celestial motions and the local motions of objects in the earth's gravitational held. It is 

since Newton's time that the formalized concept of forces has been zq)plied to the descrip

tion of ̂ Aysical interactions in nature.

Although such interactions were known to exist long before in various manifestations, 

it was not until the end of the nineteenth century that a consistent theory of electricity and 

magnetism was constructed. It was shown, principally by Maxwell, that these [dienomena 

were actually different aspects of a single ekcrm/nagnerfc interaction. This unihcation of 

seemingly disparate forces is rightly viewed as one of the greatest achievements of the 

nineteenth century.

In the last century, fundamental changes to our understanding of the universe occured. 

Planck and others showed that matter and energy are not continuously distributed, but 

are quantized; packaged in discrete bundles. This led to the development of quantum 

mechanics adiich, in contrast to ptevioos physical Aeories, describes interactions in terms 

of a  probabilistic framework. During the same period, Einstein led Ae development of 

the jÿecW  Theory of ̂ e/ofrvify which postulates Aat the speed of light in vacuum is a 

universal constant and suggests Aat matter and energy are equivalenL This was followed 

by the construction of the Genera/ TTieory of/(e/ariviry wiA which Einstein wanted to 

combine the ideas of Special Relativity wiA Ae equivalence principle. Simply put, Ae 

equivalence principle postulates Aat physical phenomena perceived by an observer in a 

umformly accelerating reference frame must be equivalent to phenomena perceived by an 

observer in an analogous gravitational held.

At Ae beginning of the twentieA century, Ae gravitational and electromagnetic forces 

were thought to be well understood and Ae Aeories describing these interactions were 

highly successful. Through a variety of experiments examining increasingly small lengA 

scales, it became apparent Aat, in addition to Ae gravitational and electromagnetic forces.



Interaction
Typical 

Range(m)
la ic a l  1 Typical 

Lifetime (sec) | Cross-section (mb) Coupling

Strong IQ-IS
i

1 0 - ^  1 1 0 1

EM oo 1 0 -^^ -  1 0 - ^  1 IQ-^ -  1 0 -^ 1 0 -^
Weak lQ-18

1 0 "^^ -  1 0 "^" 1 1 0 "^^ -  1 0 "^^ IQ-G

Table 1.1: Comparison of the fundamental forces [1][2][3].

two previously unobserved forces are also at work in nature.

The Arst of these, the strong nuclear force, is responsible fw  binding together the 

nucleons widiin atoms while the second, the weak force, is responsible for nuclear beta 

decay. Intaactirms involving all four of the known fwces have now been studied widely, 

but much is still not understood.

So, four forces. An uncomfortable number for scientists who follow an Occam's 

Razor principle. Why (at least) four? If the simplest theory is best, then p e r h ^  a  cue can 

be taken from electromagnetic thewy. As noted above, it was not realized until long after 

electric and magnetic interactions were observed that such phenomena were aqiects of a 

single electrmnagnetic force. Perhaps a sinnlar result is true for all of Ae forces?

Establishing Ae connections between and ultimamly unifying these four forces is one 

of the principle goals of current scientiAc endeavour.

As will be described in great detail below, the research presented here explores certain 

aspects of weak interactions central to the uniAcation of Ae weak and electromagnetic 

interactions. In particular, a precise determination Ae weot mixmg ong/e is presented; a 

parameter which, as described below, relates Ae coupling strengA of weak interactions 

to Aat of electromagnetic interactions.

1.1 Standard Model

Three of the ftxces of nature, Ae electromagnetic, the weak, and the strtmg, are well 

described by a collectimi of theories genetically termed the standard model, l b  provide



Particles Charge Spin Interactions
Leptons

e A* r -1 1 / 2 EM, Weak
0.511 MeV 106. MeV 1777. MeV

''A 0 1 / 2 Weak
<15 eV <0.17 MeV <18.2 MeV

Quarks
u c t -h2/3 1 / 2 EM, Wbak, Strong

1.5-5 MeV 1.1-1.4 GeV 174. GeV
d s b -1/3 1 / 2 EM, Weak, Strong

3.-9. MeV 60-170 MeV 4.1-4.4 GeV
Gauge Bostms
"Y (Massless) 0 1 EM
W  80.4 GeV ±1 1 EM, Weak
Z 91.2 GeV 0 1 Weak
g (Massless) 0 1 Strong

Table 1.2: Paidcle content in die standard model widi particle masses given in eV.

an indication of the diderences between these forces, some of their properties are given in 

Table 1.1. A cursory examination of these properties, some of which exhibit many orders 

of magnitude difference, suggests that a unihcation of forces, m r^her ctmstmcting a 

unihed theory describing these forces, may not be trivial.

In order to give an adequate summary of the current standard model framework, it 

is necessary to provide a description of what is interacting via these forces; namely the 

fu n d a m e n ta l p a r tic le s . A summary of our current knowledge of what are believed to be 

fundamental particles is given in Table 1 .2 \ H e r e , r o u g h l y  means that such 

particles are indivisible; without substructure and not composed of yet more ‘fundamen- 

tal' objects. As may be seen, all particles do not interact via all forces. The charged 

leptons only interact weakly or electromagnetically, the neutrinos only interact weakly, 

while the quarks are subject to all three forces. Half-integer spin particles are referred to 

as fermions while particles with integer spin are called bosons.

As it turns out, the theories that describe the interactions of these particles via the three
^As is conventional in high energy frfiysics, units are defined in this document such that c =  ft =  1. 

Thus energies, momenta, and masses are all given in terms of eV.



forces can, at small length scales, be described by analogous mathematical structures. In 

all cases, the models describe the interaction of particles via the exchange of mediating 

particles. The electromagnetic interactions are mediated by the exchange of photons, 

strong interactions by gluon exchange, and weak interactions by the exchange of W or Z 

bosons.

The fact that these theories are built upon the same principles already goes a long 

way to achieving unification. But to really unify the forces, a single consistent theory is 

required which relates the interaction couplings without introducing additional unwanted 

panuneters. Current research appears promising, but as of yet no one has successfully 

unihed all of these forces. As is described next, however, unification has been achieved, 

to a certain extertt, for the electromagnetic and weak interactions.

1.2 Fundamental Parameters

The standard model contains hve Aee parameters, apart from the fermion masses and mix

ings, which must be determined experimentally. Different parameterizations are possible, 

but a convenient set for the purposes of this discussion includes the strong interaction 

coupling constant a , , the electrmnagnetic interaction crxipling constant Okyn. the elec- 

troweak mixing angle in the form sin^ , the mass of the Z® boson, and the mass of the 

Higgs particle mn [7]. Table 1.3 indicates the current most precise measured values of 

these parameters and the experimental method used to obtain them, including the contri- 

bution from this work.

In order to study and verify the standard model structure, examine potential incon

sistencies, and search for new physics, precision determinations of the standard model 

parameters, preferably extracted from a variety of independent and complementary mea

surements, are necessary. Measurements of a given quantity using similar data and anal

ysis techniques provide cross-checks on potential systematic effects and, where statistical 

errors dominate, allow an improvement in precision by combining results. In cases where 

measurements of a given parameter are extracted from widely varying processes, impor

tant checks on the consistency of starxlard model predictions across different sectors of



Parameter Measured Value Experimental MeAod

0.1185 d: 0.0020
Tau Decays 

Deep Inelastic Scattering 
Z^WidA 

Various Hadronic Measurements

0.7297352533 x 10"^ ±  0.27 x 10"^° Quantum Hall Effect

0.23152 ±  0.00017 ZP Asymmetries 
including Tau Polarization

mz 91.1882 ±  0.0026 GeV Z? Lineshape

my 6 0 t^  GeV 
> 114 GeV (95% CL)

Standard Model Indirect Fit 
LEP Direct Search

Tabic 1.3: Free parameters of Ae standard model detmnined by experiment [4][5][6].

the model are made possible.

In addition, the precision determination of these parameters facilitates, both in Ac

context of the consistency of the measured parameters themselves and in terms of their 

derivative effects on the calculation of other predicted phenomena, the search for new 

physics. ^

1.3 This Work

The analysis presented here describes a precision measurement of Ae weak mixing an

gle, expressed as sin^ ^  . This document gives, in great detail, a description of Ae

meAods and results of the analysis to be published in [8 ].
^The term ‘new physics’ is a potentially misleading. In this document, the expression is specifically used 

to refer to phenomena, whether conjectured to exist or not, that have not been experimentally observed.



The measurement is performed through an examination of r "  pair events produced 

via e^e'annihilation at interaction energies near the Z° mass. These interactions are me

diated via the exchange of a Z° boson and both the coupling of the electrons to the Z° and 

the coupling of the Z° to the tau pairs ^ovide sensitivity to sin^ -

Within the context of the standard naodel, all leptons are assumed to have equal cou

plings to the Z° boson. This is an assumption, known as lepton universality, that must be 

tested experimentally and, as will be seen, is done so by this analysis for electron and tau 

leptons.

In addition, the measurement of sin^ 0# presented here is indirectly sensitive to both 

the mass of the top quark and the mass of the Higgs boson. Since the mass of the top 

quark is known [9][10], an indirect measurement of the Higgs mass, within the context of 

the standard model, can be made.

The specific theoretical details regarding the interactions of interest to this analysis 

and the measurement of sin^ ̂  provide the focus of the following chuter.



Chapter 2 

Theory

"TTff apfanaffoMf o/e off a  Mf com&fâmeff 6 y Ar>yofAgfiy, wavenmg

among varioaf ahemadvw; awf Aw w on/y nafkyat fince Ae^e am ramoam fAaf pa.$f 

moaA fo mowfA, w/uk even icfence, *vA*cA jAoaW cof^rm or c/eny fAem, w appar- 

enf^ anoerfain" - Italo Calvino

2.1 Eiectroweak Theory

h) the 1960's, Glashow, Weinberg, and Salam constructed a model termed the E/ecf/ow ea t 

model [1 1 ] that appears to successfully describe both Ae electromagnetic and weak inter

actions. The model is based on SU(2)L weak isospin invariance and U(l)y weak hyper- 

charge invariance.

For example, the electron neutrino is Ae +1/2 w eak isospin partner of Ae electron and 

Ae down quark is Ae -1/2 weak isospm partner of Ae up quark. Hypercharge is defined 

as Y =  2(Q 4 - T ,) where Q is Ae particle charge and T3  is the third component of isospin.

A  the construction of Ac model, the fields representing Ae mkractions are mitially 

massless. They consist of a weak isospin triplet of Helds, W^, W^, W^. and a singlet

8



Acid B^. After symmetry breaking is applied, the physical Aelds representing each of the 

mediating particles emerge and are related to the massless Aelds in the form

w j = (w; =F iwj)/v^,

=  B^cos ̂  +  W^sin Ow,

=  —B^sin +  W^cos 0 w, (2 . 1 )

where are the W boson Aelds, A^ is die photon Aeld, and is the Aeld representing 

the Z boson. In the process, the charged and we^k neutral interaction mediating particles 

become massive. As may be seen, the weak mixing angle is so termed because it regulates 

the mixing of the and B^ Aelds in the construction of the photon and Z^ Aelds.

The Lagrangian density for the electroweak interacAon of fermions, once symmetry 

breaking is applied, is givoi by [4]

I

where are the fermion Aelds with masses m; and charges mw is the W boson mass; H

is the Higgs Aeld; are the W boson Aelds which mediate the charged weak interaction; 

A^ is the photon Aeld mediating the electromagnetic interaction; Zy, is the Z boson Aeld 

which mediates the neutral weak interaction with vector and axial-vector couplings given 

by gv =  T3(i) — 2 qiSin  ̂Ow and g% =  T 3 0 ) for fermion type i; and are the weak isospin 

raising and lowering operators [4]. In analogy to classical mechanics, the electroweak 

Lagangian density can be used to make calculate various observables, such as cross- 

secAons; asymmetries; and decay rates, of electroweak interaction phenomena.

Apart from boson and fermion particle masses and fermion mixings, there are only 

two parameters in the electroweak theory that must be determined by experiment. In 

Equation 2.2, these parameters ap^iear as the electric charge, e, and Ow; but in practice the
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usefulness of the parameterizatitm depends on the experiment in question. For example, 

an alternate parameterization m i^ t  include the Fermi constant, Gp =  V ^ / ( s i n ^ ^  8 m ^), 

which can be precisely measured by examining muon decay.

The point here is that the weak mixing angle is as fundamental a parameter as the 

electric charge. This can easily be seen in Equation 2.2 where the strengths of the charged 

and neutral weak interactions are {«oportional to the electric charge modulo fiactws of the 

weak mixing angle.

In terms of this analysis, however, it is not the straigth of the interaction that is mea

sured, but as will be seen, it is the eSects (^parity violation associated with Ae gy and g% 

cou;dii^ coiKtants of the neutral weak interactitm.

Line 3 of Equation 2.2 describes Ae electromagnetic interactiom where it may be seen 

that Ae Dirac matrix y  qrpears.

A lazge nunAer of subtleties have beat omitted in this discussion, but in principle 

Equatitm 2 describes all ektAoweak interactions. That a  two param^er theory can 

accuratdy describe such a myriad of mteraction configurations is truly astonishing. From 

an experimental point of view, Ae task is A analyze as nMny of these interactions as 

possible in wder to measure the electroweak parameters arrd A  verify that Ae theory 

accuiaAly and consisteidly describes nature.

The experimental analysis described here is an important contribution A this under

taking. The primary focus has been to produce an accuraA measurement of the parameAr 

sin^ ^  through an examination of the tau polarization asymm^ries &om tau pairs pro

duced via Ae neutral weak interaction e ^ e '-+  Z° —» T" .

One of the 'subtleties' neglected to this point in Ae description is the Higgs mecha

nism. When the electroweak theory was initially being constructed, it was unclear how to 

produce a Lagrangian Aat is gauge Avariant when particle masses are included. Clearly 

particles have mass and in order A overcome this obstacle, Peter Higgs developed an elec

troweak symmetry hiding mechanism that can successfully give masses A the particles in 

a gauge Avariant fashion [7].

V^Aout describing the details of Ae Higgs mechanism, Ae basic postulaA requires
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Figure 2.1: Lowest order Feynman diagrams representing tau pair productimi via photon 
exchange (left) and Z° exchange (right). Each Z° vertex is labelled by the neutral coupling 
asymmetry parameter. A* or .

the existence of at least one massive scalar boson, usually referred to as the Higgs particle. 

Such a particle has not yet been discovered, but if it does exist, it must have an effect on the 

measurements of various electroweak quantities. The perturbative expansion p resen ting  

the interactions examined in this analysis is logarithmically sensitive to the mass of the 

Higgs particle in the higher order radiative correctimi terms. Thus this measurement, 

whar c(xid)ined with complementary electroweak measurements and knowledge of the 

top quark mass, can provide an indirect measuremait of the Higgs particle.

2.2 Tau Pair Production and Polarization

Oppositely charged tau pair particles are produced from e+e" annihilations when the total 

centre-of-mass (CM) energy is above approximately 3.55 GeV. At low energies, just above 

this threshold, production is dominated by the exchange of a virtual photon as depicted in 

the Feynman diagram in Figure 2.1. At CM energies near the 91.2 GeV mass of the Z° , 

tau pair production is dominated by the neutral weak interaction, also shown in Figure 

2 . 1 , via the exchange of a Z° particle.

The initial e^e 'and  Anal T+ T" fermions in these processes are all spin-1/2 particles, 

while the mediating 'y and bosons are spin-1 particles. Since no orbital angular mo

mentum exists in these interactirms, spin must be consoled.

Aldiough helicity, the prqjectitm of qrin along a particles momentum vector, is not
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conserved in general, it is conserved to a good «^proximation for the case of highly lela- 

tivistic particles. It is the observable effects of the tau spin, formulated in terms of helicity, 

that is of primary interest in this analysis. Throughout this paper, a  q)in-l/2 particle with 

spin aligned parallel to its flight trryecdon will be referred to as a  *ng^t-banded' particle 

and as a 'left-handed' particle when the qrin is aligned anti-paralhd.

Choosing the electron digbt direcdcm as the spin quantization axis, electron-positron 

pairs annihilate when their spins are aligned as shown in die two condgurations given 

in Figure 2.2. Allowing fw  bodi forward and backward going T" cases, Rgurc 2.2 de

scribes the four dnal state qiin condgurations o f die taus; two for carA e+e"case Note 

in partkular that the dnal sWte tans are j^dduced with anti-correlated helidties; events in 

which die T" is fig)it-handed will crmtain a left-handed T+ and vice versa. In fact, this is 

not quite always true fcr die neutral w et* mteracdwi, but the proW bili^ for ̂ educing a 

T" pair wfdl ÙorrelaÈed belicities & suRaessed by a factor of ^ [ 1 2 ].

As has been wed tested [13], the dcctrrxnagnetic iidaaction is a purdy vectw in- 

teracdon diat comsaves parity (spatial invKsimi: r-*  — f). The m ^rix clement for 

e+e"-+ 'y-4 T" intaactions, includiog an explicit axial-vector tarn , can be written 

to lowest o rd a  as [ 1 ][2 ]

M y =  (2.3)

where s is  the CM energy, ü , is the positron wavefunction, u , is the electrmi wavefunction, 

Or is the T" wavefunction, is the wavefunctimi, and "y,, and are Dirac matrices. 

The square of the matrix element | Af is proportional to the cross-section for die process

e'*'e"—> 7 —f T ~  .

This matrix element is essentially constructed from line 3 of Equation 2.2, with a 

generalization of the Lorentz structure to include an explicit axial-vector term. The Dirac 

matrix 7 ,̂ transforms under parity as a Lorentz vector while the product 7 ^7  ̂transforms 

as an axial-vector. Interactions that are purely vector or purely axial-vectw conserve 

parity, but interactions that are a cwidnnation of vector and axial-vector do noL

The constants ĝ 'T̂  and ̂  are die (diotoo vector and axial-vector cou;di:%s whidi take 

the values ĝ ^̂  =  |Q^| and =  0  for fermion f with charge and the interacdon is
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i

Rgure 2.2: The four tau pair production helicity configurations are shown; two for each 
initial electron-positron case. As may be seen from an examination of the short arrows 
which represent the projection of particle spin along flight direction, the electron-positron
pairs annihilate with anti-correlated helicities and produce tau pairs whose helicities are 
also anti-correlated.
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manifestly parity conserving.

A consequence of this symmetry is that the probability for producing a right-handed 

T" and left-handed pair, through photon exchange and assuming unpolarized e^e" 

beams, is equal to the probability for producing a left-handed T" and right-handed T+ pair.

Dehning tau polarization, (P r) , as

Py =  W  -  (TL)/((7R 4- (Tl), (2.4)

where aafoL) represents the cross-sectkm for producing a iight(left)-handed T" , it is 

evident that (Pf) =  0  udten parity is ctmserved.

In contrast, it is %ell known Aat pariQr is not conserved in weak interactions [14]. 

For charged weak interactions, parity ^ipears to be violated maximally. To illustrate, 

this means that Ae decay t^ a  tan to a ^ n - 0  pion and spin-I/2 neutrino will, assuming 

the neutrino is massless, ohvfQ's produce a left-handed neutrino and never a right-handed 

one. The matrix elanent for Ais decay, neglecting tarns suppressed by factors of m ^ /n ^  

where m < m r ,  can be written as [ 1 ][2 ]

A<w =  (g;-» +  d ” ' / k j :- (2.5)

Here, cosi?c is Ae Cabibbo angk, is the pkm decay ctmstant, is the current repre

senting the pion, and g^^ and are the c h a r ;^  current vector and axial-vector cou

plings respectively. Note that g^^ and are assumed to be universal in that their values 

are the same for all fermions, f. Maximal pariQf violation in this decay specihcal^ means 

that the vectm and axial-vector contributimis me equal and opposite, g^^ =  —g^^ =  1 , 

and hence Ae designatitm 'V^A' to charged weak interactions. This decay wiH be dis

cussed furAer in Ae foUoWmg section.

Neutral weak interactions, however, do not violate parity maximally and, as described 

m Chapter 1, Ae analogous neutral current vector and axial-vector couplings depend on 

sin^ Ow and on the charge and Aird component of weak isospm of the mteracdng particles.

For example, Ae matrix element for neutral weak tau pair production, e+e" —> ^

T+ T" , can be written as [1 ][2 ]

Adzo =  ^  ( g ^  -  Y)t;T, (2 .6 )
s — mg
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where it is recalled that the neutral couplings ĝ -̂  and g,^ for fermions f are given by

=  T 3(f) -  2  Of sin^ 8 % ,

=  T3(o. (2.7)

The dependence on particle type is clear, but it is also apparent that particles with the 

same charge and isospin, such as the draiged leptons, have identical couplings to the 

ZP particle. This universality of the couplings is a theoretical assumption in the standard 

model that must be tested experimentally, as is done in this work.

For negatively charged leptons, the coupling parameters are g ^  =  —1/2 +  2 sin^ 8 w 

and ^  =  —1/2. Thus for sin^ 8 w ^  1/4, parity is violated in the neutral weak interac- 

tions of charged leptons.

The form of the couplings givai in 2.7 have no radiative corrections included. The 

actual value sin^ that is quoted depends on the details of the calculathmal scheme 

applied in terms of the level and type of the radiative corrections included. The approach 

adopted by the LEP experiments has been to use Ae effective' neutral coupling parameter 

and sin^ 8 w forms in which to present results.

The effective forms are deâned as

g l =  (1 % -  2  Qf Kf sin^ 8 w ),

sin^ 8 ^  =  Kf sin^ 8 w ,

(2.8)

where sin^ 8 w is Ae 'on-sheU' value dehned as sin^ 8 w =  1 — m^ /m^ and py and Ky 

contain Ae electroweak radiative correction factors [4].

In terms of Ae interactions of interest to this analysis, a consequence of this parity 

violation is Aat Ae probability for producmg a right-handed T" through Z° exchange is 

not equal to Ae probabAty for producing a left-handed r '  and hence the average Au 

polarization, as will be seen, is non-zero.
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Assuming unpolarized e^e  beams, the Bom level difkrential cross-sections for pro

ducing T" pairs with a right-handed (R) or left-handed (L) T" particle, » canuCyOS C/'y —
be written as

1  doR
— +  (^r) ) ( 1  COŜ Or- ) +  §(ApB +  )coa6 T- ],(Tm* dcoa Of-

o dcos^—  "  ^   ̂^  §(^FB "  )cos6T- ], (2.9)

where 0^- is the polar amgle between the e"beam and the flight directirm. The three 

paranKtersin2.9aie(W m edby

(P^) =  (2.10)

.PB >@ -  W  -  < 0  ^A ^ -  , (Z.1 I)

and

ApB =  >* "  (2 . 1 2 )

where Omt =  OR -I- oi. for OR ami o i  integrated over co sff-  ûom  -I to +1 The connec

tion to Ae vector and axial-vector couplings is made via the neutral current asymmetry

param^ers A* and Ay where, for pure Zf «change,

(Pr) =  - A r ,  (2.13)

A g  =  - ^ A . ,  (2.14)

ApB =  A r , (2.15)4
(2.16)

wiA Ae asymmetry parameters defined by

"  ^ + f à ) k r

for lepAn Again, if univMsality is assumed, all of the lepton neutral coupling asym

metry parameArs are equal. Since it is the ratio of Ae effective vector arul axial-vector
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couplings that appears in the cross-section formulae, it useful to present the relationship 

between this ratio and sin^ ^  given by

^  =  l - 4 s i u ^ 0 S ' ,  (2.18)

where sin^ is the effective weak mixing angle for lepttms dehned by equation 2.18. 

It is evident from Equations 2.10-2.12 that measurements of (PT), , and Apg will

allow the universality of the couplings of electrons and taus to be tested and provide a 

determination of sin^ 6 ^  .

The measurement of Apg i& made as part of the OPAL lineshape analysis [15] and is 

used as input to this analysis. Measurements of the average tau polarization (Pr) and the 

polarization forward-backward asymmetry A ^  are the purpose of this analysis.

The equations given in 2.9 maply a variation of the tau polarization as a function of 

the tau production angle in the form

hr order to determine A« and A^ in this analysis, thereby testing universality and produc

ing a (decision measurement of sin^ , it is necessary to determine the tau polarizatimi 

as a function cos .

It is not possible to measure the tau polarization by measuring the tau helicities on an 

event by event basis with OPAL, and as will be seen in the next section, the properties of 

tau decays must be utilized for this purpose.

2.3 Tau Decays and Polarization

As suggested above, the tau is a spin-1/2 charged lepton with mass approximately mr =  

1.77 GeV. The heavy nature of the tau allows it to decay through numerous decay channels 

and its relatively short lifetime of 290 fs causes it to do so close to the e^e"collision point 

in OPAL detectw. Thus it is actually the 'visible', or measured, decay products of the tau 

that are analyzed and not the tau directly.
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1 1 . 1

25^%
T-+ /Wr

r->  WkMr

2 . 9  sfrange

T-y a, Mr

Rguic 2.3: Tau decay branching ratios.

{Sine# Ü is {HxypcKlies (xFtlx: taus that are lof interest here, diis nmcüiractiameaanirerrKmt 

rnig^btapïNear to hKzriisadiMrntafgBCNis. I%nt in in crxotrast to erhcr -H»Z? artd

e^e"—̂ ^  -+ e+e" events in whkh Ae polaiizatirm can mot be measured, i1 is the com

paratively rapid decay of the tan via Ae maximally parity vitiating dbargcd weak interac

tion that makes Ac tau poIarizMion measurement possible.

The breakdown of the tau decay branching ratios is given in Figure 23 . As is shown, 

more Aan 80% of taus decay Arough the five channels r -»  , r —> T , T -»  ePeZ/f ,

T—̂  /iPpf/T , and T -»  Mr The three hadromc tau decays are most sensitive to the 

polarization (see Table 2.1), wiA Ae r — pz/  ̂ and T—̂  â  z/̂  channels losing some sensi

tivity owmg to the adAtional complexity mtroduced by Ae non-zero angular momentum 

of the mesons [16].

În this analysis, no distinction is made between the decays t ~  -+ tt~ Vt and r ~  -+ K ~ or between 
T~ -> p~Vj (noting that p~~* ■k~ 7r° ) and r ~  —> K“ 7r° Vj. Reference to r~  - f  w~ i>r always means 
T“ -+ Tf- Vr and/or r~  -4 K~Vt white reference to r~  p~Ur will always mean t ~  -» w~ i/r and/or
T~  -> Vr.
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r-t- ei'gi'r T-4 % Pr
p ^ - i -  Tr̂ TT®

T-+ ai
7t~

Branching ratio 0.18 0.17 0.12 0.25 0.09
Maximum sensitivity 0.22 0.22 0.58 0.49 0.45
Normalized ideal weight 0.06 0.06 0.30 0.44 0.13

Table 2.1 : The branching ratios, maximum sensitivity and normalized ideal weight for the 
five decay modes used in the analysis. The ideal weight is calculated as the product of the 
branching ratio and the square of the maximum sensitivity. Presented in the last line of 
the table is the ideal weight for each channel divided by the sum of the ideal weights of 
the five channels.

I
w -  !

7T

Figure 2.4: Lowest order Feynman diagrams representing purely leptonic tau decay (left) 
and semi-leptonic (or hadronic) tau decay (ri^ l) .

2 3 . 1  T h e  C a s e  T —

The decay r —> tt Ur , briefly described in the previous section, is the simplest case in 

which to elucidate the connection between tau polarization and tau decay products. Like 

all tau decays, this is a charged weak interaction mediated by the exchange of a virtual W 

particle as depicted in the Feynman diagram in Figure 2.4.

Since this is a V-A interaction, the tau neutrino produced, which is assumed to be 

massless, must be left-handed. The pion is a spin-0 particle produced in a state with no 

orbital angular momentum, and thus, in order to conserve total angular momentum, the 

neutrino momentum will be preferentially produced against the direction of tau spin. In 

particular, widi a tau at rest and spin quantization axis to the right as depicted in Figure 2.5, 

and recognizing that the pion will emerge in the tq^rosile direction to the neutrino in the
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R ginr 2.5: Decay conÊguradons for each (an polarizatioo for *he case T-» .

tau test frame to conserve momentum, the decay of right-handed taus win preferentially 

;uoduce pions emaging to the right and the decay of left-handed taus will ;uoduce pitms 

withmmnentumtothelefL

Using the matrix element given in 2 J ,  the partial decay wi&h for T-» % in Ihe tau 

test frame can be writtai as

where oos6 * is the cosine of Ae a n ^  between the tau qnn direction and Ae ino-

mentum.

Transforming A  the lab frame by boosting A Ae right in Figure 2.5, the partial decay 

widA becomes

1  +  Pr (2 a:, — 1 ), (2 .2 1 )

where z ,  =  ^  is Ae pion energy scaled by Ae maximum energy and terms of mder 

( m^)^ are ignored. Thus the decay of compleAly right-handed taus, for which =  1, 

will produce more energetic pions, on average, than the decay of left-handed taus, for 

which =  —1. This is shown explicitly m Figure 2.6 where Ae pion energy spectrum 

is given for boA right-handed and leftAanded T-4  ̂vr decays.

As can be seen, the slope of the of Ae energy spectrum of pions from r —̂ rr decays

allows a deArmination of the average polarizatitm. From a mme practical pOmt of view, 

the polarization can be extracted by f  Ang a linear combmation of the left-handed and 

right-handed distributimis A  a sample wiA arbitrary polarization.
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Figure 2.6: Monte Carlo simulated distributions of T—> ePei/f , T- 4  rr f/y , r - 4  , and
T-4 a% i/f tau decays for completely left-handed and completely-right handed taus are 
shown.
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Rgnre 2.7: BkBdly conÊgmadoos for die case r-+  /Wr . In cwitrast (o T —̂ Ti/f decays, 
it may be seen hem dwt, since the ^  is a spin- 1  paidcle. two p p(dsgizati<m states are 
possible A yeadt fan polarization.

23  The Case

Unlike the pion, the charged p  is a  qan-l particle with mass approximately 770 GeV 

which decays quickly v iap*-4  . The additional qxin of the p reduces the kinemat- 

ical constraints, allowing two possible qrin conhguradons for each tau h e lk i^  state as 

depicted in Figure 2.7. The cases in which the p is longitudinally polarized are équivalait 

to the T -f  X" f/y conhgurations, but die transversely polarized cases produce the opposite 

angular distribution.

The partial width for T— pr/r is given in the tau rest frame by

for the longitudinal case and

r l - P r C o s a *  , (2.23)
r  dcos ̂  m ; -h 2 m^

for the transverse case, where cos ̂  is the angle between the p and die tan Eight direction 

in die rest frame (d'the tau [17]. The transverse case effectively diminishes the sensitivity
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to Pr when only the p cos angle is observed, or in the lab frame, when only the p energy 

is measured.

Much of this sensitivity, however, may be recovered by using information from the p 

decay products, in effect, to spin analyze the p. The variable chosen to do this, cos ̂  , 

is the angle between the charged pion relative to the flight direction of the p in the p rest 

frame. The variables cos and cos y  are related to measured lab variables through

2 m ^ p  -  m^ -  m^
cos 6 * =

mp
cosV' =  / g o - 1 )' (2-^4)

- 4 m ^

where [16].

The inclusioa of an adthtional variaWe for the T—̂ pr/f case analysis means that a 

fit to extract the polarization in this channel requires Ae linear combination of two 2 - 

dimensional distributions. This increase in dimensionality may prove undesirable from 

a  (tactical point of view, owing to statistical effects. However, as described by Davier 

e l  al [18], the two variables can be combined to form a single variable wiAout loss of 

polarizatkm sensitivity. This (^Kimal varW)le, w^, is given by

_  W R (cosg",cos^) -  W L(cosy ,cost^)
WR(cos61',cosd7) +  WL(cosg*,cos%(')'

where given in the Appendix A, is proportional to the partial decay widA for

completely right(left)-handed T -f pr/^ decays, as a function of cos 0* and cos ̂  . The 

distributions of w^, for boA left-handed and ri^rt-banded tau decays, are presented in 

Figure 2.6.

2 . 3 3  G e n e r a l i z e d  ( P r )  D e p e n d e n c e  a n d  t h e  D e c a y s  T —  ̂ ,  T

a n d  T —>- a i

The previous sections presented the details regarding the polarization sensitive observ

ables for the decays T—̂ ir f/y and T—̂  pr/^ . In this section, a generalized description 

is presented followed by the details ctmccniing the specihc decay channels T -f ePgMr , 

r —̂ , and T—̂ ai r/y .
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Tau decay distributions, in general, are linearly dependent on polarization and can be 

written in the fwm

i ^  =  / ( Ô + P r î ( î ) ,  (2.26)

where ^ is  an n-dimensicxial set of decay mode dependent kinematic variables, and / ( ^  

and are mode dependent functxxis of these variables. For Ae T— rr channel, ^ is 

simply Ae scaled pion energy /  =  1, and g =  2%  ̂— 1. For the T-» channel, ^ 

includes cos ̂  and cos ̂  wrA Wp related A  the /  and ^ functions by Wp =

The purely leptomc tau decays, T-» eP^yr and T—̂  /d^r/T , are Aree body decays m 

which an addWonal neutrino is poduced (see Figure 2.4). The neutrinos are not mea

sured, and the additional loss of informatioo results m a decreased sensitivity A  Ae po

larization as shown m Table 2.1. For these decays, (  is again the scaled «i«gy of Ae

diarged decay product, a;# =  ^  and Zp =  wiA the /  and g functions lAW givm by

/  =  5 — 4-

g =  14- 9%̂  -  8 z^. (227)

The decay dislributitms, which are akcar^ 1-dimensional and Aus not transformed A 

the w variable, a^e grvai m Rgure 2.6 for boA riÿkt-handed and left-handed tau decays. 

The decrease in sensitivity is qipareot. It should also be rmted that, m contrast A Ae 

T—̂ rr i/y channel, the right-handed case rww produces a charged lepton wiA lower en

ergy, on average, Aan Ae left-handed case.

The Anal channel to be Ascussed is the decay r —> ai Or The â  is a qnn-1 particle 

wiA mass and widA on Ac order of 1230 MeV and 500 M ey respectively, which quickly 

decays A vr" ?r" 7r^ or rr" 7r° wiA ^rproximately equal probability. Owing to Ae 

difficulty in identifying Ae latter conhguration wiA tl% ORAL detector, it is the 3 charged 

pion or '3-prong' case wiA which this analysis is concerned.

In analogous fashion to Ae T—̂ case, Ae a  ̂channel exhibits signiAcantly reduced

polarization sensitivity when only Ae ai energy is measured m the lab hrame. There are 

again two possiMe spin conhguratiohs and nmch of the sensitivity can tra in e d  through a 

spm analysis o f the ai via Utilization the momentum infwmatxm of the Aree pkms. In
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this case six variables are used which include the angle 0 * between the â  and r  momenta 

in the T rest frame, the angle between the perpendicular to the a; decay plane and the 

a% Right direction in the rest frame of the , the angle ('y) in the a% rest frame between 

the unlike-sign pion momentum in the a% rest frame and the a% Right direction projected 

into the decay plane, the 3?r-invariant mass, and the two Tr+vr" mass combinations 

present in the 7r=*=7r+%" decay.

The multi-dimensional decay distribution resulting from use of these variables is im

practical and the variables are combined into the optimal l-dimensirmal variable . 

The form of wa  ̂ for this decay channel are given in the Appendix B.

2.4 Electroweak and \/s  Corrections

In order to extract measurements of (Pf) and from data, a linear combination of 

Mrmte Cado reference distribution of completely right4ianded and left-handed tau de

cays is Rt to the data. The Monte Carlo simulation provides the kincmatical distributions 

for tan pairs fxoduced via pure Z"* exchrmge, but the data include additional effects which 

must be accounted for to erwMe an interpretation of the results. Such effects include 

several types of higher order conectkms to Ae Monte Carlo calculation, T exchange and 

'y-2 f  interference effects, and the effects of the centre-of-mass energy at which the data 

were collected.

2.4.1 Pure QED Radiative Corrections

The Z° exchange Feynman diagram given in figure 2.1 represents the 'tree level’ or lowest 

order contribution to the perturbative expansion describing the production of tau pairs 

via Z° exchange. In practice, lowest wder calculations can provide relatively accurate 

theoretical approximations to Ae descri][%ion of particle interactions in nature. However, 

many precision measurements, including the work described here, are sensitive to higher 

order correctimi terms.

Pure QED corrections are those in which the tree level diagram has additional real 

and/w virtual lAotons added to iL The first order corrections of this type include all
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Figure 2.8: Three examples of hist o rd a  pure Q S )  radiative corrections arc shown.

diagrams contaiidng a single extra ;Aoton; eidier as real bremsstrahlung w  as a virtual 

loop as indicated by Ae examples in Rgure 2 .8 . Conectitms are included in the simulation 

to order o^ for initial state radiaixxi (ISR) and @nal state radiation (FSR) in which Ae 

initial e+e"and/w ënal T" particles emit photons. AH oAer QED correctitms in the 

ZP ppodnctkm of T+ T" pairs me included to o rd a  or.

In addidom, QED raAatiom mustbe accounted for in the decay of Ae taus. Omqdete 

order o  decay radmtron is included in the simulatiom for Ae purely leptonâ: tau decays, 

while for Ae a  mi leptmiic decrgc Ae leading logariAmie ap^iroximation is iq^Aed. Po- 

teiAal {y^ematic effects assodated wiA Ae moddHmg decay radiation are described 

mChaptm^?.

These radiative correcdoos afhct Ae polarizatioe sensitive kinematical distiibutimis 

and inclusion of Aese bi^im^ orda^ effects allows Ac simulatkm A  more accurately model 

the data.

2.4.2 Weak Corrections

In addition to Ae pure QED cwrections, a second set of higher order corrections, termed 

Weak corrections, must be taken into accounL To Brst order, Aese include all other one- 

loop Aagrams. As described m Figure 2.9, these include propagator corrections, vertex 

corrections, and box diagram terms. Such ctxrections are not included in the simulated 

Monte Carlo events but are absorbed mto the dehnition of the effective neutral coupling 

asymmetry parameters. Ay and A*, and inA the dchnition of the effective weak mixing 

angle, sin^ , given in Equation 28 .

The Weak cwrections are of particular imporAmce because thqr imply an explicit
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Figure 2.9: Examples of three ^rpes of weak correction diagrams, including propagator 
corrections (left); vertex ctxrection (bottom right); and box cwrection (top right), are 
presented.

dependence of the nmdelled interactkm on the mass of the top quark and the mass of the 

Higgs particle. This is a beautiful exanq)le of a quantum mechanical effect; measurements 

with a suitable degree of precisimi can provide indirect information via higher order loop 

corrections regarding particles that are odierwise inaccessiMe at (xesent day interaction 

energies. Precisely because of this type of effect, the measurement of standard model 

parameters such as sin^ Av ate important, not only as fundamental parameters themselves, 

but as tools with which to search for new physics such as the existence of the conjectured 

Higgs particle. Figure 2.10 illustrates the dependence of tau polarization on the mass of 

the top quark and on the mass of the Higgs particle.

2.4.3 Photon Exchange, ISR, and Interaction Energy Dependence

While tau pair data collected during the initial phase of LEP operation is dominated by 

Z° exchange, the effects of exchange production, represented by the first Feynman di

agram in Rgure 2.1, and of interference must be taken in account. The relative "y 

exchange contribution increases for data collected at energies away from the Z° mass and
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thus these effects are energy dependent. These effects are not included in the Monte Carlo 

simulation but are accounted for by transforming the (2^) and At values to the neutral

current asymmetry parameters, and A, , by using the ZFTTTER program as described 

below [2 0 ].

The measured values of the polarization asymmetry parameters depend roughly lin

early on the the centre-of-mass energy at which events are generated; Figure 2.10 indicates 

the level of this dependence. As described below, the precisely measured interaction en

ergies at which the data for this arwlysis were collected varied as much as 2 GeV around 

the Z? peak enagy. In additirm, initial state radiation alters the effective centre-of-mass 

energy.

In order to ;noduce a measurement of sin^ 6^  at an energy corresponding to the mass 

of the ^  , it is necessary to correct the At results for this variation in intaacdon energies. 

As with (he y exchange correcdons, the centre-of-mass correcdons are also determined 

using the ZFliT hR  software package and are applied in the transfcmnadtm of and 

A ^  to Ar and Ac .

It should be clearly stated that these are not correcdon factors in the sense that the

radiadve corrections are, since it is entirely valid to measure the tau polarization asymme- 

tries at enagies away frmn Ae Z9 peak. Such measurements, in fact, validate the coryec- 

tured standard model dependence of the polarization on interaction energy. But assuming 

this dependence is established, an effective way in which to interpret, compare, and com

bine the statistical power of the collected data is to translate Ae measurements from these 

various energies to equivalent values at the Z° peak in terms of Ae effective couplings. 

This is the strategy adopted by all LEP experiments, Aus allowing a straight-forward 

comparison of results to be made and facilitating the combining of Ae LEP results.

2.4.4 ZFITTER Contcdon

ZFTTTER (version 6.22 used here) [20] is a semi-analytical software package used to 

calculate e^e" armihilation process observables including differential cross-sections and 

asymmetries. The program includes complete order a  QED radiative corrections, com
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plete order a  weak corrections, "y exchange, Z° exchange and 7 -Z° interference terms. 

For this analysis, ZFITTER is used to transform from the 6 t parameters to the neutral 

coupling asymmetry parameters, and A* , defined at the mass of the .

In order to interpret Ae (Pf ) and A ^  measurements in terms of the neutral current 

asymmetry parameters. A? and A, , cmrecdons the order o f 0.5% are applied to the 

measured parameters to account for the small cmitributions m (Pr) and A ^  arising frmn 

the "y tmd 2>y propagator terms and for Ae effects of pbrMonic radiative corrections. The 

Afferences between A? and (Py) and betweai 4 /3 A ^  and A« arising frmn Aese known 

ejects are calculated usmg the /F i  t 1ER program. These ZFrfTER-corrqaAed Affo-- 

ences arable values of Ay and A* to be quoted ^ c h  cwreqrond A  the measurerrrents of 

(Py) a n d A ^  . These sriiallcoriectirms are calculated in the Mlowhrg nsanna:

For a set of standard modd parametMs CZ mass, top rmas, Higgs mas^ aqm  and a , ) 

ZFTTTER (uovides Ay and A# as well as values for (Py) azrd . Because of Aenon-Z 

contributioas, différent centre-of-mass energies yield difGereot values for (Py) aird A ^  . 

A  adAtion, Ae cos 0 dependarce is not precisely the same as for pine Zexchange wiA 

no radiatimx. HxMefore, for each of Ae three caitre-of^mass « lo g y  birg m this analysis, 

ZFITTER is used A compote (Py) as a  fimcdtm A' cos 6 uAich is then htted wiA the same 

form assumed m this analysis to extract (Py) and A ^ . The dKBerence b ^ e e n  (Py) and 

Ay and 4/3 A ^  and A* are taken as the correction A r a particular set A  standard model 

parameters. If Ae diSerence m cos ̂  dependencies were A  be ignored, a 0.04% bias to 

Ae quoted asymmetry values would be mtroduced.

The size of die correction has a slight dependence on the value of die input standard 

model parameters and m particAar to Ae assumed Ap mass; this is cast as a dependence 

on (Py) and A 5  . Therefore, a series of corrections are calculated for different values of 

Ae top mass and Ac correction which corresponds to our measured values of (Py) and 

A ^  is enqiloyed. AlAough Ae dependence is very small wiA respect A the systematic 

errors m die analysis, Ais approach minimizes the relimice on other measurements.

The systematic uncertainty mi the quoted values for Ay and A, aising frmn these 

correcdons is 0.02% and is dominated by scnsidvity A  die correcdon A the assumed
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Higgs mass for a Axed top mass.



Chapter 3 

The OPAL Experiment at LEP

"EvfWMon nwte a whok am/ ôcAaaat a/f tAg notef wcgxRuy m the moft

campkx opng&noR of (Ae caatem^ w  (Aat no (kfkkncy f  AaaW af^wAerp Ae «w iA k Ay 

wAfcA aaatAer pa/f axigAf Ae nemkrex/ pa^xAk" - Johann Fbikel

The ORAL (Omni-Purpose Apparatus at IÆP) experiment [21] is one four sim

ilar and complementary particle %*ysics detectors located on Ae IÆP (Lmge Electnxi 

Positron) storage ring near Geneva, Switzerland. Designed to make a broad range of 

measurements of particle interactions arising frmn clectron-positron coUisioos at centre-

of-mass energies near and above the 7P  pole, the OPAL detector is a multipurpose detector 

composed of several sub-detector components. A description of the OPAL sub-detectors 

of primary importance to Ais analysis, along wiA a brief outline of the LEP accelerator 

and storage system, is found below.

3.1 LEP

The LEP storage ring is one of several particle accelerators operated by the European 

Organizatimi for Nuclear Research (CERN). It is an ^>;Koximatcly circular electron syn

chrotron wiA a circumference of 26.66 km; the largest such device in the world (Figure

3 2
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Rgure 3.1 : Layout of the LEP storage ring including location of the four experiments (not 
to scale).

3.1). The purpose of LEP is to deliver intense beams of electrcms and positrons for col- 

lision inside the detectors located at four interaction points on the ring. Counter-rotating 

electron and positron beams circulate within the LEP vacuum tube and arc merged at each 

of these points.

Operation of the main LEP synchrotron storage ring requires the concerted operation 

of a number of smaller accelerators (Figure 3.2) [22][23]. To initiate a 611, a supply of 

positrons must be produced in an e" -> e"*" converter in which a high intensity beam of 

200 MeV electrons is focused at a tungsten target to create the positrons. Electrons for 

the fill are generated near the converter Atom a low intensity electron gun. The positrons 

and electrons are then introduced into a 600 MeV linear accelwalor and subsequently 

transferred to the 6 (X) MeV Electron Positron Accumulation (ERA) ring. During each 

stage, the beams are accelerated to increasingly higher energies. Each particle type is
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Figure 3.2: The injection system used at LEP to 611 Ae main electron-positrcm storage 
ring (not to scale).

collected separately into 8  bunches and injected into the PrtXon SymdmAtm (PS) where 

they are accelerated to 3.5 GeV R om  Ae PS Ae beams are transfierred A  Ae Super 

Proton Synchrotron (SPS) and accelerated A 20 GeV. Finally, the beams are iigected into 

the main LEP ring where, during running at Ae Z° peak, they are ultimately accelerated to 

a total beam energy of ̂ proximately 45.6 GeV The beams are then brought mA collision 

at the interaction pomts in Ae four detectors and physics events are recorded at a centre- 

of-mass energy near 91 GeV

3.2 ORAL Detector

The effective selection of Au pair events and Aeir subsequent decays requires the colla

tion of information collected from all of the OPAL sub-detectors. The ORAL af^taratus 

(Figtue 3.3) is an approximately cylindrical, multi-purpose magnetic spectrometer and 

calorimeter wiA a hermeticity of almost 98 percent. Fw  reference, the z coorAnate is
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Figure 3.3: The ORAL detector at LER An indicatkm of the scale is given by the Sgure 
standing at the bottom lefL
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deûned as parallel to the direction of the electron beam. It is then convenient to dehne a 

conventitmal right handed coordinate system with the inward radial direction defined as 

X. In cylindrical coordinates, 0 gives Ae polar angle wiA respect to the z-axis and ^  Ae 

azimnAal angle from the x-axis.

The detector is composed of a central 'barrel' region which extends in polar angle 

to ^)proximately j cos 0| <  0.72 and two conical endcap sections which increase Ae 

geometric accqitance A  | cos^| <  0.98. Cross-sectional views of each part of the detectw 

arc givai m Figuré 3.4. Coocq)tuaIIy, ORAL may be Avided into three sections located at 

increasing radii 6 om the inleractitm poinL The inner portioti of the detector cmisists of a 

system of tracking cham bas etKlosed in a pressure vessd and surrounded by a solenoid. 

A tirrK-of-Oi^t (TOP) s ) ^ m  and electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL) wiA fwesanqrler 

com pise the middle section while Ae ou t»  sectkm includes the iron return yt*c of Ae 

magnet instrumented as ahadimric calmim»er (HCAL) and moon detectors.

For Ae purposes of Ais analysis, it is cmrvenÂnt A  dehne three detector | cos 6 | re

gions: a barrel region dehned by |co s 6 | <  0.72, an 'overlap' r ^ o n  dchned by 0.72 < 

jcos^l < 0.81, and an ‘endctq)’ region defined by 0.81 <  |cos0 | <  0.90. As may be 

sear m Figure 33 , the b a n d  region cmrespmrds A  Ae unifbrm central cylirxier of Ae 

detector, Ae endcap region A  relatively unifbrm regimrsof the two detector «rdcips, and 

the overlap region A  Ae complicated transition area of Ae detector where the barrel and 

cndcq) sub-detectors ovedap.

3.2.1 lYaddng Detectors

The innermost part of Ae ORAL detector consists of a series of vertex and drift chambers 

designed to track charged particles and ^ v i d e  measurements of momenta, energy loss, 

and primary and secondary vertex positions. This assembly of sub-detectors includes a 

silicon micro-vertex detector (/rVTX) [24] introduced in 1992 and upgraded in 1994, a 

high resolution vertex detector (CV) [25], a large volume 'central jet' drift chamber (CJ) 

[26], and a series of 'z-chamber' drift chambers (CZ) [27]. To allow precision momentum 

measurem»it and charge deArmination, these detectors operate in the presence of a 0.435
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Figure 3.4: Cross-sectional view (a) in x-y of the barrel portion and (b) in x-z of the 
endcap region of the ORAL detector.
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Figure 3.5: Top view (in r-z) of the ORAL detector.
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Tesla axial magnetic Aeld aligned along the electron beam direction and generated by a 

solenoidal coil with iron return yoke. A pressure vessel inside the solenoid encloses the 

central tracking system and contains a gaseous mixture of argon, methane and isobutane 

(88.2%, 9.8%, and 2.0% respectively) held at 4 bar pressure.

Situated closest to the beam pipe is the silicon micro-vertex detector. The /rVTX 

is constructed from 11 inner (61 mm radius) and 14 outer (75 mm radius) ladders of 

silicon detector wafers. Primarily important for b quark idenüBcation andpartkdc lifetime 

studies, the /rVTX detector provides precision position measnronents of charged particles 

close to the beam pipe and assWs in improving momentum measurement resolutkm. Each 

/iVTX laya^ provides a positicm measurement with a resolutioo of approximat^y 1 0  /rm.

Surrounding the /rVTX is a 1 m long, 470 mm diameter cylindrical drift chamber.
1

This precision vertex d^ector (CV) provides position inftxma^m close to the mteraction 

region whidt aids in the determination of event topologies ami rectmstrudkm of Ae pri

mary and secondary ^ c a y  vatices. The CV is constructed 6 om 2 layers, each divided 

into 36 azimuthal cells cmreqxmdmg to the geometry of the central j d  dtandba. The 

inner layer contains axial wires for measurements in the r — ^  plane while dm outer layer 

contains stereo wires for accurate z  comdinate measurements. The avmage qiatial res

olutions fw  this (ktector are estimated to be 50 /rm in Ae r  — ^  plane and 700 /on in 

z.

The /iVTX and CV detectms are embedded in a large volume drift chamber, the cen

tral jet chamber (CJ), which provides the primary charged particle informatitm. Approxi

mately 4 m in length, this detector has a cylindrical geometry wiA an inner radius of 0.5 

m and an outer diameter of 3.7 m. It consists of 24 identical azimuthal sectors, each con

taining 159 axial wires arranged in a radial plane. (ZaAode and anode planes are separated 

by 7.5° in ÿ  wiA the first caAode plan occurring at 0°. The CJ provides spatial measure

ments of charged particle tr^ectories (i.e. 'tracks') and energy loss measurements used 

for particle identihcation. The pressure at which gas in the chamber is kept has been 

chosen to (^timize dE/dx s^rsitivity without loss of momentum resolution. Figure 3.6 m- 

Acates the usefulness of the dE/dx informadoo for particle identiAcatitm wiA Ae typical
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track momenta measured by ORAL.

Position measurements have been shown to provide an average resolution of 135 //m 

in the r — plane and 6  cm in z. In addition, momentum measurements, obtained by mea

suring the curvature of the track in the magnetic held, have a resolution dp/p^ estimated 

to be 2.2 X lO^^GeV"^. The energy loss resolution is approximately 3.8%.

Outside of, and arranged cylindrically around the CJ, is a series of 24 drift chambers 

denoted as the z-chambers (CZ). The CZ provides measurements of the z coordinate of 

charged particles exiting the central system of tracking dekctws. The average resolu

tion in z for dus detector is approximately 300 jum and the average r — ^  resolution is 

^ ro x im ate ly  1.5 cm.

3.2.2 Tlme^of̂ Êig t̂ and Electromagnetic calorimeter

Immediately exterior to the central tracking chambers and the magnet solenoid arc 160 

scintillation counters assembled in a t^lindrical geom^iy [21]. These counters measure 

the time-of-dight (TOP) of particles passing through the ORAL detector. The counters 

are 6.84 m Imtg and range from 89 to 91 cm in width with g ^  of no mme than 2.6 mm 

between each counter. The TOP sub-detector, with a timing resrdution (d 460 ps and a 

z resolution of 7.5 cm, is primarily used fw  event triggering and rgection of cosmic ray 

background events reaching the 1 0 0  m underground depth of O I^L.

Crucial to many ORAL analyses are the energy and position measurements provided 

by the electromagnetic calorimeter system [21]. This system, located between the solenoid 

coil and the iron return yoke, includes the primary calorimeter itself and, since most elec

tromagnetic showers are initiated before the calorimeter, additional presampling devices. 

Material located in front of the calorimeter, largely associated with the pressure vessel 

housing the vertex and tracking chambers, and with the magnet coil, is primarily respon

sible for pie-ECAL showering. Both the presampler and calorimeter components are 

composed of overlapping barrel and endcap sections.

The barrel presampla^ (PB) [21] consists of a set of 16 gas chamber detectors operated 

in limited streamer mode. Cmistructed in a cylindrical fashion, the PB is positiooed in
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Figure 3.6: The specific energy loss (dE/dx) as a function of momenta for various particle 
types in the OPAL detector is shown. It is evident that particle identification can be 
effected with this information, particularly between muons/hadrons and electrons between 
0.5 and 10 GeV
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front of the calorimeter at a radius of 2.39 m from the interaction point and extends a total 

length of 6.62 m. The angular resolution of electromagnetic showers measured with PB 

is on the order of 2  mrad.

Covering a geometric acceptance 0.83 <  | cos <  0.95, each half of the endcap 

presampler (PE) consists of 32 multiwire chambers arranged in an umbrella shape. The 

PE provides information analogous to the PB in the endcap region of the detector.

The electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL) itself consists of a barrel region (EB) con

taining 9440 lead glass blocks and two endcap regions (EE) each containing 1132 blocks. 

The lead glass blocks used in both regions have a 10x10 cm^ cross-sectional area corre

sponding to an angular coverage of 40x40 mrad^. The angular resolution of the ECAL is 

important for separating showers arising from different particles entering the detectm: in 

close proximity. For example, the selection of T-» pr/f events requires the separation and 

and identihcation of both the single charged pion and the neutral pion produced in such 

tau decays. Relativistic charged particles entering the lead glass blocks produce Cerenkov 

light which is then detected by photomultiplier tubes fitted to the back of each block.

The EB covers the full azimuthal angle, a polar acceptance of ) cos6 | <  0.82, and 

has an inner radius of 2.46 m. The central design principle requires the ECAL detector 

to completely absorb electrons and photons while allowing muons and some hadrons to 

reach the hadronic calorimeter. The 37 cm depth of each block represents 24.6 radiation 

lengths (Xo) and 2 interaction lengths (A^^ )̂ of material and, with die additional 2Xo of 

material in front of the ECAL, is suitable for this purpose. The calorimeter is divided 

into 59 blocks in the z direction and 160 blocks in the ^  direction. To maximize the 

probability that a particle shower will largely be confined to a small number of blocks, 

each block points towards the interaction region. However, to prevent particles from 

escaping through gaps between the blocks, the EB is constructed with a small offset from 

a true pointing geometry. Analysis of e'*'e"collision data has demonstrated that the EB 

provides an energy resolution of <7 E/E =  1.5±0.3% @ 16d:0.3% /\Æ  for electromagnetic 

showers [28] where the first term represents instrumental uncertainties and the second 

corresponds to intrinsic statistical fiuctuations associated with shower develt^mKnt.
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Each of the two domed-shaped EE components covers the full azimuthal angle and 

a polar angle of 0.81 < |cos9| <  0.98. Owing to geometric constraints, lead glass 

blocks in these regions are aligned parallel to the beam axis and were manufactured with 

depths ranging from 38 to 52 cm. From this arrangement, a minimum depth of 20.5 Xg 

is achieved for particles emerging from the interaction region. The energy resolution in 

this part of the ECAL is estimated to be (ZE/E =  1.8 ±  1.3% @ 21.8 ±  2 . 5 % / [ 2 8 ] .  

Again, the first term represents instrumental uncertainties while the second corresponds 

to intrinsic statistical fluctuations inherent in electromagnetic shower development.

3.2.3 Hadronic Calorimeter and Muon Chambers

Surrounding the ECAL lies the iron return yoke of the magnet. The return yoke has 

been instrumented as a hadronic calorimeter (HCAL) to allow for hadronic shower eneigy 

measurement and tracking between the ECAL and the muon chambers [29].

The barrel pwtion of the HCAL consists of 9 lay«s of gas chambers, each 25 mm 

thick, interleaved with 8  slabs of 100 mm thick iron aixi fills the region from radii 3.39 m 

to 4.39 m. Each endcap porticm of the HCAL contauK 8  active layers with 35 mm gaps 

separated by 7 dabs 100 mm thick iron.

The material in front of the HCAL amounts to 2.2 interactimi lengdis while the HCAL 

itself constitutes nearly 4 interaction lengths. Therefore, most hadronic showers will 

be initiated in or before the ECAL but will not reach beyond the HCAL. Studies of 

e^e" collision data estimate the energy resolution of the HCAL to be og/E = (0.165 ±  

0.024) 4- (0.847 ± 0 . 1 0 0 ) / [ 3 0 ] .  It is expected that nearly all muons above 2 GeV will 

pass through the HCAL and reach the muon chambers.

Comprising the outermost part of the ORAL detector, the muon chambers enclose all 

of the previously described subrdetectors and are designed for muon identification [31].

The barrel muon chambers (MB) consist of four detector layers covering an angular 

region of | cos <  0.68 with a fifth layer covering an angle of | cos <  0.72. The layers 

are composed of a total of 1 1 0  drift chambers; each chamber has a width of 1 . 2  m and a 

depth of 90 mm. The layers are arranged in a staggered geometry to cause naost mutms to
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register in at least four layers. Muons are identified by matching tracks from the central 

tracking chambers with signals generated in the muon chambers. The muon detector is 

able to measure particle positions in the direction with an accuracy of 1.5 mm and in 

the z direction with an accuracy of 2  mm.

Overlapping with the banel muon chambers, the two muon endcap detectors (ME) 

cover the polar angle |0.67 < cosOj < 0.985. Each ME is constructed from four layers of 

limited streamer tubes mounted perpendicular to the beam axis. These detectors are used 

in an analogous fashion to the MB and provide position measurements of comparable 

precision.

3.2.4 lYiggermg and Detector Status

As already indicated, the effective collection of high quality data using the OIAL detector 

requires the simultaneous operation of many complex sub-detector components. In order 

to ensure that detector components cmcial to a given analysis arc (g rating  satisfactorily 

during data collection, detector status bits are encoded with the stored event data for each

event.

Each detector component can have one of four possible states. They are

0 =  Status Unknown

1 =  N(^ On

2 =  Partially On (low voltage or readout problems)

3 =  Operating Nominally.

(3.1)

For the tau polarization analysis, the detector status requirements are given in Table 

3.1. As is shown, the CV, CJ, ECAL, barrel HCAL, and barrel muon chambers are all 

required to be in good working order. Any events not passing these requirements are 

removed from the analysis.

The fact that almost all sub-detector types arc represented in Table 3.1 emphasizes that 

information from all components of the ORAL d^ector is needed in order to successfully
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CV CJ TB PB EB EE I HS MB 1

Detector: 3 3 3 2 3 3 1 3 3 1

Table 3.1: The detector and trigger status requirements arc shown. The acrwyms rep
resent CV=vertex chamber, CJ=central jet chamber, TB=time-of-flight, PB=barrel pre- 
sampler, EB=banel calorimeter, EE=endc^ calorimeter, HS=barrel hadronic calorimeter, 
MB=barrel muon chambers.

separate the signal and background events for this measiucment.

In order to record physics events, the OPAL detector triggers [32] on information re

ceived from the various sub-detectors. For Ae tau polariz^ioo analysis, it is important 

to ensure that the collection tau pair events is unbiased in terms of the trigger efh- 

ciency. As determined in [33], the (%AL trigga is nearly 100% efScient for triggering 

on T" events, and thus no such bias exists.
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Data and Monte Carlo Summary

' Tkg onfy diÿèrgnce teUveen wafer and apace ü  a  maffer q^denjify " - The Man From 

Planet X

4.1 Data

The data used for this analysis were collected during the LEP Z° operating period from 

1990-1S195. This constitutes the complete OPAL Z° data set and includes the Anal repro

cessing with optimal calibration. Approxiihately 6.5 million Z° events were produced in 

OPAL during this period, with approximately 3.36% of these decaying to a T+ T" Anal

state pair.

Although tau pair events are the focus of this analysis, the Z° can decay to any fermion 

anti-fermion pair, apart from top quarks. Such events include quark anti-quark (e^e" 

qq)) pairs, referred to as 'multihadron' events which produce back-to-back 'jets' of par

ticles in the detector; electron-positron pairs (e^c" - 4  e+e" ) including both s-channel 

and t-channel processes; and muon anti-muon pairs (e^e^—̂ ). In addition, non-

Z° exchange two-photon events ('yyff) can be produced in which the electron and positron 

interact via emitted photons that combine to create fermion anti-fermion pairs (ff). In such

4 6
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events, the initial electron and positron typically pass down the beam pipe without being 

detected in OPV\L.

As will be seen, these non-tau pair events constitute backgrounds to the tau pair sam

ple selected by this analysis. Figure 4 . 1  provides sample Feynman diagrams representing 

the most important of these background processes.

e+e"-^ e+e"

-r/z

e+e"-4

7/Z

e+e qq

hadrons

TTC+e-

Rgure 4.1: Feyman diagrams representing die Ave most significant non-tau backgrounds 
are shown. Note that only the s-channel diagram for e"e+prodxmcdon is given as an exam
ple but the t-channel process is signiAcant as well.

Data were collected within approximately 2 GeV of the peak and, for the purposes 

of this analysis, separated into the three eneigy ranges dehned as defined in Table 4.1. 

Note that die determination of the beam energy for a given collection period is extremely

Beam Energy Range Average Centre-of-mass Energy
Peak-2
Peak
Peak+2

Ebeam <45.3 GeV 
43.3 GeV <EbMm < 4 5 .8  GeV 
45.8 GeV < Ek«m

89.5 ±  0.2 GeV 
91.25 ±  0.05 GeV 

93.0 ±  0.2 GeV

Table 4.1: The three dehned energy regimes. The values in die right-hand column repre
sent die average centre-of-mass energy of data collected within the given range including 
the rms spread of energies.
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precise with the beam energy known to better than 0.02% [34].

Year Peak-2 Peak Peak+2
i Int. Lumi. Events Int. Lumi. Events Int. Lumi. Events

1990-91 3.8 pb-^ 1900 10.7 pb-^ 15900 4.1 pb"^ 2900
1992 — 23.3 pb-^ 34400 — -

1993 8.3 pb-^ 4100 14.4 pb-^ 21300 7.7 pb-^ 5400
1994 - 50.6 pb~* 74900 - —

1995 6.7 pb"^ 3300 13.6 pb"^ 2 0 2 0 0 7.4 pb-^ 5200

Table 4.2: Data collected during each year of running for the three energy regimes. 
The numbers of e^ e" -^  T" events given in each case are the estimated numbers of 
events pmoduced in OA\L based on the integrated luminosities quoted.

The largest sample of peak events was collected in 1994 with a smaller sample col

lected in 1992. Both on and off-peak events were produced during the remaining years 

with the 1993 and 1995 years contributing the largest samples. Table 4.2 indicates the 

approximate integrated luminosity^ and number of r+  r "  events generated for each year

at each energy.

4.2 Monte Carlo Simulation

The tau polarization analysis requires the use of a large sample of simulated Monte Carlo 

events. The event selection relies on the Monte Carlo method to accurately simulate both 

signal and background events in order to optimize the data selection criteria and for the

generation of likelihood selection distributions. In addition, the subsequent polarizaton 

parameter fits are carried out with distributions extracted from the Monte Carlo simula-

tion.

Not only must the modelling of the data be adequate, a subject discussed at length 

in Chapter 7, but a sufficient quantity of simulated events must be available in order to 

minimize the statistical effects of the finite Monte Carlo sample. Approximately 10 times

^Luminosity is a measure of the intensity of the colliding beams and is proportion^ to the number of 
particles in the beams, the frequency of rotation of the beams, and the beam profiles. Integrated luminosity, 
given here in units of bams (b) where 1 b = 10 cm~^, is simply the luminosity integrated over time.
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the data statistics in Monte Carlo events has been generated and used by this analysis.

Simulated events are first generated at the physics or 'four vector' level using the 

various Monte Carlo generators described below. The ORAL detector simulation [35], 

based on the GEANT software package [36], is subsequently added to include the effects 

of interactions with the ORAL detector materials and to fiilly model the complete readout 

of the detector. The Monto Carlo events are passed through the same event reconstruction 

software as the data, and thus can be treated in exactly the same fashion as the data.

Mcmte Carlo tau pair and mucm pair events were generated with the KORALZ gen

erator [37] while die electron pair events were generated by the BHWOE {wogam [38]. 

The decay of each tau in a Monte Carlo tau pair event is simulated using the TAUOLA 

package [39]. The YERMASEREN software [40] was used to produce the primary two- 

{Aotom sanqdes with two Iqitons in the hnal state, and JETSET [41], tuned to OIAL ref

erence distributions [42], was used for die simulation of e^e"-+  qq events. Two-photon 

events with hadronic dual states were genoated using the PHOJET [43], F2GEN [43], 

and HERWIG [44] packages while dour-famion events were generated with FERMISV 

[45] and GRC4f [46]. Note that the hadronic two-photon and four-fermion events have 

been studied and contribute a negligible effect to this analysis.

AH of the Monte Carlo event samples used in dûs analysis are listed in Table 4.3 

including such details as the number of events generated and the estimated integrated 

luminosity represented.
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Event Type M CRun Generator Events Luminosity Energy
-J-+ 1520

1535
1536
1537 
1560 
1565

KORALZ
KORALZ
KORALZ
KORALZ
KORALZ
KORALZ

600k
70k

375k
100k
800k
500k

405pb~^ 
142 pb-^ 
253 pb-^ 
142 pb-^ 
541pb-^ 
338p b - '

Peak
Reak-2
Peak

Peak+2
Peak
Peak

1620
1635
1636
1637 
1618 
1619

KORALZ
KORALZ
KORALZ
KORALZ
KORALZ
KORALZ

60(&
70k

375k
10%
80%
50%

404pb-^ 
142pb-^ 
253 pb-^ 
143 pb-^ 
540 pb-^ 
337 pb-^

Peak
Peak-2
Peak

Peak+2
Peak
Peak

e+e~ 1336 
1335
1337 
1360 
1365 
1370

BHWHÆ
BHWIDE
BHWIDE
BHWmE
BHWIDE
BHWIDE

15%
30%
15%
80%
50%
40%

4 1 pb-^ 
7 4 ^ - ^  
5 5 p b -i  
195 pb-^ 
123 pb-^ 
9 7 p b -i

Peak-2
Peak

Peak+2
Peak
Peak
Peak

1745
1053
1054

VERMASEREN
VERMASEREN
VERMASEREN

40%
50%
30%

456 pb“  ̂
576 pb-^ 
345 pb-^

Peak
Peak
Peak

7 7 e " * 'e ~ 1746
1063
1064

VERMASEREN
VERMASEREN
VERMASEREN

40%
50%
30%

392 pb-^ 
493pb-^ 
296 pb-^

Peak
Peak
Peak

qq 2291
2917
2926
5020

JETSET
JETSET
JETSET
JETSET

100%
90%
75%
90%

3 2 ;* -^  
2 9 p b -i 
24 pb-^ 
2 9 p b -i

Peak
Peak
Peak
Peak

77 qQ
77  qq 
77  qq

e+e~qq
/i+y^-qq
r+  T ~  qq 

e+e“ e+e~ 
e+ e -/;+ /i-
e+e~r+ t “

T ~

Z °e+ e -

1014
1039
1065
6503
6501
6505
6506
6507
6508
6509
6510 
6513

PHOJET/JETSEr
F2GEN

HERWIG
FERMISV
FERMISV
FERMISV
FERMISV
FERMISV
FERMISV
FERMISV
FERMISV

GRC4f

100% 
10% 
20%  
4290 
3860 
1020 
5550 
5600 
4170 
570 
510 : 

51415 !

209 pb-^ 
152 pb-^ 
329 pb-^ 
1000 pb-^ 
1000pb-^ 
1000pb-^ 
1000pb-^ 
1000p b - ' 
1000 pb-^ 
1000 p b -i 
1000 p b - ' 
500 pb-^

Peak
Peak
Peak
Peak
Peak
Peak
Peak
Peak
Peak
Peak
Peak
Peak

Table 4.3: Monte Carlo event samples used for the OEAl, tau polarization analysis. See 
text for descriptions and references. The numbers of events listed for each case are the 
actual number of generated events. The corresponding integrated luminosities are cal
culated based on these numbers of events and the estimated cross-section for the given 
process. The definitioo of the centre-of-mass energy regions are defined in Table 4.1
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Event Selection

"Don't he 77ig inyorkmt dnn&ing Aoan f ffarfgj f/ " - Ingrid Bergmzm, Notorious

5.1 Introduction

The selectirm of tan decays used for Ae polarization At occurs in two stages. First, tau 

pair candidates are selected hrom the general ORAL data set by placing requirements on

Ae total number of charged particles and by examining such quantities as the total event

energy measured in Ae ECAL and Ae total track momentum. These requirements, or 

'cuts', provide a sample of tau pair canAdates wiA high efhciency and low background.

'Likelihood' selections for each of Ae hve tau decay channels used in the analysis 

(T— ePgi/T , T-^ , r - f  rr i/y , T—̂ pz/y , and T-+ ai z/y ) are then applied.

A Ae following sections, Ae dehnitions of Ae selection variables are provided and 

Ae details of each of Ae two steps in the selection process are described.

51
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5.2 Tau Pair Selection

5.2.1 Introduction

The selection of tau pair candidates relies on the use of cuts on event variable distributions 

designed to distinguish such events from the general OPAL Z° data set. The 'standard' 

OPAL tau pair selection [47] is used for this analysis with additional selection cuts ap

plied, particularly in the overlap and endcap regions, in order to reduce various non-tau 

backgrounds. These additional cuts are described in the Appendix D.

The principle non-tau pair backgrounds in the selection include multihadron e^e" — 

qq events, e^e" — events, e^ e " -^  e^e" events, and two-photon events. The gen

eral selection strategy is to apply cuts on measured event quantities to successively elim

inate the majority of each of these backgrounds.

Since all T" events contain at least two unobserved neutrinos, less than the total 

centre-of-mass energy is measured in the detector and the total transverse momentum is 

imbalanced for these events.

As will be seen, multihadron e'^e"—> qq events are removed by requiring that only a 

small number of tracks are produced in an event; e'^e"-4 e'^e" and e+e"— ii^fjr lepton 

pair backgrounds are removed by rejecting events with total measured energy close to the 

centre-of-mass energy when there are exactly two back-to-back tracks; and two-photon 

events are removed by requiring a minimum amount of energy to be measured in an event 

and by rejecting events in which the total measured momentum in the transverse plane of 

the detector is balanced.

5.2.2 Variable Debnidons

In order to specify the details of the tau pair selection, the definition of various quantities, 

such as a 'track' in the central tracking chamber and a 'cluster' in the ECAL, must be 

provided.

A track in the CJ is recognized as a good track' if it has

Nm(CJ) >  20, (5.1)
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p, > 0.1 GeV, (5.2)

< 2  cm, (5.3)

|zo| < 75 cm, (5.4)

^min < 75 cm, (5.5)

where Nhii(CJ) is the number of hits in the jet chamber; p,, the transverse momentum, is 

the component of track momentum perpendicular to the beam axis; |do| is the distance of 

closest approach of the track to the beam axis in Ae plane transvase to the beam axis; |zo | 

is the distance the track from the interaction point along the beam axis; and Rmn, is the 

radial separation between the beam axis and the first hit in the jet chamber. Such a track 

will have associated wi A it an absolute momentum determined hrmn the track curvature, a 

charge, and 0 and ^  direction values. In general, these requirements ensure the reliability 

of the measured track ;aoperties and Aat Ae track has been produced in association wi A 

an electron-positrcm annihilation at Ae mteraction poinL

In Ae electromagnetic calorimeter, 'clusters' are formed from contiguous groups of 

lead glass blocks containing deposited energy. Ideally, such clusters will each arise from 

the sbowaing a single particle entering Ae ECAL and the measured energy will be 

associated wiA Aat particle. In practice, particle showers can overlap and a given cluster 

may correspond to mme Aan one particle.

A 'good' cluster is dehned in Ac barrel region wiA

Nboc > 1, (5.6)

Ecb(«w) >  0.1 GeV, (5.7)

and in Ae en d c^  wiA

Nbik >  2, (5.8)

Eck(«w) >  0.2 GeV, (5.9)

where Nb& is Ae number of lead glass blocks associated to the clusto^ and Ecw^w) is the 

raw measured cluster aiergy before bemg corrected for energy loss occurring prior to a
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particle's entry into the ECAL (the energy loss is caused by interactions in the material 

in front of the ECAL). Each dehned cluster has a corrected measured energy associated 

to it, based on the assumption that the particle is an electron, as well as 0  and 9  position 

measurements.

Tau pairs produced in OF*AL have a large boost and hence the decay products of each 

tau are normally conAncd within a relatively narrow cone. In order to aid selection and 

to specify tau decay topologies, it is useful to define a tau jet for each tau candidate in an 

event. A jet is dehned by

6 baif-cone =  35", and (5.10)

Pcone ^  0.01 Ebeam 5 (5.1 1)

where Et*am is the beam energy, 0 hair^ne is the half-angle of the cone around the direction 

constructed from the vector sum of track and ECAL cluster momenta associated to the 

cone, and PcoM is the total track and ECAL cluster energy in the cone. Events are selected 

if the number of cones with at least one charged track and passing the Pgome requirement

is equal to two.

Finally, a quantity that is used throughout this analysis is the cos 6  of the T "  jet where ̂

is the polar angle between the r~  flight direction and the e~ beam direction. To determine 

0, the T" angle and the negative of the T+ angle, each constructed from track and ECAL

information, are averaged and the cosine of the resulting value designated cos .

5.2.3 Multihadron Event Rejection

The primary observable difference between multihadron events and lepton events pro

duced through electron-positron annihilation at the Z° peak is the number of particles 

created. In multihadron production for example, the average event charged particle mul

tiplicity, is greater than 6  over 99% of the time [48], while for tau pair production, the 

number of charged particles produced in OPAL is less than 7 over 98% of the time (esti

mated from Monte Carlo). Hence, the multihadron background is largely eliminated by
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requinng

1 <  N % g<6,and (5.12)

<  10, (5.13)

where is the total number of good charged particles measured in the event and 

is the number of good clusters. Figure 5.1 shows the distributions o f N ^  for Monte Carlo

tau pair and e^e"-+ qq events befwe selection; the efTectiveness of the cut may be

seen.

5.2.4 Cosmic Ray R^ecüm:

Cosmic ray rejection cuts are applied based <m the assumption that these background 

events wül not ^xpear to have originated at the interaction point and/or will exhibit tim

ing measurements inconsistent with a true ^ y s ic s  event. Such events are rejected by 

requiring that all ^Aysics events satisfy

|do|mm <  0.5 cm, (5.14)

|zo|m# <  20 cm, and (5.15)

|zo|»e <  20 cm, (5.16)

where, for all tracks in an event, |do|uM is the minimum jdoj; |zo|mm is the minimum |zo|; 

and |zo|mve is the average |zo|. In addition, events within the geometrical acceptance of the 

time-of-Oight detector (| cos <  0.8) are rejected unless at least one of the time-of-Oight 

counters returns

| t m e s - t » p |< 1 0 n s ,  (5.17)

where tmes is the measured time-of-Hight and top is the time-of-hight expected for an event 

generated at the nominal interaction poinL An event is further rejected if all counter pairs 

satis^ing

M W ) > 165°, (5.18)

measure

| t , - t j | > 1 0 n s ,  (5.19)
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Figure 5.1: The distributions of the total number of charged tracks is shown for tau 
pairs (open) and e^e"—̂ qq events (solid) from Monte Carlo simulation. The ver
tical line on the upper figure indicates the track multiplicity cut applied to remove 
e+e"—̂ qq background.
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where 6^(ij) is the angular separation between counters i and j and |ti—tj| is the measured 

time-of-dight difference. These requirements effectively remove all cosmic ray events 

from the sample [49].

5.2.5 Two-photon Event Rejection

A potentially significant background arises from two-photon events; particularly those 

events in which a muon pair or an electron-positron occur in the Anal state. Such events 

will primarily contaminate the selected tau pair sample in which both taus are subse

quently classiAed as decaying through the muon channel, both taus are classiAed as de

caying through the electron channel, or those events in which the decay of one tau is not 

classiAed and Ae other is classiAed as decaying Arougb the muon or electron channel.

Two-phot(m events typically exhibit low total energy measured in the d^ector, bal

anced total transverse momentum, and imbalanced longitudinal momentum. Hence, Ae 

two-photon background is gready reduced by only accqrting events wiA

^«,1 <  is la n d  (5.20)

Evu =  >  0.03E«, (5.21)
cone

where Ecm is the total centre-of-mass energy, E,g is Ac total measured, w  viable', event 

energy and 0%%,, the acolinearity, is Ae angle between the ArecAon of the highest energy

charged cone and the negative direction of the second highest energy charged cone. Figure 

5.2 shows distributions of vs Evü/Ecm for simulated tau pairs and the two-photon

backgrounds. It is clear Aat Ae two-photon events are largely eliminated by Aese cuts.

For E,(cls) and Pt(trk) denoting Ae vector sums of Ae transverse cluster energy and 

track momentum respectively, events wiA <  0.2Ebeam are removed if

E,(cls) < 2 GeV, and (5.22)

P,(tik) < 2 GeV. (5.23)
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Figure 5.2: Monte Carlo distributions of event acolinearity vs. total visible energy di
vided by centre-of-mass energy for signal (open) and two-photon background (shaded) 
are shown.
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5.2.6 e+e e+e" and e^e —y Event Pair Rejection

The mzyority of events passing the preceding cuts are lepton pair events (i.e. e'^e" -» 

e^e", e^e" —> or e'^'e" -+ r'^ 'r^). The e + e '-4  e' '̂e" events in this sample are

typically characterized by a pair of back-to-back tracks with a total ECAL energy deposit 

near the centre-of-mass energy. Thus, these events may he largely removed by requiring

^ E i(c ls)< 0 .8 E cM , (5.24)
!

or

E  Ei(cls) 4- 0.3 E  Ei(trk) <  Ecw, (5.25)
i j

where the sum is over all cluster energies Ei(cls) and all track energies E;(trk) (assum

ing a pion mass for each track) in the cvart. As an illustration of the discrimination 

power of the event total cluster energy and total momentum (scalar sum) variables, the 

separation between tau pairs and e^ e" -4  e+e" events may be clearly seen in Figure 5.3 

which shows the distributions of E jl^(trk)/E  vs Ei(cls)/E for Monte Carlo tau pairs 

and e^e"—̂ e+e" pairs befwe selection.

Finally, nmon pair events most be removed hnmn the remaining sample. Tb proceed, 

events must hrst be recogtized as containing two muons. A particle is loosely idoitihed 

as a muon if it passes one of the following criteria:

>  2, (5.26)

or

>  4 /  >  1 and > 2, (5.27)

or

Eds <  2 GeV. (5.28)

Here, is the number of layers registering a signal in the muon chambers, N { ^  

is the number of HCAL layers associated with a track and registering a signal, is 

the numbe^ of HCAL layas wiA hits in tiK last three HCAL layers, is the total

number of HCAL hits divided by the total HCAL layers registering signal fw  the cone
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containing the track, and Eds is the raw cluster energy of the most energetic ECAL cluster 

in the cone. The first and second criteria reflect the fact that muons are expected to pass 

completely out of the detector, while the third criterion reflects the minimum ionizing 

property of muons as they pass Arough the ECAL.

Once events have been tagged as containing two muons, the muon pair events, which 

are characterized by a pair of back-to-back charged tracks identified as muons with total 

moriKntum near the collision energy, are removed by requiring

2
E  |Eg% +  ESffl <  0 .6 E « ,

cone=l
(5.29)

where E^  is the total cluster energy in each charged cone and E ^ ^  is the scalar sum 

of track energies, assuming pion masses, for tracks associated to the crxre. Figure 5.3 

illustrates the separation powa^ between tau pairs and muon pairs when examining these 

types of variables.

5.2.7 Thn pair Selecdon Summary

The events remaining in the sanqtle after these cuts have been made are largely tau pair 

events. Table 5.1 indicates the selection e&ciaxcy and estimated imn-tau badtground in 

each the three detector regions. As may be seen, the nmi-tan background is less than

Region cos^ Efficiency | Purity
Barrel

Overlap
Endcap

COS 9 < 0.72 
0.72 < cosO < 0.81 
0.81 <  cos 0 < 0.90

93 % 1 98 % 
75% 1 98%  
79%  1 97%

Table 5.1: Tau pair selection efficiencies and purities for the different fiducial regions of 
the detector.

2% after selection while an efficiency of nearly 89% within the fiducial acceptance is 

maintained.
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5.3 Tau Decay Selection 

5.3.1 Introduction

Each tau in an event which passes the tau-pair selection is processed through the tau 

decay selection and uniquely classified as T-4 ePgi/r , , T-» Tt , T-^ ,

T-^ ai , or not-identihed (nid). Figure 5.4 indicates the decay configurations for each 

of these channels and the general strategy for identifying the relevant particle types. Note 

that in the T-4 py? case it is the decay products of the p, a rr'and  7r°, that are identified \  

and for the T—̂  ai case it is the three charged pion decay products of the a^.

Separate selections are generated for each of the Avc decay channels and consist of an 

initial set of loose, mode-dependent cuts, followed by a likelihood selection.

The procedure for creating the likelihood selections utilized the software package de

scribed in [50]. The likelihood selections are generated separately for each of the three 

detector regions (barrel, overlap, and endcap) and, except for the r -4  â  i/y channel, are 

further divided into cases based on various measured quantities as described below. This 

last division provides an improvement in discrimination by allowing the likelihood cuts 

to be optimized based on the predominant background in the sample.

The likelihood variables used for each channel are chosen to maximize the selection 

discrimination while, as discussed in C huter 7, minimizing sensitivity to polarization 

bias and modelling uncertainty. Monte Carlo simulated events are used to generate the 

likelihood distributions and the likelihood cuts are optimized to maximize the product of 

the efficiency and purity for each channel. If a given tau passes more than one decay 

selection, it is uniquely identified as decaying through the channel having the largest 

relative likelihood.

Since the r -4  vr and T—̂ pf/f channels contribute approximately 80 % of the sen

sitivity, the success of this analysis particularly relics on the efficient selection of pure 

samples of these events. As noted above, the large boost of the tau jets at LEP causes 

the tau decay products to emerge in a highly collimated cone. While this effect assists

^The 7T° immediately decays to two photons 7 7 )and it is the photons that are actually measured 
byOR\L.
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Figure 5.4: Depicted at the top are the decay conhgurations for the particles measured 
in the ORAL detectw for each of the Gve selected tau decay channels. As can be seen, 
four types of particles must be idcntihed: electrons; muons; charged pions; and neutral 
pions. A simple representation of the particle identihcation criteria is given at the bottom. 
The dual arrows connecting particle types indicate that the signatures for such particles in 
OI%L can be similar and lead to mis-identiGcalion. The dashed line connecting electrons 
and neutral pions indicates that the neutral pioo signature is similar to the electron, but 
wiA no associated track.
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in the selection of tau pairs, it increases the difficulty of separating jets which contain 

either ho 7r°'s, exactly one 7r°, or more than one 7r°, and hence in distinguishing among 

T—̂  7T decays, T—̂ decays, and tau decays containing more than one Many 

of the variables described in the next section have been specifically chosen in order to 

maximize the efhcient separation of these events in the ORAL data.

53.2 The Likelihood Selection Method

The Monte Carlo simulation p-ovides normalized distributions for a set of observables, 

0 ,, for each of the decay modes. These are subsequently used to calculate for each decay 

channel j ,  the likelihood, that the measured Oi would be observed [50]. The

likelihood that decay mode j  produces the measured observables in a given tau jet is 

obtained from the product of the likelihoods: =  Tli ̂  (O*). In order to select decays

from mode A, a cut is applied to its relative likelihood, L(k) =  ZI(A:)/ events

with a likelihood value higher than the cut are selected and those with a value below 

the cut are rejected. From this dehnition, lies between 0 and 1 and the value of 

the cut is chosen to maximize the product of purity and efficiency. The requirement that 

decays have large values of L{k) produces a sample with low background normally at 

the cost of some efficiency for selecting mode t  decays. In this wwk, each of the five 

decay mode selections employ different observables and therefore exploit a different set 

of likelihoods, If a tau jet is classified in more than one channel after {qrplying the 

likelihood cut, then it is reclassified into the channel having the largest relative likelihood. 

In this case, the likelihood L ( k )  — W k £ { k ) /  is used where w j  are weighting

factors representing the relative tau decay branching ratios.

The likelihood variables used to discriminate between each of the selected tau decay 

channels and the backgrounds are constructed from information measured in the central 

tracking chamber, the ECAL, and the outer detectors. While the definition of a track 

is given above, the ECAL clusters used for the decay selections are constructed using a 

maximum entropy (ME) clustering algorithm as described in [51]. In particular, this algo

rithm attempts to utilize the available ECAL information in order to enable the selections
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to distinguish events with no 7r°'s, exactly one and two or more 7r°'s. The existence 

of 'neutral clusters' in a tau jet, as defined below, usually indicates the presence of one or 

more x"°'s.

Each track in a tau jet is processed through a track-ECAL cluster matching algorithm. 

A value is calculated by taking the difference between the measured hack and cluster 

positions using the position of the track when it exited the central tracking system. A 

track is associated to the ECAL cluster for which the probability is greatest and when 

the probability is greater than 2 %. ECAL clusters not associated to tracks are dcsign^ed 

'neutral clustos' if they pass the enesgy threshold cuts described below.

Including variables from all of the Gve decay channels selected, the twenty likelihood 

variables calculated for each tau jet arc:

# - number of neutral maximum entropy (ME) clusters associated to die tau jet;

clusters arc designated as neutral if thqr are not associated to a track and if they 

pass a region-dependent energy cut; the enagy cut is 0.650 GeV in the barrel, 1.25 

GeV in the overlap and 1 GeV in the endcap,

# EM ,-energyofdieM Eclusta^associatedtothemostenergetictradc,

# - sum of the residual eneigy from ME clusters for clusters not associated to

tracks and not passing the neutral cluster cutoff.

#

#

Eass/p - energy of the ME cluster associated to the most energetic track divided by 

that track's momentum,

Eto(/p - total ME cluster energy divided by the momentum of the most energetic 

track,

# Emm/p - energy of the ME cluster widi maximum energy divide by the momentum 

of the most energetic track,

# Egeut/p - sum of the energy from ME clusters not associated to tracks and passing 

the neutral cluster cutoff divided by the momentum of the most eneigedc track.
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# dE/dx(e) - pull of the specific energy loss measured in the CJ,

[{dE/dx)[neas (dE/dx)e_hypothesis]/̂ e-hypothesis (whcfe (dE/dx)e-hypothesis iS the eXpeCted

dE/dx assuming the particle is an electron with resolution (Zê hypotheds). of the most 

energetic track under electron hypothesis,

# dE/dx(7T) -pull of the specific energy loss measured in the CJ,

[(dE/dx)nneas (dE/dx)ff-hypothesis| j^̂ -hypothesis (whcrC (dE/dx)̂ .hypothesis iS the CXpCCted 

dE/dx assuming the particle is a pion with resolution cr,.hypo(hKis), of the most ener

getic track tmder pion hypothesis,

# E ^  - energy of the two most energetic neutral clusters added in quadrature with the 

7T° mass; if only one neutral cluster exists it is the energy of this cluster and a 

mass; if no neutral clusters exist then the cluster associated to die most energetic

track is used,

# maximum angle in ÿ  between the most energetic track and presampler clusters

assigned to the tau jet,

# m ^  - invariant mass of the two highest energy neutral ME clusters,

# mp - invariant mass of the two highest energy neutral ME c lu s t^  and the most 

energetic track assuming the ME clusters arise from a ;r° decay and the track to be 

a charged pion; if only one neutral cluster exists, then it is assumed to be the rr°; if 

no neutral clusters exist then the associated cluster is used,

# mje, - invariant mass constructed from the most energetic track and all neutral clus

ters associated to the tau jet,

# m]_pmng- invariant mass calculated from the most energetic track and the most en

ergetic neutral clusters, to a maximum of four clusters, when at least two neutral 

clusters exist (and is set toO when less than two exist),

# m,i - invariant mass ctmstructed from charged tracks assuming the tracks to be 

charged pions when at least diree tracks are associated to the tau jet.
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# HCALtot - total number of HCAL layers with hits associated to most energetic track,

# MUONux - total number of MUON layers with hits associated to most energetic 

track,

# HMba? - sum of MUONw and the number of HCAL layers registering hits in the 

last three HCAL layers,

# MU-CTwÿ* - weight for matching most energetic track to hits in the mumi cham- 

bers.

Table 5.2 indicates which variables are used in the crmstruction of the Hkelibood for 

each of the five channels.

Variable T-4 er/gi/T T—̂ ?r T-4 pr/f T-4 Pr
X X

X
Eresid X

E^m/p X X X X
Ew /p X X X X
Ejnax/p X
E«gt/p X

dE/dx(e) X X X X X
dE/dx(7r) X X X X X

E ^ X X
4̂pres X X
m̂r*) X X
m^ X X X X
mjet X X

mj.prong X X
m»! X

HCALtot X X
MUONtot X X X X
HMiast? X X X

MU-CT,gk X X X X X

Table 5.2: Likelihood selection variables used for each r-decay selection channel.

In the following sections, Ae specihc details and results of each selection will be
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provided.

5.3 J  T-4- ePcZ/r Decays

As noted in Chapter 3, ORAL has been constructed such that electromagnetic showers 

arising from electrons entering the ECAL will be completely contained to a high degree 

of probability. In order to select T—> ei/«i/T events then, the basic criteria consists of iden

tifying tau jets with a single charged track whose momentum is approximately equal to 

the associated ECAL cluster energy, with little neutral cluster energy, and with little or no 

activity in the outer detectors. In addition, the [mil of the speciAc energy loss, dE/dx(e), 

can be used to distinguish between electrons and other charged particles; particularly in 

the momentum range between 0.3 and 20 GeV.

To improve the likelihood discrimination, the T-+ ePgr/f pre-selection cuts are de

signed to remove obvious background before the likelihood stage and include

1 <  < 2, 

m ^  <  0.4GeV,

<  3,

HCALw < 3,

MUON«^ <  3,

HCiaas <  Land

HMiast? <  4,

where No& =  2, the number of charged particles associated to the jet, allows for the 

possibility of a second track arising from radiation and the second track is ignored, the 

cut removes jets with neutral cluster components, and the Anal four cuts remove 

jets containing muons and some hadrons. The remaining events are passed through the 

likelihood selection which uses the variables speciAed in Table 5.2.

As well as dividing the likelihood selection into separate cases for each detector re

gion, the T-^ ei/gi/T selecAon is further divided into the case where no neutral clusters 

are idenAAed in the jet and the case where one or more neutral clusters are idenAAed. In
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the hrst case the tau background arises predominately from T-4 7r z/̂  decays, while in the 

second case it is dominated by T-4 pz/y events.

To provide an indication of their discrimination power. Figure 5.5 shows four of the 

variables used in this selection. Note that in each case, the Monte Carlo distributions 

are normalized to the number of events in the data. The variables are plotted after tau 

pair selection but before the decay selection is applied so that an indication of the good 

agreement between the data and Monte Carlo may be noted.

Figures 5.6 and 5.7 show four plots of scIectM» variables a ft»  the r —̂ ez/gZ/f selec

tion has been made. The plots are divided into Ae Aree detector regitms and, as may be 

seen, the agreemait between Monte Carlo and data is satisfactwy in all cases. The appar

ent small diSerences between the Monte Carlo and data distributions, such as dE/dx(e), 

are adequately accounted for by the systematic error analysis described in Chapter 7. 

Figure 5.8 provides plots of all variables used in dus selection wiA the detector regions 

combined. The combined likelihood distributi(xi is shown in Figure 5.9, where the good 

agreement between data and the Monte Carlo simulation is evident Recall Aat no single 

cut is placed on Ais combined Astribudon; cuts are optimized separately for each detector 

region and each likelihood subset wiAin each region. As described dzove, there are six 

separate likelihood distributitms for Ais decay mode tm which these cuts are made: two 

neutral cluster configurations for each of the three dehned detector regions.

The final r —^ ez/gZ/f selection provides a sample o f44083 candidates with, as indicated 

in Table 5.3, an efficiency of 92%, where Ae efficiency is estimated after tau pair selection 

and wiA the fiducial acceptance of the analysis, and total background of 4.6%. Non-tau 

background comprises approximately one third of the total background and primarily 

arises from ^yye^e^and e+e"— e'^e" events.

5.3.4 Decays

As is well known, muons arc h i ^ y  penetrating leptons owing to their mass and relatively 

long lifetime. The selection of T-^ /zP̂ z/,̂  decays in ORAL exploits this property by iden

tifying events wiA a single track m the CJ, a small energy deposit in the ECAL, and wiA
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lected events in the barrel (top), overlap (middle), and endcap (bottom) regions of the 
detector. The data are represented by the open circles with error bars, while the Monte 
Carlo signal is given by the open histogram, the tau background contributions shown 
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Barrel Overlap Endcap All
Efficiency (%) 93.7 85.8 88.9 92.3

Composition (%)
e" 96.5 93.4 90.7 95.4

;r-  (K -) 0.7 1.6 1.2 0.9
1.1 1.7 19 1.3

7r"7r+7r"(al) 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2
7r"rrV (o l) 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.4
7r~7r+7r“ 7r*’ 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
7r~7r®7r°7r® 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1

e+e"-+ e+e" 0.3 1.1 2.6 0.7
TTW 0.5 1.2 2JZ 0.8

Table 5.3: r - f  ePgZ/f selection efRciencies and con^xiàtion of selected events in each 
d^ector region and ctnnbined. Background channels cootnbudng kss Aan 0.1% are not 
liskd.

hits registered in the outer detectors.

The T-^ pre-selecti(m cuts consist of the requirements

Nut =  1,

>  0.04,

I C .  < 2 .  and

lïXjr® ^  0.2GeV,

where the ratio of track momentum to centre-of-mass energy cut, Pat/Eb«un, removes the 

low momentum region where it is difGcult to distinguish between muons and pions, and 

the final two cuts remove events registering neutral cluster energy.

Events passing these cuts are subsequently processed by the likelihood selection using 

the variables denoted in Table 5.2. For this selecdon, the likelihoods are additionally sepa

rated into the cases where the muon weighting variable, MU-CT*^, , is zero and not zero. 

The first case includes the sample in which the background arises {Kcdominantly from 

r-+  rr r/y decays, while die second case includes the m^ority the non-tau background 

contributions arising from 'yy/r+/r"and e^e"—̂ events.
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Figure 5.10 provides distributions of four of the variables used for this selection after 

tau pair selection but prior to effecting the decay selections. As may be seen, the data 

agree well with the Monte Carlo and the discrimination power for selecting muons is 

evident.

Additional plots of muon chatmel selection variables are given in Figures 5.11 and 

5.12 after the T—> selection has been made. Good agreement between the data 

and Monte Carlo simulation in each of the three detector regions for the variables pre

sented is apparent. The small disagreement between data and Monte Carlo simulation for 

the MU-CTwgk variable has negligible effect on die analysis and is discussed in Chapter 

7. Figure 5.13 provides the distributions for all variables used in this selection with the 

three detector regions combined. The combined likelihood distribution, shown in Figure 

5.14, characterizes the quality of agreement between data and Monte Carlo for this set of 

likelihood variables.

The T-+ selection provides 41291 candidates with an estimated efficiency of 

87% and total background of 3.3%. Table 5.4 provides the detailed breakdown of effi

ciencies and backgrounds for this selection in each of the detector regions.

Barrel Overlap Endcap All
Efficiency (%) 86.7 86.3 85.9 86.5

Composition (%) 11
e“ 0.0 0.2 0.1 0.0

97.6 92.9 94.9 96.7
: r - (K -) 1.4 5.3 2.2 2.0

7T~7r° or K“ (p) 0.2 0.5 0.6 0.3
0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4
0.3 0.7 1.6 0.5

Table 5.4: selection efficiencies and composition of selected events in each
detector region and combined.
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selected events in the barrel (top), overlap (middle), and endcap (bottom) regions 

of the detector. The data are represented by the open circles with error bars, while the 
Monte Carlo signal is given by the open histogram, the tau background contributions 
shown hatched, and the non-tau contributions shaded.
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selected events in the barrel (top), overlap (middle), and endcap (bottom) regions 

of the detector. The dala are represented by the open circles with error bars, while the 
Monte Carlo signal is given by the t ^ n  histogram, the tau background contributions 
shown hatched, and the non-tau contributions shaded.
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T—̂ events. The data are represented by the open circles with error bars, while 
the Monte Carlo signal is given by the open histogram, the tau background contributions 
shown hatched, and the non-tau contributions shaded.
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Figure 5.14: Presented is the combined likcl&ood distribution for the T selec
tion. The data are represented by the open circles with error bars, while the Monte Carlo 
signal is given by the open histogram, the tau background contributions shown hatched, 
and the non-tau contributions shaded.
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5.3.5 ?r Decays

Recall that, as indicated in Chapter 2, the r —̂ 7r selection channel does not distinguish 

charged pions from charged kaons and thus r — 7r refers to either r — vr d ec^s  or 

T—y K 1/̂  decays. Discussion of charged pions in this selection should be interpreted as 

referring to either a charged pion or a charged kaon.

In terms of their interactions in the ORAL detector, charged pions produced from tau 

decays fall somewhere between electrons and muons. They can leave significant energy 

deposits in the ECAL, but unlike electrons, the Eg%/p value is usually less than 1. Con

versely, they are unlikely to exit the detector completely and hence register less activi^ 

in the outer detectors, on average, than muons. The selection of T-4 ;r i/f events focuses 

on identifying tau jets with a single charged particle inconsistent with being an electron 

or muon and with minimal evidence for neutral cluster energy. The principal background 

in this channel are T—> /w/f decays since it is often difficult to resolve the ECAL clusters 

associated with the charged and neutral pions in such events.

The pre-selection cuts for the r->  it selection consist of

Nfl-k — Ij 

PA/Eh«m > 0.02,

where the Pgk/Ebeam cut is again designed to remove the momentum regime in which the 

separation of pions and muons is problematic.

Events passing these cuts are separated for the likelihood selection into sets corre- 

sponding to the three detector regions, and subsequently into subsets in which the jets 

contain no neutral clusters, one neutral cluster, and two or more neutral clusters. In ad

dition, each of these cases is further divided into a set exhibiting no HCAL activity and 

a set in which HCAL hits are recorded. The background for the case with no neutral 

clusters and registering HCAL hits arises predominantly from events, while

the case with no HCAL hits and two or more neutral clusters is largely contaminated by 

T— pz/f background. The variables used in this selection are described in Table 5.2.

Four variables used in this selectitm, plotted after tau pair selection but befcne T—̂ yr z/̂
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selection, are given in Figure 5.15. As may be seen, the good agreement between data and 

Monte Carlo and the discrimination power between signal and background are evident.

Figures 5.16 and 5.17 show four plots of selection variables after Ac T -f rr selec

tion has been made. The plots are divided into Ae three detector regions and, as may be 

seen, Ac agreement between Mtmte Carlo and data is satisfactory m all cases. The small 

discrepancies between data and Monte Cado, such as in the Eu#/p distributions, have a 

negligible effect on Ae analysis and are treated by the systematic studies described in 

Chapter 7. Plots for all of Ae variables used in this selection, when all detector regions 

are combined, are givai in Figure 5.18. In order A  illustrate Ae good agreement between 

data and Monte Carlo for Ae combination of these likelihood variables, Ae likelAood 

distribution fw  Ae T-> ?  selection is given in Rgure 5.19.

The results of Ae selection are sumnmized m Thble 5.5. A total t f  30440 events 

are selected wiA an efhciency of 75%, within Ac hducial acceptance and after tau pair 

selection, and a badtground of 26%. As expected, the largest badtground arises hrom 

r -»  events wiA a small but signihcant contribution hm n events.

5 3 .6  T->^ pz/f D ecay s

The p particle contains Ae same basic quad: content as pions, but instead of combining to 

create a spin-0 particle, Ae two spm-1/2 quarks combme to produce a qnn-l particle. This 

additional angular momentum causes Ae p to be more massive than the pkm, allowing the 

charged p A decay A a x "  and . Recall Aat the x° immediately decays to two photons 

(x °  —̂ -yy). No Astinction is made m this analysis between r  x "  x° tau decay 

events and r  -4- Kx° tau decays.

The highly collimated tau decays at ORAL cause x° identification in these events to 

be challenging because Ae ECAL showers adsing from the two {Aotons and the x "  can 

overlap. The great difficulty in selecting T— pi/^ decays at ORAL is in distinguishing 

these events, which contain a single x ^ , from jets wiA no x° 's ,  such as those adsing 

from T-4 X (/f decays, and from muld-x'^ jets such as Ae one-prong â  tau decays. In 

addition A  Ae likelihood vadables %4nch provide neutral cluster information, Ae mvad-
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Figure 5.15: Distributions of E ^ / p , dE/dx(7r), , and Opn^are given for tau pair
selected events over all detector regions. The circles with error bars represents the data, 
the hatched histogram the Monte Carlo for all tau decays, and the shaded area the Monte 
Carlo T-» 7T i/f signal. To provide an indication of the separation between the signal 
and the predominant tau decay background, the distributions fw  the T-» channel are 
overlayed as dashed distributions.
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Figure 5.16: Depicted are distributions of E ^ /p  (left) and dE/dx(%) (right), for T -4 fri/y 
selected events in Ae barrel (top), overiz^ (middle), and endcap (bottom) regions of the 
detector. The data are represented by the open circles wiA error bars, while Ae Monte 
Carlo signal is given by the open histogram, the tau background cootributicxis drown 
hatched, and the non-tau contributions shaded.
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Figure 5.17: Depicted are distributions of (left) and Eneui/p (right), for T -4 7ri/r 
selected events in the barrel (top), overlap (middle), and endcap (bottom) regions of the 
detector. The data are represented by the open circles with error bars, while the Monte 
Carlo signal is given by the open histogram, the tau background contributicms shown 
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Barrel Overlap Endcap AH
EfRciency (%) 78.1 65.5 61.2 74.7

Composition (%)
e~ 0.3 2.8 2.0 0.8

4.8 4.1 3.9 4.6
i r -  (K -) 79.6 63.2 53.8 7 4 J

or K" (p) 12.1 24.7 29.3 15.8
7r"x^7r'"(ol) 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.1

0.7 3.2 6.6 1.8
1.6 1.1 1.6 1.6
0.0 0.2 0.8 0.2
0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1
0.0 0.1 0.3 0.1
0.4 0.3 0.4 0.4

e+e--4 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.2
e+e"-y e+e" 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.0

0.0 0.1 0.1 0.0

Tabk 5 J :  T—̂ ir &Y sekcdoo cfBcieacics aqd conq)oshion of selected evMds in each de
tector region and combined.

ant mass m ^, comstmcted &om charged track and neutral chiaer energy, is an inqwrtant 

disraiminatOT fw  selecting T-+ /Wy events.

The only pre-selection cut applied in Ais selection is to require that A e jets have 

exactly one track associated to Aem =  1) All sudi jets are passed through Ae like

lAood selection using the variables listed in Table 5 2. As wiA the r —̂ rr selection, 

this likelihood selection is separated into cases in which Ae jets contam no rreutral clus

ters, exactly one neutral cluster, and more Aan one neutral cluster. It is similarly fiirAer 

Avided mto the set of jets containing no HCAL activity and Aose wiA HCAL hits. Typ

ically, r — 7T events dominate Ae background in the case wiA no neutral clusters and 

wiA HCAL hits while T-4 r/̂  background primarily populates Ae case wiA two or

more neutral clusters and no HCAL hits.

l b  provide an indication of their discrimination power. Figure 5.20 shows fcmr of 

the variables used by this selection. The variables are plotted aft*  tau pair selection but 

before the decay selection is rqrplied. The high level of consistency between data and the
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Monte Carlo simulation for these variables is apparent.

Figures 5.21 and 5.22 show plots of four selection variables after the r —y selection 

has been made. The plots are divided into the three detector regions and. as may be seen, 

the agreement between Monte Carlo and data is satisfactory in all cases. Figure 5.23 pro

vides plots of all variables used in this selection with the three detector regions combined. 

In Figure 5.24 the combined T—> pi/y selection likelihood distribution is shown. The good 

agreement between data and Monte Carlo reflects the high quality of the simulation for 

all of the likelihood variables employed in this selection.

The T— pi/f selection provides 67682 candidates for the polarization analysis with an 

efficiency of 73% and total background of 29%. As shown in Table 5.6, the majority of 

background arises from single prong a  ̂ tau decays.

53.7 T— ai %/T Decays

The T—> ai */,. decays selected for this analysis arc those in which the a  ̂ subsequently de-

cays to three charged pions. Thus, in contrast to the previous selections, the r -»  a% pre

selection requires exactly three tracks in a jet (N^k =  3), none of which is consistent with 

being a conversion track^.

The decay products in this channel, as with all tau decays, are highly collimated and 

the predominant backgrounds arise from tau decays with three charged hadrons and one 

or more neutral pions. The general selection method relies on the search for jets with 

exactly three tracks and minimal neutral cluster energy. For this selection, the three-prong 

invariant mass variable is a particularly important discriminator.

Events passing the pre-selection cut are separated into samples corresponding to the 

three detector regions and passed through the likelihood selection using the variables 

indicated in Table 5.2.

Four examples of the distributions of variables used in this selection are given in Fig-

‘conversion’ track is an electron or positron produced via pair production from a photon interacting 
in the material of the detector. Thus conversion tracks are not associated directly with tau decay and, in 
order to properly determine the number of tracks arising from the tau decay itself, must be removed in the 
counting of tracks in a tau jet.
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Figure 5.20: Distributions of , and are given for tau pair selected
events over all detector régirais. The circles with error bars represents the data, the 
hatched histogram the Monte Carlo for all tau decays, and the shaded area the Monte 
Carlo T-+ pf/y signal. To provide an irxhcrdioo of the separation between the sig
nal and the predominant tau decay backgrounds, the distributions for Ac T-y ir and 
T—̂ ir2;r'  ̂ tY channels are overlayed as the dashed and dotted distributions req)ectively.
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Figure 5.21: Depicted are distributions of (left) and (right), for T selected 
events in the barrel (top), overlap (middle), and endcap (bottom) regions of the detector. 
The data are represented by the open circles with error bars, while the Monte Carlo signal 
is given by the open histogram, die tau background contributions shown hatched, and the 
non-tau contributiais shaded.
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lected events in the barrel (top), overlap (middle), and endcap (bottom) regions of the 
detector. The data are represented by the open circles with error bars, while the Monte 
Carlo signal is given by the open histogram, the tau background contributions shown 
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Barrel Overlap Endcap All
Efficiency (%) 76.5 67.4 58.0 73.3

Composition (%)
e~ 0.3 0.5 0.6 0.4

0.3 0.7 0.6 0.4
TT- (K-) 4.4 5.9 7.7 4.9

:r"7r° or K ";r°(p) 72.7 6&3 65^ 71.4
r""7r^7T"(al) 0.1 0.0 0.2 0.1
7T"'7r°7r°(al) 17.5 18.9 19.4 17.9
7r-K°(A:') 1.3 1.7 1.5 1.3
7r~7r'̂ 7T“ 7r® 0.1 0.0 0.2 0.1
7r~7T®7r®7r° 1.7 2.2 2.5 1.8

0.1 0.2 0.2 0.1
0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2
0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6

7T'"?r°2''y 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
7r~7r'̂ 7 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1

0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3
e+e--^ O.I O.I 0.1 0.1
e+ e"-f e+e" 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.0

e+e"-4 qq 0.2 0.0 0.1 0.1

Table 5.6: T—̂  selection efûcicncies and coniposition of events in each detector le-
gion and combined.

ure 5.25. The variables are plotted after tau pair selection but before the decay selection 

is applied. The good agreement between the data and Monte Carlo for these variables is 

^parent.

Four plots of selection variables, after the r — a  ̂ selection has been made, are given 

in Figures 5.26 and 5.27. The variables are presented separately for each detector region 

and show good agreement between data and the Monte Carlo simulation. The small dis

crepancy that may be seen in the m,, mass variable can be attributed to modelling effects 

and will be discussed in detail in Chapter 7. Plots of all of the variables used in this se

lection, with all detector regions combined, are given in Figure 5.28. The quality of the 

simulation of this combined set of variables is illustrated by the likelihood distribution
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Figure 5.25: Distributions of number of non-conversion tracks, m„ , E ^ /p , and are 
given for tau pair selected events over all detector regions. The circles with error bars 
represents the data, the hatched histogram the Monte Carlo for all tau decays, and the 
shaded area the Monte Carlo r  -+ ai^r signal, l b  provide an indication of the separa
tion between the signal and the pnedominant tau decay backgrounds, the distributioos for 
ther—> 3?r^ir^ channel are ov^ayed as the dashed distributions.
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shown in Figure 5.29; the good agreement between data and Monte Carlo can be noted.

The T-4 ai i/? selection is 77% efficient with an estimated 25% background in the 

22161 events selected. As indicated in Table 5.7, the largest backgrounds in this sample 

arise from r —f 37r^7r° i/r decays.

Barrel Overlap Endcap All
Efficiency (%) 78.2 75.2 71.2 77.2

Composition (%) 1
7T- (K -) 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1

7r'7T° or K" (p) 0.4 1.0 2.0 0.6
7r-7r+?r-(ai) 75.1 7 S J 74.0 75.0

7r"7r°7r°(ai) 0.1 0.3 0.8 0J2
1.2 1.2 1.3 1.2

17.9 17.7 16.8 17.8
0.0 0.1 O.I 0.0
1.0 0.7 0.7 1.0
0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1

A T-rrW 0.1 0.1 O.I 0.1
Æ-7T-7T+ 2.6 2.5 2.4 2.6

0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2
7r~7r'̂ 7r~7r®7r° 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6

0.3 0.2 0.3 0.3
e^e~-> qq 0.2 0.0 0.2 0.2

Table 5.7; T—> a% selection efficiencies and composition of selected events in each
detector region and combined.

5.4 Additional Non-tau Background Rejection and Qual
ity Cuts

Owing to the structural geometry of OFAL, certain detector regions must be treated with 

additional care. In particular, the overlap and endcap portions of the detector contain 

areas of imperfect sub-detector coverage. These areas can lead to an enhanced non-tau 

background which passes the nominal tau-pair selection, and thus additional selecticm 

constraints are required.
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Figure 5.26: Depicted are distributions of m ., (leA) and (right), fo r r  ai^r selected 
events in the barrel (trq)), overlap (middle), and endcap (bottom) regions of the detector. 
The data are represented by the cqien circles with « ro r bars, while Ae Monte Carlo signal 
is given by the open histogram, the tau background contributions shown hatched, and the 
non-tau crmtributions shaded.
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is given by the open histogram, the tau background contributions shown hatched, and the 
non-tau contributions shaded.
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Detailed in Appendix D are a series of additional non-tau background rqection and 

data quality cuts. The overall effects of these additional cuts are small, but Ae improved 

background rejection reduces the potential for systematic errors which might arise from 

an increased non-tau background contamination.

Monte Carlo studies indicate that the combined effiect of these cuts reduces the tau pair 

selectitm efhciency by less than 1J5% while reducing e+e"—̂ e^e^ and e+e"—̂ 

backgrounds by ^5% and 50% reqrectrvely.

5.5 Selection Sununary

The hrst part of this chr^ter outlines the method fw  selecting tau pair evaits Aom the 

garerai ORAL data sO. Thé selecdon, ovwdre Adocial accqrtance fw  this analysis, is

89% e&cient widr an estimated rrmr-tan backgrourrd of approximately 2%.

hr die second part of the chapter, die selectkxi the Ave tau decay charmels is de

scribed. The selection oiqrloys a likelihood tedmique using variaWes which exhibit dis

crimination power for identifying events in each of these decay modes. Asummary of d% 

selections is given in Table 5.8.

r->- ePgMf 1 T-» T -» ir f/lr T-» pfUr r - l  Ui Mr
Sample size 44,114 41.306 30,462 67.659 22,145
^ c ie n c y 92% 87% 75% 73% 76%
Background 4.6% 1 3.3% 26% 29% 24%

Table 5.8: The number of decays in the sample, selection efAciency after tau pair selection 
within the Aducial acceptance and background for each decay mode selection are shown.

Once Ihis sample of polarization sensitive tau decay events is selected, the next phase 

is to carry out Ats of (Pf) and A ^  . This is the focus of the following chrqrter.
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Since the data not only include events generated at the Z° resonance peak, but also 

signihcant contributions from events collected at distinct oS^peak energies, the fit uses 

separate Monte Carlo samples generated at these energies. The results of separate fits to 

each energy regitm are given bdow, and provide a test of the standard model expectations 

for the evolution of these parameters away from the 2^ peak.

6.2 Fitting Procedure

It is not posabk  to determine the tau helicities tm an event by event basi^ thus hts to 

die distributioos of pdaiizatioa sensitive kinematic variaNes must be carried out to ex

tract measuraiKnts of the poWizatioo parameters. In Ch^iter 2 Ae appropriate set of 

kinematic variables fw  each decrgr mode is described. For T-+ eê^:^ decays, die scaled 

eoMgy the electron is used and is estimated in this amdysis by the total measured 

ECALciustereKrgy associaledto the jet divided by the beamenergy. T b e r—̂ and 

T-y rr ty  diannels use die scaled m ogy  of the charged decay (aodoct, and z ,  , which 

isesdmatedby the trackmomentum measured in theCT divided byA e beam energy. The 

additional complexities of the r -4  pv^ and r->  &i channels are dtescribed in Chapter 

2 and the optimal vmiables and wa  ̂ introduced. The variable is cmistructed from 

the measured charged track momentum and the neutral cluster enogy designated as aris

ing from the , while wa  ̂ is generated from the measured track mmnenta of the three 

charged decay products. The functional forms of the omega variaMes are fmmd in Ap

pendix A and B.

The joint distributions for r-pair production and decay can be expressed as

d c o s û f k - d x j  =  E ^ l( l+ c o s ^ « .-  + | A f b c o s « , - ) +  (6.1)

A«Pr> (1 4- COS^^T- ) +  § A ^  COG dr- )] X 

[f;(Zi, I COS dr- I) 4- AGi(Zi, I COS dr- |)]

[fj(z j, I cosdy-l) 4- AG;(zj, I COS d r -1)],

where <7̂  is the cross-sectimi to produce an e+e"-+ T+ T" event in which one r  decays 

via channel : and the other via diannel j .  The ûrst two lines of Equatimi 6.1 refer to the



Chapter 6 

Fitting Procedure and Results

"77^ odvunfogg of fAg emohonf ü  fAof fA^ kod  wj ufUux Ae udvunfogg of fc/gnce ü  

(Aof if »  nof gmofionoi" - Oscar Wilde

6.1 Introduction

In Order to extract the estimates for (P^) and from the data, Monte Carlo simulated 

reference distributions are used. A binned maximum likelihood At is employed, Atting 

linear combinadons of leA-handed and rightrhanded Monte Carlo tau pair events, binned 

as a funcdon of cos ̂  and of the appropriate polarization sensidve variable. Minimizadon 

of the negadve log of the likelihood distribution is carried out via the MINUIT soAware 

package [52].

A 'global combined' At to all data collected at all energies, and including all Ave 

tau decay charmels selected, is performed to extract the Anal measured values. Fits to 

separate detector cos 0 regions, to each of the Ave channels, and to each of the twenty tau 

pair idendAcadon classes, provide internal consistency checks on the measurements and 

are presented below along with the global At values.
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production of the T-pairs while the third and fourth lines correspond to the r  decays. The 

summation over A indicates that the summation is over positive and negative helicities. 

The symbol represents the kinematic variable corresponding to channel i; z , , ,

Wp, or wai . The decay distributions for positive-helicity r  leptons are given by F i+ Q  and 

for negative-helicity taus by F  — Gj. F  and G, represent the functions of z, described 

in Chapter 2 as modelled by the Monte Carlo simulation and include the effects of the 

selection procedure, detector response, and radiation.

It is important to note that Equation 6.1, which is a function of cos and the z  ̂and 

Zj variables, automatically includes the correlation between the decay distributions of the 

two T leptons when analyzing events in which both r 's  arc identified as decaying via one 

of the five selected channels. If only one of r 's  is so identified, the last line of Equation 

6.1 is omitted and the distributions are a function of cos 0^- and z* only.

A binned maximum likelihood fit is performed to simultaneously extract (P^) and 

by fitting the linear combination of the positive and negative helicity Monte Carlo 

distributions to the data. The values of z^, Zj and cos f(^ each event are calculated 

and histograms filled with ten bins in cos and ten bins in z. for each \/s. A value 

for cos dr-  is determined by averaging the measured cos 9  value for the t ~ cone with the 

negative of the cos 9 value for the T+ cone.

A separate set of histograms is filled for each combination of decay channel pairs. 

Since the kinematical distribution, for a given channel, of a completely right-handed 

set of T"*" decays is assumed to be identical to the distribution of completely left-handed 

T" decays and vice versa, the r "  and decays for a given channel are binned together.

If only one T decay is identified, then only bins in z  ̂ and cos are filled. The same 

procedure is performed for the Monte Carlo with a separate set of histograms filled for 

the positive and negative helicity r  events, binned in z,, Zj and | cos0T-|. This provides 

the product [Fi +  AGi][fj -1- AGj] as a function of | cosOi.-1 in the Monte Carlo, which 

takes advantage of the fact that the detector is symmetric in cos As a consequence, the 

forward and backward hemispheres use the same Monte Carlo sample and the correlations 

in the Mmite Carlo samples result in a reduced Monte Carlo statistical error cm A 5  .
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The Monte Carlo statistics are taken into account in the likelihood fit in the manner 

described in Reference [53]. In order to identify the contribution to the total error arising 

from the data statistical error only, a second At is performed which does not take into 

account the Monte Carlo statistical errors. The Monte Carlo statistical errw is estimated 

from the quadratic difference between the error from the At taking into account both data 

and Monte Carlo statistical errors and the error from the At when cmly the data errors are 

taken into accounL The Monte Carlo statistical error is quoted as part of the systematic 

error of the polarizatim: results.

The effects on the measured polarization arising from misidentiAed r  deczgrs are mod- 

e lk d ly  Aw MrmteCarlo simulation. The helici^dependenceoftbe misidentiAed decays 

is automatically taken into account in the product [fg +  +  ACr,]. Contributions

fpoin ibe small nox^r background are estimated uâng  Monte Carlo simulatioos of dis- 

tributions in the relevant kinanatic variables. As there is rm beliciqf dependence in this 

badtground, these distributioos are added to the linear cmnWnatimt of the tiÿbt4ianded 

and Ieft4ianded T decay Monte Carlo distribuAons to Anm the conqxl^ reference distri- 

butions used in the fit

The At also depends on ApB for whidr the meastued value in the drarr-

nel [15] at Ate appn^riate ^  is used. Sqxarate distributions forthe difGErent values of 

\/s  are used in order to account fw  the Apg dependence, but a single At for (Py) and 

A 3  is performed. Although there are potential dependences of the observables in Ate 

analysis on Ate exact value of at which the data were collected. Ate use of beam- 

energy normalized observables renders the analysis relatively insensitive to such effects. 

However, in order to further reduce any such dependences, the data collected with be

low 90.7 GeV and above 91.7 GeV are analyzed using Monte Carlo samples geiterated 

at Axed centre-of-mass energies where most of the off-peak data were collected. The 

off-peak data were collected wiAi values of within 0.2 GeV of the values used in the 

Morite Carlo generation.
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6.3 Polarization Asymmetry Fit Results

The results of the global At for (PT) and , including all Ave decay channels with data

collected at all energies, are

(Pr) (-14.10 ±0 .73  ±0.55)%  

(-10.55 ±0.76 ±0.25)%, (6.2)

where the Arst error is statistical and the second systematic. The details regarding the 

estimation of the systematic errors are provided in the following chapter.

The staAsdcal correlation between the two parameters is 0.7% and the total correla

tion, including both stalisAcal and system#ic correlations, is 2.5%. Although this result 

combines data collected at a number of different centre-of-mass energies, it can be treated 

to a very good approximation as though it were all collected at a single effective centre- 

of-mass energy of 91.30 GeV.

Figure 6.1 depicts the variation of as a function of cos 9t~ given by Equation 2.19 

when the global At values for (P^) and A^® are used. Overlayed on the curve are At values 

for the polarization in ten statistically independent cos Or- bins. The data are separated 

into the 10 cos 6 ^ -  bins and a separate At to P^ , using all decay channels, is carried out for 

each cos^T- bin. As may be seen, the individual Ats agree well with the global At results. 

This may be viewed as a consistency check where it is seen that the results are consistent 

across the full Aducial acceptance. The At values and errors for the separate cos 6r-  Ats 

are also provided in Table 6.1.

cos P r cos 9t - Pr
-0.81
-0.63
-0 .45
-0 .27
-0 .09

-0 .019 ±  0.026 
0.003 ±  0.022 

-0.036 ±  0.022 
-0.099 ±  0.023 
-0.094 ±  0.024

0.09
0.27
0.45
0.63
0.81

-0.162 ±  0.024 
-0.199 ±0.023 
-0.269 ±  0.022 
-0.243 ±  0.021 
-0.299 ±  0.025

Table 6.1: Listed are the P^ At values for each cos^r- bin.
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Figure 6.1: Shown is the variation of as a function of cosO^- . The solid curve rep
resents the theoretical variatitm given by Equation 2.19 when the global 6t values for 
Pr and A j3 measured by this analysis are used. The points with error bars represent sep
arate Ê& to the polarization in each of ten cos^r- bins. As may be seen, Aere is good 
agreement between the distribution predicted by the global &t values and the individual 
(Pr) Ats indicating consistency of Ae analysis across the full geometric acceptance.
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The implications of these global results will be discussed in Chapter 8 while the re

mainder of this chapter will further examine the internal consistency of the results.

6.4 Consistency Checks

The formulation of the polarization analysis lends itself well to many consistency checks; 

the most important of these are obtained from a comparison of fit results derived from 

various subsets of the data.

Performing independent fits to the @ve separate decay channels constitutes the first 

check. The results are given in Table 6.2 including dletails of each of the five selections.

T -^ Ct'el/r T—̂  jW^i/r r —> 7T P r T-> pf/r T - f  a i I/r

Sample size
Efficiency
Background

44,114
92%
4.6%

41,300
87%
3.3%

30,462
75%
26%

67,659
73%
29%

22,145
76%
24%

(Pr) (%)
A™, (%)

-18 .7±2 .5
-9.0d:2.6

-16 .4± 2 .7
-10 .5±2.8

-1 3 .8 Ü .2
-11 .4± 1 .3

-13.2±1.1
-10.6±1.1

-11.7±2.8
-6 .9± 2 .8

Table 6.2: The number of decays in the sample, selection efficiency after tau pair selection 
within the fiducial acceptance and background for each decay mode analyzed. Results of 
independent fits for the individual decay modes are also presented where the error quoted 
represents that arising from the data statistics only. The measurements from the individual 
channels are correlated and therefore should not be combined in a simple average.

The fits are carried out in the single z, variable for each channel, without accounting for 

the internal channel and cross-channel correlations arising from events in which both tau 

jets are selected. The values obtained for the five different channels are consistent with 

each other and with the global fit values. A of 4.9 for four degrees of freedom is found 

when comparing the five values of (Pr) to the value from the global fit and 2.1 for four 

degrees of freedom when comparing the values of .

The distributions of the polarization sensitive variables for each of the decay channels 

are shown in Figure 6.2. In all cases, the good agreement between the data and Monte 

Carlo global fit, across the full variable range, indicates the adequacy of the simulation
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of these variables and demonstrates the good overall consistency between the individual 

channel fits and the global fit.

The data may also be divided into the twenty statistically independent tau pair identih- 

caiion classes and fit values generated for each case. The results of these hts arc shown in 

Figure 6.3 for (Py) and Figure 6.4 for . Using only statistical errors, the probabil

ity describing the combined statistical signihcance comparing the diSerent values to the 

global &t value is given and signifies good intmnal agreement for both 6t parameters. This 

internal consistency indicates that Ae decay selections are not biased for any particular 

tau pair con&guratkm and that no evidence for uncontrolled non-tau backgrounds exists. 

The ideograms dqncted on Aese hguics rqtresent the sum of A e  Ganssians frmn each 

Ae twenty Sts and for each parameter. As is evident, Ae peaks o f the ideograms agree 

w dl wiA the global fit values and the shrm^ ^  syrmnetric about Ae globaTvalues.

K gh  statistics intanal consistency is also examined for events udnch have boA T 

decays classihed compared to Ao% uAere only one T decay is d ^ ih e d .  These cmnpar- 

isons, also shown in Figures 6.3 and 6.4, indicate strong overall iiUemal crmsisAricy of 

the results.

Anon-negligible amount of datais collected off-peak; A ^  measurements and

A 5  also pmfbrmed separately for data crdlected at ca tre -r^m ass energms below, 

on, and above the Z° resonance peak. The three statistically irxkpendent measurements 

are quoted in Thble 6.3. In order to compare the consistency between these measurements, 

Aey must be ctmverted into measurements of Ay or A* using the technique described in 

Chapter 2. These asymmetry values, also quoted in Table 6.3, are consistent wiA each 

other. Because Ae conversions from (Py) to Ar and from A ^  to A, assume the standard 

model centre-of-mass dependence of (P^) and A ^  , the agreement between the A^ and 

Ae values in Table 6.3 inAcates that the data are ctmsistent wiA the standard model 

expectations for Ais centre-of-mass depardence.

Since data has been collected over a six year period, during which Ae detectw con

figuration has changed, it is in ^ r ta n t  A  demonstrate that hts A  data coHected in each 

separate year produce polarization results consistent wiA the combined resulL For data
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Figure 6.2: Distributions in the kinematic variables used in the fits as discussed in the text for the 
T —> eP eU r , T —I- jxP fiV r , T —4 7T V r  , T-> p i^ r  , and T —4 3] P r  channels where the data, shown by 
points with error bars, are integrated over the whole cos 61- range. Overlaying these distributions 
are Monte Carlo distributions for the positive (dotted line) and negative (dashed line) helicity r  
leptons and for their sum including background, assuming a value of (Pr) -  -14.10% as reported 
in the text. The hatched histogram represent the Monte Carlo expectations of contributions from 
cross -contamination from other t  decays and the dark shaded histogram the background from non- 
T sources. The level of agreement between the data and Monte Carlo distributions is quantified by 
quoting the and the number of degrees of freedom.
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Figure 6.3: Internai consistency of the (Pr) results investigated as a Amctioo of the number of r  
decays classified in the event and by pair-identigcadon class. The ideogram ftmned from Ae sum 
of the individual Ganssians is superimposed cm Ae pair-idendgcatimi results. The probaKlities 
of Ae qweads about the global @t value are shown fm each subsampk and Aow good mtemal 
consistency m all cases. The lahel 'nid' rekrs to Ae case where Ae T decay is not idetAhed.
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Figure 6.4: Internal consistency of the A 5  results investigated as a function of the number of 
T decays classified in the event and by pair-identiAcadon class. The ideogram formed Aom the
sum of the individual Gaussians is superimposed on the pair-identification class results. The 
probabilities of the spreads about the global fit value are shown for each subsample and show 
good internal consistency in all cases. The label ‘nid’ refers to the case where the r  decay is not 
identified.
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(GeV)
(Pr)
(%)

^pol
(%)

A-f Ag

89.5 ±  0.2 -15.9 ±  3.3 -8.0 ±  3.4 0.186 ±0.039 0.125 ±0.040
91.25 ±  0.05 -13.52 ±  0.78 -10.52 ±  0.81 0.1393 ±  0.0081 0.145 ±0.011
93.0 ±  0.2 -18.1 ±2.9 -11.3 ±3.0 0.176 ±0.028 0.146 ±0.040

Table 6.3: Global fit values of (Py) and for data collected below, on and above 
the Z° resonance peak. The luminosity w ei^ ted  values <WF are quoted in the hrst 
column where die errw reflects the spread in values the data condmKd in eadi dL 
The neutral current asymmetry parametMs with their sW istic^ em xs, based on the data 
collected at the différait centre-of-mass energks, are also quokd.

collected ^  peak energies Figure 6.5 shows die resuhs sudi Gts for both (Py) and 

compared to the combined result;cmisistemqr across die data set is evidet*.

In analogy to the study data collected during différent operating years, in it also nec

essary to establish that Monte Carlo runs generated with different vnsioas of die OPAL 

detectw simuladmi softwue provide consistait polarizaltom results. Figure 6.6 present 

hts for (Pf) and A ^  to die full data set using each of the four Mmde Carlo runs. & is 

clear horn diese plots that the sqiarate Monte Carlo runs prodxKe consistent pdarization 

results with rx) signidcant variations b^weeo runs rqiparcnL
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Chapter 7 

Systematic Studies

T/ig Auhh w worse than despair itse y  ' Albert Camus

7.1 Introduction

For any precision scientific measurement to have meaning, a thorough quantitative under

standing of all significant systematic effects is required. In this analysis, owing to both 

the complexity of the measurement and the intricacies of the OPAL detector, a multitude 

of potential systematic error sources must be examined. These studies may be roughly 

divided into three classes.

First to be considered are errors arising from an imperfect understanding of the oper

ation of the ORAL sub-detectors. Since the analysis relies heavily on the use of Monte 

Carlo simulated events, both for the event selection and actual extraction of the parameter 

estimates, this class of systematic study requires a thorough examination of how well the 

Monte Carlo simulation, including detector effects, models the data. Examples of these 

studies include an examination of the momentum resolution and scale uncertainties of the 

CT measurements, investigation of the performance and modelling of the electromagnetic

118
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detector, and determination of the uncertainties associated with the response of the outer 

detectors.

The second type of systematic errors investigated are somewhat roughly termed here 

as physics modelling uncertainties. These include the effects of errors on measured quan

tities used as input to the analysis, such as the tau decay branching ratios and Apg , and 

effiects which arise from an imperfect understanding of the underlying physics, such as 

T-4 ai i/y decay modelling and decay radiation.

The remaining systematic studies do not, in general, give rise to systematic o rw s, and 

are composed of tbe large number of consistency checks, including those described in the 

ineviws chapter, that are carried ouL

hr order to  estimate the systematic uncertainties arising from the hrst two classes, the 

mcAodology anployed here consists o f applying coneraions to Ae Mrmte Cado events 

rqaesentative of the uncertainty associated wiA a given quantity, propagating these ef

fects horn the selection through to the generation of the Monte Carlo dt distr&utions, and 

dtting to the unchanged data to generate new (P^ ) and (wameter estimates. The dif-

ferœce between Aese iKW estimates and Ae nomiiud values is quoted as the aysfemfAc 

uncertainty associated wiA the quanti^ under mvestigatian.

7.2 Detector Simulation

The simulation of OPAL detector effects is applied to Monte Carlo four vector events via 

a software package based on the GEANT simulation code [36]. This package contains the 

OPAL detector geometry and simulates Ae interaction of particles wiA detector material 

[35].

Data from OPAL technical specifications, test beam studies, and online performance 

have been used to generate and subsequently improve the simulation, but the modelling 

remains, of course, imperfect. For a given analysis, measurement uncertainties associated 

wiA this modelling can lead to systematic effects which must be evaluated and accounted 

for in an appu^opriate fashitm.

The detector related uncertainties of greatest inqxxtance A  Ais analysis arc Aose
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associated with track measurements in the central tracking chambers and measurements 

of energy deposits in the ECAL. Small additional uncertainties from the modelling of the 

outer detectors must also be evaluated. For each case, various control samples are utilized 

in order to estimate the degree of modelling uncertainty.

7.2.1 Central Tracking

Accurate determination of track momenta in the central tracking chambers is crucial to the 

polarization measurement. Not only is track momentum used as the polarization sensitive 

variable for two of the decay channels, including the most sensitive T—̂  7r i/y channel, but 

track information is also incorporated into many of the likelihood selection variables.

Track momenta are measured at ORAL via the effects of the ORAL magnetic held on 

charged particle tr^ectories. The relationship between particle momenhim p, track polar 

angle radius of curvature R, and magnetic held strength B is given by

p sin 0 =  kBR (7.1)

where k approximately depends only on the particle charge. From Equation 7.1 it can be 

seen that momentum measurement effects may be separated into those associated with 

the radius of curvature measurement, which is proportional to the transverse component 

of the momentum, and those arising from measurement of the polar angle.

Data and Monte Carlo muon pair events, with momenta near 45.6 GeV, are used to 

generate transverse momentum calibration corrections in order to improve the Monte 

Carlo simulation. A Gluckstem [54] formulation is employed to evolve the calibration 

to lower momenta with the assumption that the effects of multiple scattering, which dom

inate for low energy tracks, are well modelled. This assunqrtion is tested with low mo

mentum control samples such as two-photon events. Correction factors are applied both 

to the relative momentum scale and the resolution of the Monte Carlo as a function of 

track type, track charge, cos 0, and data taking year.

In order to evaluate the level of agreement between Monte Carlo and data for high 

energy tracks, subsequent to all corrections, muon pair events are re-examined. Figure
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7.1 gives sample plots of the difference between the reciprocal of the transverse track 

momentum and the reciprocal of the beam energy scaled by sin ̂  of the track for both 

Monte Carlo and data in each of the three detector regions. Overlayed on both plots 

are Gaussian fits to the distributions. A comparison of the mean and standard deviation 

parameters from these fits provides an indication of the accuracy with which the relative 

momentum scale and momentum resolution, respectively, are modelled.

For lower track energies, examination of 'yy/t'^'/t^events; the p resonance contribution 

to 3-prong ai i/  ̂decays; and the K^mass peak from both e'^e"'—» qq and tau decay 

events, all provide conhrmation of the estimated levels of uncertainty. Figures 7.2 and 

7.3 show data and Monte Carlo yy/Lt'^/redistributions which indicate that the resolution 

estimates, summarized below, are consistent with those determined from the muon pair 

samples.

To extract the global shift values, each of the separate Monte Carlo runs is compared 

to the data using the described control samples. Figures 7.4 and 7.5 show, for muon pairs 

and yy/r^/('events respectively, the differences between the data and each of the Monte 

Carlo runs with the level of systematic shift applied indicated by the dotted vertical lines. 

These plots justify the level of shifts applied and validate the corresponding systematic 

errors assigned.

Table 7.1 summarizes the estimated transverse momentum scale and resolution un

certainties. In order to determine the systematic effects on the measurement of (Py) and 

, shifts reflecting these uncertainties are applied to all Monte Carlo events and the 

analysis is re-run. The differences betw een the nominal (PT-) and A ^  global At values and 

those obtained by Atting with the reference distributions from the systematically shifted 

Monte Carlo events are also given in Table 7.1. The systematic shifts are applied both 

as an increase and decrease, but only the absolute values of the largest change in each of 

(Pf) and A ^  , for the resolution and momentum scale separately, contribute to the total 

systematic error quoted. As may be seen, the uncertainty on the relaüvc momentum scale 

dominates this contribuAon to the systematic error. Included in Table 7.1 are the shifts in 

the (Pf) and A ^  At values for each the separate decay channels. Not surprisingly, the
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Systematic Effect Barrel Overlap Endcap
a) Scale Increase 0.14% 0.8% 0.4% 0.20 0.04
b) Scale Decrease 0.14% 0.8% 0.4% -0.16 0.05
c) Resolution Increase +4% 44% 4-8% 0.00 0.08
d) Resolution Decrease -4% -4% -8% 0.08 0.01

T—> ei/gf,. r-> T-4 7T P t T-4

APr A A ^ APr A A ^ APr A A ^ APr A -4 ^ APr
a) 0.07 0.09 -10.94 -0.07 0.70 0.08 0.21 0.02 0.00 0.02
b) -0.15 0.06 20.09 0.12 -0.82 -0.04 -0.03 0.05 -0.03 -0.04
c) -0.07 0.06 0.26 -0.02 -0.11 0.06 0.04 0.10 -0.17 0.01
d) -0.24 -0.15 -0.16 -0.04 0.07 -0.02 0.16 0.08 0.04 0.00

Table 7.1: The transverse momentum systematic uncertainty shifts for both the relative 
momentum scale and resolution are given in the first table. The corresponding uncer
tainties on the (Py) and global fit values, expressed in percent polarization, are also 
presented. Shown in the second table are the channel-by-channel uncertainties in (Pf) and 
A 5  for each of these transverse momentum studies.

greatest effects occur in the r —> and r-^  tt Pr channels for which the polarization

is measured directly from the momentum distributions.

Equation 7.1 indicates that the momentum measurements also depend on the accuracy 

with which the polar angle of the track trtyectoiy is measured; thus systematic studies of 

the measurement of this quantity must also be carried out.

Comparison of |cos | — |cos 0^+ | distributions for muon pairs, where cos and 

cos^^+ are the measured polar angles of the /r"and /i+tracks respectively, are examined 

to determine the level of agreement between data and Monte Carlo. Figure 7.6 presents 

sample plots of these distributions, including Gaussian fits to both data and Monte Carlo. 

Although the discrepancy in resolution between data and Monte Carlo in the barrel region 

of the detector appears large, it will be seen that this effect does not significantly increase 

the overall systematic errœ. This is simply because the large modelling discrepancy only 

occurs for tracks with CZ hits, and such tracks have well measured polar angles. Hence 

a large relative difference in resolution is, in fact, only a small effect on a well measured 

quantity.
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The effects on (P,-) and of absolute scale shifts, both in cos^ and | cos^|, and 

resolution uncertainties are assessed in a fashion analogous to that described for the trans

verse momentum. The results of these studies are provided in Table 7.2. As indicated.

Systematic Effect Barrel Overlap Endcap A(PT)
a) cos 0 Scale Increase
b) cos 0 Scale Decrease
c) 1 cos Scale Increase
d) 1 cos Scale Decrease
e) Resolution Increase
f) Resolution Decrease

0.02%
0.02%
0.02%
0.02%
+300%

off

0.04%
0.04%
0.04%
0.04%
+10%
-10%

0.01%
0.01%
0.01%
0.01%
+5%
-5%

0.01
0.00
-0.01
0.01
0.11
0.00

0,01
-0.02
0.01
-0.02
-0.09
0.03

T—> ez/gZ/f r —> T—̂  7T Z/y T -+  pZ/y T —> a% Ut

APT A A ^ APr A Pr A A ^ APT
a) 0.01 0.02 -0.10 -0.01 0.05 -0.02 -0.01 0.00 6.01 -0.02
b) 0.05 -0.02 0.14 0.01 -0.11 0.01 0.03 -0.02 -0.01 0.00
c) 0.03 0.00 0.04 0.01 -0.04 0.02 0.02 -0.01 0.02 -0.01
d) 0.03 0.00 0.00 -0.01 -0.02 -0.03 0.00 0.00 -0.01 -0.01
e) 0.28 0.03 0.15 0.02 -0.12 0.01 0.10 -0.06 0.09 0.16
f) 0.01 0.07 0.00 0.01 0.04 0.00 -0.06 -0.03 -0.37 0.05

Table 7.2: The first table shows the systematic shifts applied to the reconstructed Monte 
Carlo track cos 0  values in terms of both the scale and resolution. Included in the table are 
the corresponding effects on the (Py) and A ^  global fit values expressed in percent polar- 
ization. The second table provides the channel-by-channel effects for the same systematic 
studies.

the largest effect can be attributed to an imperfect modelling of the resolution of the polar 

angle measurement, with the uncertainty affecting all channels at a similar level.

The total systematic errors ascribed to track momentum measurement, including ef- 

fects associated with determination of both transverse momentum and track polar an

gle, are estimated to be 0.0024 and 0.0013 for (P^} and A ^  respectively. These errors 

represent the influence of momentum measurement on the various polarization sensitive 

variables as well as effects relating to event selection. The combined systematic errors 

from these sources are also determined for each tau decay channel separately and given, 

along with the global results, in Table 7.13 at the end of this chapter. As noted above, 

the T-^ and T-^ rr channels are particularly sensitive to these systematic errors
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because the polarization sensitive variable for these channels is the measured track mo

mentum.

7.2.2 dE/dx Modelling

Charged particles traversing the CJ experience ionization energy loss proportional to par

ticle momentum. As indicated by Figure 3.6, this information is particularly useful for 

particle identification with the typical particle energies at OPAL. The emphasis for this 

analysis is primarily on the separation of electrons and hadrons, and hence two dE/dx pull 

variables, dE/dx(e) and dE/dxfjr), are employed by the selections.

In order to improve dE/dx modelling, T—> ef/gZ/r , pi/r , and T— decays, 

selected without the use of dE/dx information, are utilized. Two independent correction 

algorithms have been developed with the algorithm that provides slightly better perfor- 

mance chosen for the nominal analysis.

Systematic errors associated with dE/dx uncertainty are evaluated through an exami- 

nation of the T—̂  ePei/  ̂dE/dx(e) and T -^  ;r dE/dxfrr) pull distributions for tau decays 

selected without the use of this information. Figures 7.7 and 7.8 provide an indication 

of the uncertainty between data and Monte Carlo for r -4  epgt/r decays in dE/dx(e) and 

for r —> 7T Ut decays in dE/dxfvr). The resolutions and means of these distributions are 

shifted in the Monte Carlo by amounts consistent with the level of disagreement shown 

and the analysis re-run.

Table 7.3 provides the details of these studies and the corresponding systematic shifts 

in the (Py) and A ^  fit parameters. As may be seen, the largest effects can be attributed 

to uncertainty in the dE/dx resolution modelling and the total global errors are 0.0012 

and 0.0008 for (P^) and Af^ respectively. The channel-by-chaniiel results, also given in 

Table 7.3, indicates that the ePgf/r is most sensitive to the dE/dx modelling.

7.2.3 Calorimetry

The separation of T -4 vr , T—> , and multi-7r° tau decays, primarily through an ex

amination of ECAL cluster information, is essential to the success of this analysis. An
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Systematic Effect Barrel Overlap Endcap A(PT)
a) dE/dx Scale Increase 1% 10% 10% -0.01 -0.02
b) dE/dx Scale Decrease 1% 10% 10% 0.06 0.04
c) dE/dx Resolution Increase 3% 3% 16% 0.10 0.06
d) dE/dx Resolution Decrease 3% 3% 16% 0.08 0.05

T -4 - er/gZ /T r —> T —  ̂ 7T 1/,. r —> ai Vr

APr A A ^ A.4;;:^ APr A .4 ^ APr A .4 ^ APr A .4 ^
a) -0.11 0.0Ô 0.19 0.01 -0.05 -0.01 -0 01 -0.02 -0.04 -0.02
b) 0.08 -0.10 0.01 0.04 -0.05 0.01 0.10 0.04 0.02 -0.01
c) 0.39 0.03 0.11 0.07 0.26 0.07 0.07 0.06 0.11 0.03
d) 0.54 0.05 0.28 0.07 0.30 0.03 0.03 0.10 0J24 0.06

Table 7.3: At the top are given the systematic shifts applied to the Monte Carlo scale and 
resolution in the pull dE/dx distributions. Included arc the estimated systematic uncer
tainties on (P^) and , expressed in percent polarization, associated with these shifts. 
At the bottom, the c(«responding uncertainties for each individual decay channel are also 
given.

evaluation of the modelling of the ECAL detector, therefore, is of key importance. Such 

studies include the detenninaticm of systematic errors ass(x:iated with cluster energy scale 

and resolution effects, cluster position measurement effects, and of ECAL shower mod- 

elling.

As indicated in Chapter 5, the ECAL clustering algorithm is based on a maximum 

entropy method as described in [51]. In order to improve the modelling of ECAL clusters 

in the Monte Carlo, control samples including e ^ e" — e^e" events, r —̂ ef/gi/r decays, 

and r — 7r decays, all selected without the use of ECAL information, are utilized.

Two distinct types of energy corrections, determined separately for each of the three 

detector regions, are applied. First, Monte Carlo events only are corrected in order to im

prove the ECAL modelling in terms of cluster energy scale and resolution. Subsequently, 

additional corrections are applied, both to Monte Carlo and data, to account for the ef

fects on the absolute ECAL energy scale by energy loss related to interactions of particles 

occurring before they enter the ECAL.

Once all corrections have been applied, the level of mcxklling agreement between data
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and Monte Carlo is assessed for each of the three detector regions. Based on the size of 

the corrections applied and further examinations of the control samples described above, 

systematic uncertainties associated with ECAL energy measurements are determined.

Figures 7.9 and 7.10 show sample EÆbeam and Eg^/p plots for e ^ e "—> e^e" events 

and T—y ePgf/T tau decays selected without use of ECAL information. Figure 7.11 indi

cates the variation of the mean and resolution of Ea^/p for ePgf/y selected tau decays

in the barrel region as a function of track momentum.

The differences in the resolutions and means between the data and Monte Carlo distri- 

butidns indicate the level of modelling uncertainty. As with the systematic studies already 

described, shifts reflecting these uncertainties are applied to the Monte Carlo, new polar

ization reference distributions generated, and new fits for (Pr) and A ^  carried out. Since, 

it is not possible to iniprove the resolution of the Monte Carlo simulation for this case, the 

resolution error is estimated by decreasing the resolution only. The degree of the shifts 

applied and the associated determination of systematic uncertainties on (P-) and A ^  are 

provided in Table 7.4. Figures 7.12 and 7.13 summarize the differences between data and 

each of the Monte Carlo runs and justify the level of the applied systematic shifts.

Systematic Effect Barrel Overlap Endcap | ^ (2 ^ ) | A  A ^
a) Scale Increase
b) Scale Decrease
c) Resolution Increase

0.3%
0.3%

+0.3%

0.6%
0.6%

+1.0%

0.4% ; 0.14 1 0.08 
0.4% i 0.11 ! 0.02

+1.0% I 0.10 : 0.08

T-+ er/gf/T r —> r —> 7T f/y r—> T —̂ 3; Uj-

A fr A ^ ^ AEr A aPB AEL \ AE^ A-4^J
a) -3.17 -0.03 -0.02 0.00 -0.18 -0.03 1.00 0.10 0.04 0.04
b) 2.80 0.03 0.11 0.00 0.06 -0.02 -0.24 0.11 -0.18 0.01
c) -0.35 -0.12 0.18 0.07 -0.12 -0.02 0.41 0.15 -0.18 0.04

Table 7.4: Systematic shifts to the Monte Carlo ECAL energy scale and resolution are 
given in the first table, along with the corresponding uncertainties, expressed in percent 
polarization, on (P^) and A ^  global hts. The channel-by-channel effects of these studies 
are presented in the second table.

As may be seen, the resolution and relative scale uncertainties are of approximately
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Figure 7.12: Shown are the means (top) and estimated standard deviations (bottom) for 
data and Monte Carlo e^e"-^  e'^'c' distributions of E /p in the barrel (left), overlap (mid
dle), and endcap (right) detector regions. The vertical dotted lines indicate the level of 
systematic shift applied to the Monte Carlo for the determination of systematic errors 
associated with momentum modelling.
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Figure 7.13: Shown are the means (top) and estimated standard deviations (bottom) for 
data and Monte Carlo r —̂ ePgi/r distributions of E /p in the barrel (left), overlap (middle), 
and endcap (right) detector regions for events with (10 G e\' <  E <  15 GeV). The 
vertical dotted lines indicate the level of systematic shift applied to the Monte Carlo for 
the determination of systematic errors associated with momentum modelling.
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equal importance with the principle sensitivity occurring in the T-4̂  ePef/  ̂ and T-4 

channels. The combined ECAL energy scale and resolution uncertainties for the global 

At, given in Table 7.13 along with the channel-by-channel uncertainties, are estimated to 

be 0.0017 and 0.0011 for (Pr) and respectively.

In addition to the actual measurement of energy deposited in the ECAL, it is necessary 

to determine the adequacy of the shower modelling and its effects when comparing data 

and Monte Carlo ECAL clusters. The approach taken here includes two complimentary 

studies.

First, since shower modelling affects the spatial distributions of ECAL clusters, an 

examination of such distributions provides an indication of the level of modelling uncer

tainty. Data and Monte Carlo ECAL-track and ECAL-presampler position measurements, 

separately in 0 and are compared and the uncertainties in these distributions quantised. 

Figures 7.14-7.17 provide sample plots which indicate, via Gaussian fits to these distribu- 

tions, the level of agreement.

The estimated uncertainties, summarized in Table 7.5 are then used to extract the 

systematic uncertainties on the polarization fit parameters. As may be seen, these uncer- 

tainties represent a small contribution to the overall systematic uncertainty.

Shower modelling also affects the number of clusters identified by the clustering al

gorithm and the dispersement of energy among these clusters. In particular, since the 

analysis is sensitive to the number and energies of neutral clusters in each jet, the neutral 

cluster cutoff energies, defined in Chapter 5, are both increased and decreased by 50 MeV 

in order to study these effects. This degree of systematic shift alters the distribution of 

the number of neutral clusters for r -4  rr and r —y selected events in a fashion that

reflects the exhibited discrepancies between the Monte Carlo simulation and data. Figure 

7.18 shows the distributions of the number of neutral clusters and the total neutral clus

ter energy for selected T—> -  r/f and T-+ pi/  ̂events, including both shifted Monte Carlo 

cases. As may be seen, the degree of uncertainty assigned does adequately account for 

the differences between data and Monte Carlo. The effects of these cut variations on the 

(Pr) and A ^  parameter fits are described in Table 7.5; the importance of this modelling
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Figure 7.14: Depicted are plots of the difference between track theta position cos 0[rk and 
ECAL theta position cos^gCAL for selected r - f  ePgi/f events in the barrel (top), overlap 
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events. Gaussian fits to each distribution have been carried out in order to determine 
the level of agreement between Monte Carlo and data in terms of both the means and 
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Systematic Effect Barrel Overlap Endcap A(PT)
a) Eg Scale Increase 0.045% 0.035% 0.07% -0.01 0.00
b) Eg Scale Decrease 0.045% 0.035% 0.07% 0.01 0.03
c) Eg Resolution Increase 40.028% +0.055% +0.078% 0.06 0.06
d) E^ Scale Increase 2.5% 5% 5% -0.06 -0.02
e) Eÿ Scale Decrease 2.5% 5% 5% 0.06 0.01
f) E,̂  Resolution Increase +1.5% +10% +20% 0.06 0.06
g) Eneut Cut Increase 50 MeV 50 MeV 50 MeV -0.12 0.03
h) Egeut Cut Decrease 50 MeV 50 MeV 50 MeV 0.23 0.02

T-+ er/gi/T T—> T-+ r/f T-4 pV>T T-^ ai
APr AfV A A ^ A fr A -4 ^ A fr A A ^

a) 0.16 -0.02 0.03 0.00 -0.04 -0.05 0.01 0.04 -0.03 0.04
b) -0.02 0.00 0.08 -0.01 -0.01 0.04 0.06 0.03 -0.03 -0.01
c) -0.31 -0.01 0.13 0.07 -O.IO -0.04 0.35 0.14 -0.22 0.03
d) 0.08 0.01 0.00 0.02 -0.12 -0.01 -0.06 0.01 0.07 0.01
e) 0.08 -0.01 0.02 -0.02 0.05 0.00 0.05 0.00 0.01 0.01
f) -0.07 0.03 0.10 0.04 -0.12 -0.04 0.34 0.14 -0.31 0.02
R) -0.45 -0.04 0.03 -0.01 -0.21 -0.05 -0.03 0.04 -0.13 0.01
h) 0.51 0.02 0.07 -0.02 0.32 0.00 0.11 0.03 0.15 -0.03

Table 7.5: The Arst table presents systematic shifts applied to the Monte Carl ECAL
cluster position measurements and to the neutral cluster energy thresholds. Included 
are the effects of these shifts on the global fit values of (Pf) and expressed in per- 
cent polarization. The second table provides the effects of these shifts on the (Py) and 
A 5  parameter measurements for each of the separate tau decay channels.

uncertainty is evident.

The combined ECAL shower modelling uncertainties on the global fit values are 

0.0025 and 0.0010 for (P^) and A ^  respectively. Table 7.13, included at the end of this 

chapter, indicates that the uncertainty from this source is of importance to all channels 

apart from the T—f  channel.

7.2.4 Outer Detectors

The HCAL and muon charnbers are primarily used for the identification of muons and 

hadrons in an event. Thus, any potential systematic effects associated with the mod

elling of these detectors are expected to be revealed in the selection of T—̂  7r and
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Figure 7.18: The distributions of the number of neutral clusters for selected T tri/T 
(top) and T-4 (bottom) events are shown. The open circles with error bars represent 
the data while the solid histogram represents the Monte Carlo. The dashed and dotted 
histograms indicate the variation in the Monte Carlo distributions when the neutral cluster
threshold energy cut is varied by 50 MeV.
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Figure 7.19: Shown are distributions of the number of HCAL layers with hits for
T —> p u r  events selected without the use of outer detector information. The figure at the 
top compares data and Monte Carlo before corrections have been applied while the figure
at the bottom shows the agreement between data and Monte Carlo after correction.

In order to improve the modelling of these detectors, control samples of muon pair 

events, T-} decays, and T-^ ePgt/r decays, all selected without using outer detector 

information, are employed. Figure 7.19 depicts distributions of the number HCAL layers 

with hits for T— decays and Figure 7.20 the number of muon chamber hits for muon 

pair events, both before and after corrections to the Monte Carlo are applied. As may be 

seen, the level of these corrections is small, but the agreement is improved.

In order to evaluate systematic effects associated with these detectors, fits to (PT) and 

A ^  are carried out when the HCAL corrections and muon chamber corrections are sepa

rately turned off. For the muon chamber case, the full difference between the nominal fit 

values and those generated from the systematic test are quoted as the systematic errors.
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Figure 7.20: Shown are distributions of the number of muon chamber hits for muon pair 
events selected without the use of outer detector information. The figure at the top com
pares data and Monte Carlo before corrections have been applied while the figure at the 
bottom shows the agreement between data and Monte Carlo after correction.

An examination of the level of the HCAL corrections indicates that the uncertainty is 

10% of the total correction, and thus the difference between the nominal and shifted values 

is scaled by this amount. This level of uncertainty is determined from the differences 

between data and Monte Carlo in the control samples after corrections have been applied.

The total global systematic errors associated with outer detector effects are estimated 

to be 0.0013 and 0 0005 for (Pr) and A ^  respectively. The systematic errors determined 

on a channel by channel basis are given in Table 7.13 and indicate, as expected, that the 

and T- 4  7T1/  ̂channels are the most sensitive to outer detector modelling.
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7.3 Physics Modelling

In addition to the systematic uncertainties arising from detector modelling considerations, 

there exist a number of important error sources associated with the underlying physics 

processes involved.

The Monte Carlo simulation relies on detailed knowledge of the theoretical models de

scribing the production of the signal and background events; uncertainties in these models 

must be evaluated in the context of the (P^) and measurements. Since these models 

require knowledge of various measured input parameters, such as the tau decay branching 

ratios, the effects of the uncertainties on these quantities must also be ascertained.

7.3.1 Modelling

The largest physics modelling systematic error can be attributed to the uncertainty in the 

modelling of the ai decay dynamics. The effect is large, not because of the contribution 

from the selected 3-prong ai channel itself, but primarily because of the significant 1- 

prong ai background in the r->  channel.

The difficulty in modelling this channel lies with the relatively poor understanding 

of the energy dependent resonant structure of these decays and the potentially significant 

contribution of non-resonant terms.

The TAUOLA tau decay package, which is used to generate the Monte Carlo tau decay 

events for this analysis, utilizes the Kuhn-Santamaria (KS) [55] model and is employed 

as the default model for the nominal polarization fit. The width and mass of the a% are 

free parameters in this model and have been determined by OPAL measurements [56].

In order to test the sensitivity of the analysis to these KS parameters, the ai width 

and mass, for both the 1-prong and 3-prong Monte Carlo T-+ a% decays, is varied by 

the uncertainty on the OPAL measurement. The corresponding changes in the (Pr) and 

A ^  fit values, given in Table 7.6 for both the global and channel-by-channel studies, 

indicate that the sensitivity is small compared to other systematic error sources.

The variation of the a% mass and width parameters accounts for some of the KS model
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Study Global PZ/T T-+  ai f r

— A f , A f , A -4 ^
ai Width 0.07 0 . 0 1 0 . 1 0 0 . 0 1 0.33 0.04
ai Mass 0.03 0 . 0 1 0.05 0 . 0 0 0.13 0 . 0 2

IMR Model 0 . 2 1 0 . 0 1 0.37 0 . 0 1 0.34 0 . 1 2

Table 7.6: The estimated systematic uncertainties associated with the modelling of ai 
tau decays, both 1-prong and 3-prong, are presented in percent polarization. The Arst 
two rows represent variations in the a% decay parameters within the context of the Kuhn- 
Santamaria model while the last row corresponds to a reweighting of the Monte Carlo a% 
tau decays to reAect the Isgur-Momingstar-Reader model. Clearly the differences between 
these two models have are of more signiAcance than the variation of parameters within a 
given model.

uncertainty, but does not signiAcantly test the the overall weaknesses of the model it

self. To accomplish this, a second model must be examined. For this analysis the Isgur- 

Momingstar-Reader model (IMR) [57], which employs a somewhat different approach 

than the KS model, is used.

The effect of the differences between the KS and IMR models is assessed by refitting 

the data with the Monte Carlo T-+ a% decay events reweighted, as described in [58], to 

reAect the IMR model distributions in the Dalitz plot variables Si and Sg, and the invariant 

mass of the three pion system m»̂  . Here, Si =  (pg -I- p^)^ and Sg =  (p  ̂ 4- p^)^ where, 

for the 3-prong case, p , is the four-momentum of the unlike-sign pion and pg is the more 

energetic of the two like-sign pions and, for the 1 -prong case, p^ is the four-momentum 

of the charged pion and pg is the more energetic of the two 7t ° ’s.

The results of this study are given in Table 7.6 and indicate the importance of the 

ai modelling to this analysis.

In order to justify this evaluation of the modelling. Figure 7.21 shows the distribu

tions of si, S2 , and m.^ for the selected 3-prong a  ̂data compared to the two Monte Carlo 

models. These plots indicate that the differences between data and Monte Carlo are well 

described by the differences in the two models, thus implying that the assigned modelling 

errors are accurate.
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73.2 T-f %/T Modelling

In analogy to the ai modelling systematic error described above, the modelling of 

T— 3;r=^7r° tau decays contains uncertainties which must be evaluated in the context of 

the polarization measuremenL Such events dominate the background in the r - 4  a% se

lection and, as seen in Table 7.13, dominate the systematic uncertainty in this channel.

As described by the CLEO experiment[59], the r —> 3?:=^-° decays are dominated 

by ÙU7T and pvr final states. Figure 7.22 shows the invariant mass of the 7r^ vr" 7r° system 

for generated Monte Carlo T— 37r=*=zr° tau decay events. The resonance contribution 

is clearly seen as the peak near 0.8 MeV.

In order to determine the systematic error associated with the modelling of these 

events, the contribution is rcweighted in the Monte Carlo to reflect the relative con- 

tributions measured by CLEO and the analysis rerun. The total systematic error on the 

global fit values for (Pr) and , as shown in Table 7.13, are assessed to be 0.0011 and 

0.0004 respectively.

As a final note, uncertainties associated with the modelling of the remaining hadronic 

tau decays have been studied by refitting to the data with the helicity assignment of these 

events reversed. The differences between these fit values and the nominal values are 

insignificant and have no effect on the total systematic uncertainties assessed.

73.3 Tau Branching Ratios, Aps , and Miscellaneous Uncertainties

In order to generate Monte Carlo events that will accurately estimate the relative contri- 

butions of each background in a given tau decay selection, the relative branching ratios of 

the different decay channels must be input to the Monte Carlo generator.

For this analysis, the branching ratio values from the 2000 Particle Data Book [4] con

strained fit have been used. The specific values and errors, along with the corresponding 

derived TAUOLA decay channel branching ratios are given in A ^^ndix C.

The effects of the uncertainties on these branching ratios are evaluated by first increas

ing and then decreasing each branching ratio separately by its one standard deviation er

ror. The results of this analysis on the (P^) and A ^  fit values are presented in Table 7.7
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and indicate that the K* and r —> 7r t/r modes contribute the largest systematic errors. The 

combined global systematic errors from the branching ratio uncertainties, as shown at the 

end of the chapter in Table 7.13, are 0.0011 on (Pr) and 0.0002 on .

Equation 2.19 characterizes the variation of P^ with cos and indicates the depen

dence on the three parameters (P r) , , and Aps - While determining (Pr) and A ^  are

manifestly the object of this analysis, the value of Apg is measured as part of the OPAL 

lineshape analysis and used as input here. To evaluate the systematic effect of the uncer

tainty on the ApB measurement, the input Aps value is varied by its one standard deviation 

error and fits to (Pr) and A ^  subsequently carried out. As shown in Table 7.13, the effect 

is small with (Pr) changing by 0.0003 and A ^  by 0.0002.

As noted in Chapter 2, the Monte Carlo simulation includes initial and final state 

radiative corrections up to O(a^) and electroweak corrections up to O(o). The effects of 

higher order corrections are negligible and do not contribute to the systematic error of this 

analysis.

The final systematic error source to be discussed arises from the uncertainty in the 

modelling of decay radiation. For the leptonic tau decays and the r->  tt Vr mode, de

cay radiation is well modelled.^ For the decay of p  and â  particles in the r -^  pi/^ and 

T —f  ai i>T- channels, the Monte Carlo does include events with decay radiation, but the 

level of uncertainty in the modelling is unclear.

In order to study this uncertainly, r —> and r-4  â  events generated with de-

cay radiation are removed from the Monte Carlo and the analysis re-run. As shown in 

the summary section in Table 7.13, this study indicates that the effect is small and the 

estimated systematic uncertainties from this source are approximately 0.0001 for both 

(Pr) and A ^ .
 ̂KORALZ includes final state bremsstrahlung to O 'or ) (including exclusive exponentiation ); calculates 

the decay radiation in the leptonic decays to 0{a)\  and decay radiation in all semi-leptonic decay modes in 
the leading logarithmic approximation.
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-0.01 0.00 
0.01 0.00

-0.020.01 
O.OI 0.01

TT-jr+Tr-jr®
-0.02 0.00 
0.01 0.00

-0.020.00 
0.02 0.00

0.00 om  
0.010.00

-0.01 (LOO 
0.000.00

-0.02 0.01 
0.02 0.01

-0.08 -O.OI 
0.07 -0.01

x-ArO(K')
0.060.00
-0.070.00

0.01 0.00 
-0.01 0.00

0.00000
0.000.00

0.10 4X01 
-0.10-0.01

0.06 0.00 
-0.06 0.00

0.020.00
-0.020.00

0.01 0.00 
-0.02 0.00

0.000.00
0.000.00

-0.010.00 
0.0! 000

-0.01 -0.01 
0.00 -0.01

0040.00 
-0.04 0.00

0.000.00 
-0.01 0.00

K -

-0.03 0.00 
0.020.00

0.01 0.00 
-0.01 0.00

0.0! 0.00 
-0.01 0.00

-0.05 000 
0.04 OOO

-0.03 0.00 
0.030.00

0.000.01 
000 0 01

7r~7r°7r®(al)
0.00 0.00 
-0.01 0.00

0.01 0.01 
-0.01 0.01

0.01 0.00 
-0.0! 0.00

0.00 0.00 
-0.01 0 00

0.01 0.00 
-0.01 0.00

-0.01 0.01 
0.00 0.01

7r“-)r+7r~(al)
-0.01 0.01 
0.01 0.01

-0.01 0.00 
0.01 0.00

-O .C ! 0 .00
o.cco.oo

-0.0! 0.00 
0.00 0.00

-0.02 0.01 
0.02 0.01

0.01 0.03 
-0.02 0.03

-0.01 0.01 
0.000.01

0.03 0.00 
-0.03 0.00

0.0: o.œ 
-0.020.00

-0.03 C. 30 
0.02 0.00

-0.01 0.01 
0.01 0.01

-0.01 0.01 
0.000.01

7T~
-0.06 0.00 
0.06 0.00

0.05 0.00 
-0.05 0.00

0.05 -0.01 
-0.C5 -0.01

-0.08 0 01 
0.07 0 01

-0.10 0.01 
0.10 0.01

0.00 0 01 
-0.01 O.OI

-0.01 0.00 
0.00 0.00

0.03 0.00 
-0.03 0.00

-0.C4 0 01 
0.C5 0.C1

0.00 -0.01 
-O.OI -C 01

-6.01 0.00 
0.01 0.00

-0.01 O.OI 
0.000.01

e“
-0.01 0.00 
0.00 0.00

0.000.00 
0.00 0.00

0.0:000'
-0(10.00

-0.01 0.00 
0.01 0 00

-0.01 0.00 
0.01 0.00

-O.OI 0.01 
0.000.01

Table 7.7: Shown are the systematic shifts in the (Pr) and . 4 ^  At values, expressed 
percent polarization, when the branching ratio for each of the listed tau decay channels 
is varied by +1 d  (Arst line) and -1 a  (second line). Note that only the 'visible' decay 
products are given to denote each decay mode.

in
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7.4 Additional Consistency Checks

Complex precision measurements typically require numerous consistency and cross-checks 

before being ultimately Analized, and this analysis is no exception. While it is not possi

ble to describe all of the many consistency checks here, the most important and instructive 

of these will be discussed in what follows.

7.4.1 Tau and Non-Tau Background Checks

Although the non-tau backgrounds carry no polarization information themselves, the 

kinematics of these events are such that the distributions in the polarization sensitive 

variables of these backgrounds are substantially different from the signal distributions. 

Incorrect Monte Carlo modelling can lead to uncontrolled non-tau backgrounds which 

could potentially bias the polarization fit results.

To ensure that these backgrounds are adequately described by the Monte Carlo, dis

tributions of acolinearity, acoplanahty, and total transverse momentum for each non-tau 

pair identification class are examined. As evinced by Figures 5.1-5.2, these distributions 

are substantially different for tau pairs and non-tau events.

Data and Monte Carlo distributions of Acsc three variables are compared, with the 

Monte Carlo luminosity weighted to the data. Thus, not only are differences in the shapes 

of the distributions important, but also the overall normalizations. Figures 7.23-7.24 pro- 

vide examples of the distributions for e-e and //-/z tau pair identification classes most 

susceptible to non-tau background contamination. The distributions are well described by 

the Monte Carlo and give no indicaticms of uncontrolled non-tau backgrounds.

Since the two-photon cross-sections do not fall as quickly away from the Z° resonance 

as the tau pair cross-section, there is an effective enhancement of two-photon background 

in the data collected at off-peak energies. Depicted in Figures 7.25-7.28 are sample aco- 

linearly, acoplanarity, and total transverse plots for data collected above and below the 

Z° peak compared to the off-peak Monte Carlo distributions. Again, the tau pair identifi

cation classes in which majority of the non-tau backgrounds reside are shown and, as can
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be seen, no evidence for uncontrolled backgrounds is found.

Not only is it important to check the non-tau background sources, the tau backgrounds 

must also be demonstrated to be accounted for properly. While the detector and physics 

modelling systematic error studies described above are expected to account for any dis

crepancies, additional checks provide confidence in these assigned errors.

A powerful method for doing this is to compare the number of selected events in each 

tau pair identification class predicted by the luminosity weighted Monte Carlo with the 

number of events actually selected in the data. Table 7.8 gives the number of such events 

for each of the twenty pair identification classes. The good agreement between the data 

and the expected numbers of events in the different decay topologies evident hom  this 

table helps validate the overall efficiencies and purities estimated for each decay topology.

nid e 1 /j 7T P ai
e 12053

11793
3599 I 
3584 I

Ai 11406
1 1 2 1 1

6737 1 2746 
6601 1 2707

7r 8382
8200

4786 j 4302 
4847 1 4325

1669
1645

P 18006
18186

10649 1 10178 
10782 1 10230

7504
7460

8225
8482

ai 5503
5630

3736 i 3537 
3753 : 3581

2428
2548

5631
5669

867
915

Table 7.8: Number of r-pair events in each pair-identification class is presented as the 
first number in each cell. The expected number of events from Monte Carlo estimates 
using absolute luminosity scaling are shown on the second line. The label ‘nid’ refers to 
the case where the T decay is not identified.

7.4.2 Non-tau Cross-section Check

As additional checks on the effects of the non-tau background contamination, the cross- 

sections for each non-tau source are separately increased and decreased by 1 0 % and new 

fits for (Pf) and carried ouL While the cross-sections for these processes are known
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to better than 0.5% [5], this level of shift is applied in order to examine die sensitivity of 

the results to relatively large changes in these background sources.

The results of this study, given in Table 7.9, indicate that the analysis is reason

ably insensitive to the relative weighting of these background sources. In particular, the 

e+e"— e+e" and e+e"— backgrounds, which can potentially affect the polariza

tion kinematic distributions in sensitive regions, exhibit minimal affect on the polarization 

results.
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Figure 7.21: Distributions of (a) Si =  (p^ +  p^)^, (b) Sg =  (p  ̂ -r Pa)^ , and (c) niai are 
presented for selected r —̂ â  z/r tau decays. The points w i± error bars represent the data, 
the open histogram represents the Monte Carlo under the Kuhn-Santamaria model, and the 
shaded histogram represents the Monte Carlo when the Isgur-Momingstar-Reader model 
is employed. The discrepancies between data and Monte Carlo are adequately described 
by the variation in the Monte Carlo distributions when comparing these two models.
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Figure 7.22: Distributions of (a) Si =  (p  ̂+  4- p^)^, (b) Sg =  (p^ 4- P3  +  p ,̂)̂ , and (c) q
are presented for Monte Carlo four-vector r — tau decays. Here, pg is the four- 
momentum of the unlike-sign charged pion, p^ is the four-momentum of the neutral pion. 
Pi is the four-momentum of the higher energy like-sign pion, p  ̂ is the four-momentum of 
the lower energy like-sign pion, and q is the invariant mass of the four pion system. The 
open histogram indicates the KORALZ default while the shaded histogram represents 
the variation generated by reweighting the L.% contribution to the decay. The level of 
reweighting is determined by an examination of CLEO data.
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Figure 7.23: Shown are distributions of net transverse momentum (left column), acolin
earity (middle column), and acoplanarity (right column) in the barrel (top row), overlap 
(middle row), and endcap (bottom row) regions of the detector for peak tau pair events 
when both taus have been selected as decaying through the electron channel. Discrepan
cies between the data represented by points with error bars and Monte Carlo represented 
by the open histograms could indicate uncontrolled non-tau background contamination. 
As may be seen, no evidence for such contamination appears in these Agures.
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Figure 7.24: Shown are distributions of net transverse momentum (left column), acolin
earity (middle column), and acoplanarity (right column) in the barrel (top row), overlap 
(middle row), and endcap (bottom row) regions of the detector for peak tau pair events 
when both taus have been selected as decaying through the muon channel. Discrepancies 
between the data represented by points with error bars and Monte Carlo represented by 
the open histograms could indicate uncontrolled non-tau background contamination. As 
may be seen, no evidence for such cmitamination appears in these hgures.
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Figure 7.25: Shown are distributions of net transverse momentum (left column), acolin
earity (middle column), and acoplanarity (right column) in the barrel (top row), overlap 
(middle row), and endcap (bottom row) regions of the detector for peak- 2  tau pair events 
when both taus have been selected as decaying through the electron channel. Discrepan
cies between the data represented by points with error bars and Monte Carlo represented 
by the open histograms could indicate uncontrolled non-tau background contamination. 
As may be seen, no evidence for such contamination ^)pcars in these Agures.
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Figure 7.26: Shown are distributions of net transverse momentum (left column), acolin
earity (middle column), and acoplanarity (right column) in the barrel (top row), overlap 
(middle row), and endcap (bottom row) regions of the detector for peak- 2  tau pair events 
when both taus have been selected as decaying through the muon channel. Discrepancies 
between the data represented by points with error bars and Monte Carlo represented by 
the open histograms could indicate uncontrolled non-tau background contamination. As 
may be seen, no evidence for such contamination appears in these Agures.
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Figure 7.27: Shown are distributions of net transverse momentum (left column), acolin
earity (middle column), and acoplanarity (right column) in the barrel (top row), overlap 
(middle row), and endcap (bottom row) regions of the detector for peak+ 2  tau pair events 
when both taus have been selected as decaying through the electron channel. Discrepan
cies between the data represented by points with error bars and Monte Carlo represented 
by the open histograms could indicate uncontrolled non-tau background contamination. 
As may be seen, no evidence for such contamination appears in these figures.
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Figure 7.28: Shown ^  distributions of net transverse momentum (left column), acolin
earity (middle column), and acoplanari^ (right column) in the barrel (top row), overlap 
(middle row), and endcap (bottom row) regions of the detector for peak+ 2  tau pair events 
when both taus have been selected as decaying through the muon channel. Discrepancies 
between the data represented by points widi error bars and Monte Carlo represented by 
the open histograms could indicate uncontrolled non-tau background contamination. As 
may be seen, no evidence for such contamination appears in these Agures.



Systematic change Global T -»  ePgi/T T -4 T - 4  77 1 / t T -4  p V r T -4  a i  l / r

A(Pr) A (P ,) A A ^ A<Pr) AA™ A(Pr> AA^« A (P ,) A A ^ A (Pr) AA|;^,
C+C--* ï.ïo^ 
C+C--4 O.OfT 

e + e - - 4  q q  l . l c r

c + e ~ - '4  q q  O.Orr 

C+C--4 C + C- 1.1(7 
c + e - - ^  e + e -  0.9(7

1.1(7
77/f+/f"0.9(7
776'*'e~ 1.1(7 
77e+e” 0.9(7

0.00 0.00 
0.00 -0.01 
0.01 0.00 
0.00 0,00 
0.00 0.00 
0.01 0.00 
O.OI 0.00 
0.00 0.00 
0.02 0.00 
-0.02 0.00

0.000.00 
0.000.00 
0.000.00 
0.000.00 

-0.30 -0.23 
0.300.23 
0.000.00 
0.000.00 
0.36 0.02 

-0.36 -0.02

-0.360.05 
0.37 -0.05 
0.000,00 
0.000.00
0.00 0.00 
0.000.00 
0.05 0.00 
-0.060.00 
0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00

0.05 0.01 
-0.06 -0.02 
0.000.00 
-O.OI 0.00 
0.000.00 

-O.OI -0.01 
0.000.00 
0.00 0.00 
0.000.00 
0.000.00

0.02 0.0 
-0.01 0.00 
0.01 0.00 
-0.01 0.00
0.01 0.01 

-0.01 -0.01 
0.000.00 
0.000.00 
0.000.00 
0.00 0.00

0.01 0.00 
0.00 0.00 
0.02-0.01 
-O.OI 0.01 
0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00

Table 7.9: Presented are the variations in the fit parameter values when each of the non-tau background cross-sections are increased 
and decreased by 10%. The variations are expressed in percent polarization.

o\
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7.4.3 Multihadron Background Check

As indicated in the tau pair selection section of Chapter 5, the primary difference between 

tau pair and e^e"—> qq events is the low event track multiplicity of the former compared 

to the latter. This means that the m^ority of e'*'e"—f qq background contaminating the 

tau pair sample will be in the form of fake multi-track tau jets; hence it is in the a  ̂channel 

where e 'e " - f  qq background is expected to be prevalent.

An excellent method for ensuring that this background is well controlled is to examine 

the distribution of total tracks associated to tau jets when die opposite tau jet has been 

selected as a r —> ai decay. Figure 7.29 shows plots of this distribution for each of 

the three detector regions. The data and Monte Carlo distributions show good agreement 

indicating that the e^e"—̂ qq background is well modelled.

7.4.4 Variable Dropping Cross Check

To ensure that the analysis is not unduly sensitive to the inclusion of any particular vari

able, the likelihood selections are regenerated with variables from the nominal selection 

removed. In each instance, a given variable is removed and a new set of likelihood distri- 

butions generated. The analysis is then completely re-rerun with the new selection applied 

to both Moiite Carlo and data and new estimates for (Pr) and A ^  generated. Table 7.10 

gives the differences between these new values and the nominal At values for when various 

variables important to the analysis are dropped.

As may be seen in the table, several of the variables listed have an effect on the At 

values. However, it must be remembered that appreciable statisAcal effects can occur 

when such alteraAons are made. The fact that the variations are, in all cases, less than the 

total systematic error gives conAdence that the selections are not overly sensitive to any 

given variable and provides a general indication that the evaluated systemaAc uncertainties 

are reasonable.
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Figure 7.29: Shown are the number of tracks in tau jets opposite those selected as 
T—̂  ai i/y decays. The good agreement between the data, represented by the points with 
error bars, and the Monte Carlo, represented by the open histogram, provides confidence 
that no uncontrolled e'^'e" —> qq background is contaminating this sample.



Variable Dropped Global r->  ePeJ/r T-» r->  7T Pt r->  pPr T-4 ai Pr
A(PT> A(P,)AA^W A(PT> AA^'« A (P r ) A A ^ A ( P r )  A A ^ a A(PT) AA^^,

HCALtot -0.12-0.Ü1 0.01 -0.01 -1.04 0.10 0.07 0.07 -0.18 -0.03 -0.03 0.02
M U O N tot -0.02 0.01 0.04 -0.01 0.44-0.21 0.28 0.08 -0.060.13 -0.48 0.00

0pres 0 0 3 0 ^ 0 -0.05 -0.06 0.37-0.11 0 0 1 0 1 7 0.25 0.03 0.00 0.01
dE/cix(e) -0.23 -0.09 -0.060.27 -0.27 -0.02 -0d9-021 -0.20 0.28 -OIK-051
dE/dx(7T) 0.30 0,31 0.78 0.61 0.460.24 1.00 0.25 -0.29 0:50 -0 12-026

M U -C T ^ghi 0 00 .& I2 -0.12-0.22 0.20-0.32 -0.06 -0.05 0.25 0.06 -0.26 0.30
nip 0.40 0.17 0.60 0.37 0.05 0.00 -0.02 -0.02 0.58 0.40 0.03-0.06

0.06 -0.27 0.36-0.72 -0.51 0.28 -0.35 -0.71 -0.03 0.05 0.88 0.19
l^w/P -0.170,01 -0.37 -0.08 0.160.05 -0.52 -0.11 0.00 0.06 -1.10 1.27

t'-ass -0.17-0.01 0.000.03 -0.77 0.06 -0.23 -0.14 -0.020.00 0.03 -0.01
E n eu l/P -0.06-0.04 -0.15 0.02 0.02 0.11 -0.10-0.16 0.11 0.12 0.03 0.04

0.28 0.15 0.06 -0.05 013-&I5 0.000.25 0.56 0.16 0.05 0.04

Table 7.10: The variations in the fit parameter estimates, expressed in percent polarization, are given for cases when the indicated 
variable is dropped out of the likelihood selection.

0 0
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7.4.5 Fit Bias Check

One of the most important checks for this analysis is to ensure that no systematic biases 

have been introduced in the ht estimates for (Py) and .

The many consistency checks discussed in Chapter 6  provide strong indications that 

no biases exist. As is shown, the channel-by-channel hts are in good agreement signifying 

consistency and lack of bias across the selected decay channels. The tau pair identihcation 

consistency check provides an even stronger check; again, it is shown that no evidence 

for biases in a given class exists.

In addition to these tests, a number of additional studies are carried out to ensure that 

no unaccounted for biases have been introduced into the analysis.

First, Monte Carlo studies are undertaken to determine whether the tau pair selection 

is sMisitive to the generated polarization of the event sample. Table 7.11 indicates the 

polarization before and after tau pair selection for Monte Carlo as a function of cos - 

As may be seen, no bias from the selection is introduced in the barrel region of the de- 

tector, but the overlap and endcap regions do exhibit small biases. This is not a difficulty, 

in principal, as long as the data are well modelled and the generated polarization val

ues, in contrast to the selected values, are used to renormalize the Monte Carlo reference 

distributions.

Tb the extent that the Monte Carlo does not describe the data well, the systematic er- 

ror studies discussed in the detector and physics modelling sections of this chapter have 

already been taken into account. An important question remains. Are there any remaining 

unaccounted for sources of systematic effects or biases? One particular case that must be 

considered is whether the generation of the selections, in particular the tau decay like

lihood selections, using Monte Carlo created with a pre-set polarization value has any 

effect on the final results. In order to examine this question, two studies are undertaken.

First, a Monte Carlo study is undertaken in which subsamples of the Monte Carlo, 

generated average polarizations ranging from (P^) = -1 . 0  to (P?) =+ 1 . 0  and with forward- 

backward polarization asymmetries ranging from A ^  =-3/4 to A ^  =+3/4, are fit with 

the nominal Monte Carlo reference distributions. The results of this study are shown
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Region Generated (P^) Selected (P,.)
0 . 0 0  <  jcos^T- <  0.09 -0.1378 ±0.0026 -0.1372 ±  0.0027
0.09 < |cos 0T- < 0.18 -0.1331 ±0.0025 -0.1330 ±0.0027
0.18 < [cos^T- < 0.27 -0.1352 ±  0.0025 -0.1382 ±0.0027
0.27 < jcos^T- <  0.36 -0.1368 ±  0.0024 -0.1358 ±  0.0026
0.36 < |cos 0,.- < 0.45 -0.1366 ±  0.0024 -0.1380 ±  0.0025
0.45 < jcos^r- <  0.54 -0.1370 ±  0.0023 -0.1365 ±  0.0025
0.54 < |cos < 0 63 -0.1350 ±  0.0022 -0.1359 ±0.0024
0.63 < j c o s ^ r - < 0.72 -0.1349 ±0.0021 -0.1383 ±  0.0023
0.72 < [ c o s ^ T - < 0.81 -0.1377 ±0.0020 -0.1680 ±  0.0024
0.81 <  | c o s  0 T - < 0.90 -0.1381 ±0.0019 -0.1536 ±  0.0023
0 . 0 0  <  |cos 0 T- <  0.90 -0.1363 ±0.0007 -0.1420 ±0.0008

Table 7.11: FYesented are the Monte Carlo polarizations in 10 cos0;.- bins both before 
and after the tau pair selection is applied. No indications of polarization bias are evident 
in the barrel region of the detector while small biases do exist in the overlap and endcap 
regions. These small biases are appropriately accounted for in the fitting algorithm.

in Figures 7.30 and 7.31 and indicate that, within statistical fluctuations, the reference

distributions extract the correct polarization values from the test samples.

For the second study, two separate sets of new tau selection likelihood distributions 

are generated; the first one using cmly right-handed taus and the second using only left- 

handed taus. The analysis is then rerun with each of these new selections and parameter 

estimates for (Pr) and A 5  determined. As can be seen in Table 7.12, the differences 

between these new values and the nominal fit are small, thus indicating that no significant 

unaccounted for bias is introduced by the tau decay selection procedure.

7.5 Summary

In the first section of this chapter, the detector modelling systematic errors are evaluated. 

It is shown that uncertainties associated with momentum measurements in the central 

tracking system and cluster measurements in the ECAL dominated and are of similar 

importance. The modelling of the outer detectors and of the dE/dx distributions is also 

important, but of less impact to the overall systematic errors.
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Figure 7.30: Shown are a series hve 6 ts to Monte Carlo samples generated with =  0 
and (Pr) ranging from 1 to —1. The solid lines represent the input polarization value 
and the open circles with error bars represent the polarization fit values in each of 10 
coe^r- bins. The good agreement between the input and fit values indicates that the 
fitting procedure, after detector simulation and selection effects are applied, reproduces 
the input values in an unbiased fashion.

Systematic uncertainties associated with the modelling of the underlying physics and 

measured input parameters are described in the second section of the chapter. The errors 

here are dominated by uncertainty in the ai decay modelling and by the finite Monte 

Carlo statistics. Other modelling considerations, such as decay radiation, and the effects 

of uncertainties on measured input parameters, such as the tau branching ratios, prove to 

make only small contributions to the overall systematic uncertainties.

Section 7.4 explores a wide range of consistency checks which, in concert with those 

provided in Chapter 6 , confirm the validity of the systematic error studies and provide 

confidence in the overall stability of the analysis.
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Figure 7.31 : Shown are a series hvc hts to Monte Carlo samples generated with (Pr) = 0  
and ranging from 3/4 to —3/4. The solid lines represent the input polarization 
value and the open circles with error bars represent the polarization fit values in each of 
10 cos 0T- bins. The good agreement between the input and fit values indicates that the 
fitting procedure, after detector simulation and selection effects are applied, reproduces 
the input values in an unbiased fashion.

The final total systematic errors have been ascertained to be 0.0055 and 0.0025 on 

(Py) and respectively. Table 7.13 provides die channel-by-channel systematic error 

results for each of the systematic error sources along with the results from the global fit.
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Fit ' ....1^ ) 1.... ..../ e ........
Nominal 

Right-Handed Likelihood
Left-Handed Likelihood

-0.1410Ï0.0073 -0.1055±0.0076 
-0.1426±0.0073 -0.10103=0.0076 
-0.1403±0.0074 1 -0.10073=0.0077

Table 7.12: The nominal global fit values are compared to the analogous fit values when 
the likelihood selection distributions are generated from a completely right-handed set of 
Monte Carlo tau events and when they are generated with a completely left-handed set 
of tau events. The variation from the nominal values are small indicating that no large 
biases are introduced by generating the likelihood distributions with Monte Carlo events 
generated with the polarizaton given in Table 7.11.



A(P,) and A A ^
e /i 7T P ai Global fit

Momentum scale/resolution 0.4 0 . 2 2 . 1 0.1 0 . 8 0 . 1 0.3 0.1 0.4 0 . 2 0.24 0.13
ECAL scale/resolution 3.2 O.I 0 . 2 O.I 0 . 2 - 1.1 0 . 2 0.3 0 . 1 0.17 0 . 1 1

HCAL/MUON modelling 0 . 1 - 1.1 0.1 0.5 0 . 1 — - — — 0.13 0.05
dE/dx errors 0 . 6 0.1 0.3 0 . 1 0.3 0 . 1 0 . 1 0 . 1 0.3 0 . 1 0 . 1 2 0.08
Shower modelling in ECAL 0 . 6 O.I 0 . 2 0.1 0.4 0 . 1 0.5 0 . 2 0.4 0 : 1 0.25 0 . 1 0

Branching ratios 0.1 - 0.1 - 0 . 2 “ 0 . 2 — 0 . 2 O.I 0 . 1 1 0 . 0 2

T —> a, Ur modelling - — — — — — 0.4 0.5 0.1 0 . 2 2 0 . 0 2

T-4 37f >  Irr" Ur modelling - — - — — — — 1 . 2 O.I O.ll 0.04
A f b — 0 . 2 0.03 0 . 0 2

Decay radiation - — — - — — — 0 . 1 — 0 . 0 1 0 . 0 1

Monte Carlo statistics 0.7 0 . 2 0 . 8 0.3 0.3 0 . 1 0.3 0 . 1 0 . 8 0 . 2 0 . 2 2 0 . 1 0

total 3.4 0.4 2 . 6 0.4 1 . 2 0 . 2 1.3 0.3 1.7 0.3 0.55 0.25

Table 7.13: Tabulation of systematic errors contributing to (Pr) and A™ when these asymmetries are expressed as a percentage, 
for each of the live decay modes analyzed and the global fit. In each column the error on (P, ) is given first followed by that on AjJ,{ . 
Systematic error correlations between the five channels are fully incorporated into the systematic error on the global result. In the 
second to sixth columns a dash indicates that the listed effect contributes less than 0.05%.

-a4̂
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The value of carrying out the systematic error analysis on the global At, which au

tomatically includes the correlations between channels, is evident when comparing the 

channel-by-channel errors to the global error from a given source. For example, the 

global momentum scale/resolution error on (Pr) calculated by combining the channel- 

by-channel errors, weighted by the statistical power of each channel to measure (P^), 

would give 0.0035 compared to 0.0023 for the global At analysis.

It is also ^parent that, for the global At, the most important of the error sources 

contribute at a similar level. Consequently, a signiAcant reduction in any one of these 

systematic uncertainties will not reduce the overall systemaAc uncertainty by an appre

ciable amount, thus implying that the current systematic error analysis can not be greatly 

improved upon.

The Anal At results, including both statistical and systemaAc errors, are

(Pr) =  (-1 4 .1 0  ± 0 .7 3  ±0.55)%

=  (-1 0 .5 5  ± 0 .7 6  ±0.25)% . (7.2)

where the combined staAsAcal and systemaAc correlaAons are estimated to be 2.5%. The 

systematic correlations are determined by carrying out the full systemaAc studies analyses 

on both the two parameter At when universality is not assumed and a one parameter At 

when universality is assumed.



Chapter 8 

Discussion and Summary

"Do /  widgryfondyou cornecf/y? Ibi* apgnf o/f dmeywff fo ggf fAof nwmZ'gr???"

Anonymous

8.1 Asymmetry Parameters, Universality, and sin ̂

The définition of the neutral coupling asymmetry parameters is given in Chapter 2 and 

the relationship between these parameters and (Pr) and discussed. In order to carry 

out the universality test and to interpret these measurements, it is useful to transform the 

global fit parameter values of equation 6 . 2  into these quantities.

Using the program ZFTTTER to effect this transformation gives

Ar =  0.1456 ±  0.0076 ±  0.0057,

A. =  0.1454 ±0.0108 ±0.0036, (8.1)

where the combined statistical and systematic correlation between these values is 2.5%. 

The ratio of A^ and A, gives

Ar /A . =  1.00 ±  0.091 ±  0.042 (8.2)
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where the statistical and systematic errors have been combined, and the universality of 

the couplings is manifest. The two values may then be combined to produce the result

Af =0.1455 ±0.0062 ±0.0038 (8.3)

with universality assumed.

Also described in Chapter 2 is the relationship between the neutral coupling asym

metry parameters and the ratio of the vector and axial-vector couplings. Using Equation 

2.17, Ar and A« may be written as

gv /gA =  0.0732 ±  0.0048, 

gtr /g% =  0.0731 ±  0.0057,

and the combined result gives

g y /g i =0.0732 ±  0.0037. (8.4)

Finally, using Equation 2.18, the combined results can be expressed as

s i n ^ ^  =0.23172 ±0.00092. (8.5)

8.2 Combined Lineshape and Asymmetry Results from 
ORAL

The tau polarization results can be combined with the measurements from the leptonic 

partial widths and forward-backward asymmetries published by 0RAL[15] to provide 

measurements of g( and g^ for electrons, muons and r  leptons separately. While A^ and 

A« provide measurements of g(r /g^ for the T and electron, the leptonic partial widths of 

the Z° provide measurements of gy  ̂+  g^  ̂ for all three lepton flavours. The forward- 

backward asymmetries determine (g y  g y  )/(gA g i  ) for electrons, muons and r  leptons 

yielding additional information about g y  /g% and g\ /g% , and provide the only means of 

measuring g(} /g^ at LER
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mzGeV 91.1858 ±0.0030

rz G e \ ' 2.4948 ±  0.0041

ag(nb) 41.501 ±  0.055

20.902 ±  0.084

20.811 ±  0.058

Ar 20.832 ±  0.091

-•ipB 0.0089 ±  0.0044

^FB 0.0159 ±  0.0023

^FB 0.0145 ±  0.0030

Ae 0.1454 ±0.0114

Ar 0.1456 ±  0.0095

Table 8.1: The first nine parameters are the result of fitting the model-independent Z° pa- 
rameters to the measured cross-sections and asymmetries measured by OPAL [15]. The 
parameters A« and are the result of this T polarization measurement.

m z Tz & Rr
jO,e
^ F B

a O f' 
-^FB 4 ' ; Ag Ar

m z 1.00 0.05 0.03 0.11 0.00 0.00 -0 .05 0.08 0.06 0.00 0.00

Tz 0.05 1.00 -0 .35 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

0.03 -0.35 1.00 0.15 0.22 0.14 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00

0.11 0.01 0.15 1.00 0.09 0.04 -0 .20 0.03 0.02 0.00 0.00

0.00 0.02 0.22 0.09 1.00 0.06 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00

Ar 0.00 0.01 0.14 0.04 0.06 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00

^FB -0.05 0.00 0.01 -0.20 0.00 0.00 1.00 -0 .02 -0.01 0.00 0.00

0.08 0.00 0.01 0.03 0.01 0.00 -0 .02 1.00 0.02 0.00 0.00

4 ' ; 0.06 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.00 0.01 -0.01 0.02 1.00 0.00 0.01

Ag 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.03

Ar 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.03 1.00

Table 8.2: Error correlation matrix for the 11 parameters entering the fit for the leptonic 
couplings presented in Table 8.1.
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The ORAL measurements of the hadronic and leptonic cross-sections and leptonic 

forward-backward asymmetries at the Z° pole are summarized in terms of nine model- 

independent Z° parameters as defined in Reference [15]: the mass (m%), width (Tz) and 

the hadronic pole cross-section (erg) of the Z° resonance; the ratios of the hadronic to lep

tonic partial widths and 72 )̂; and the leptonic pole forward-backward asymmetries

(.4pg,.4% and /Ipg). The values of these nine parameters, together with the polarization 

asymmetries reported here, are displayed in Table 8.1 and the error correlation matrix in 

Table 8.2.

Without lepton 

universality

With lepton 

universality

standard model

prediction

Ac

A r

A/

0.1375 ±  0.0093 

0.154 ±  0.024 

0.1449 ±  0.0091

0.1424 ±  0.0054 0.1450lg:g^°

Table 8.3: The leptonic neutral current asymmetry parameters obtained from a fit to the 
Z° parameters given in Table 8.1. In the last column is given the value of the parameter 
calculated in the context of the standard model assuming the parameter variations given 
in the text.

Ac A , Ar

Ac 1.00 -0 .43 -0.09

A^ -0 .43 1.00 0.04

Ar -0 .09 0.04 1.00

Table 8.4: Error correlation matrix for the measurements of the leptonic neutral current 
asymmetry parameters, which are presented in Table 8.3.

Information from the tau polarization and forward-backward asymmetry measure

ments can be combined to provide measurements of the three leptonic neutral current 

asymmetry parameters. A* , and A? . These and their error correlation maxtrix are
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shown in Tables 8.3 and 8.4. The results for the three lepton species are consistent with

each other and agree well with the prediction of the standard model^ which is also shown

in Table 8.3. Assuming lepton universality,

Af =  0.1424 ±  0.054. (8.6)

This can also be expressed in terms of the effective weak mixing angle:

s i n ^ ^  =0.23211 ±0.00068. (8.7)

The eleven model-independent parameters listed in Table 8.1 can also be used to 

determine the neutral current vector and axial-vector couplings for each lepton species. 

The results and the error correlation matrix are given in Tables 8.5 and 8.6 and are illus

trated in Figure 8.1. Evident from these results is the universality of the coupling constants 

which can be quantified in terms of the ratios of the couplings

^  =  1.0011 ±  0.0023, ^  =  1.0021 ±  0.0029, % - =  1.0009 ±  0.0027.
gA gA

^  =  i . i2 ± S f .  ^  =  i.06± “:iJ, =  0.94 ± ”::* -
gv gv

The axial-vector couplings are found to be the same at the 0.3% level. The vector cou

plings are also the same but, because of the small size of the vector couplings, the relative 

uncertainties on the ratio of vector couplings are much larger. These errors have been sig

nificantly reduced by adding information from the tau polarization to the lineshape and 

forward-backward asymmetry measurements! 15].

Combining the values of the coupling constants from the different lepton species under 

the assumption of lepton universality yields the values

g^ =  -0.50089 ±  0.00045,

g(, =  -0.0358 ±  0.0014.
^The standard model calculations require the full specification of the fundamental standard model pa

rameters. The main parameters are the masses of the Z° boson (mz), the top quark (mt) and the Higgs boson 
(mn), and the strong and electromagnetic coupling constants, a ,  and a. As in Reference [15] the calcu
lation of standard model predictions use the following values and ranges; m z =  91.1856 ±  0.0030 GeV, 
m t =  175 ±  5 GeV. m n =  1 5 0 ± |^  GeV. a .  =  0.119 ±  0.002. and a(m z^)-^ =  128.886 ±  0.090 . The 
choice of these parameter values and ranges is discussed in Reference [15].

^These ratios can have correlations as high as approximately 50% between them.
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where the correlation between and gy is —19%, which is approximately the same as 

the —21% correlation between g^ and sin^ . These are in good agreement with the 

predictions of the standard model, which are included in Table 8.5.

AMthout lepton With leipton Standard Model

universality universality prediction

gA -0.50062 ±  0.00062

gA -0.50117 ±0.00099

gA -0.50165 ±  0.00124

gA -0.50089 ±  0.00045 -0.50130tg;gg°tl

gv -0.0346 ±  0.0023

gv -0.0388tg:%|^

gv -0.0365 ±  0.0023

gv -0.0358 ±  0.0014 -0 .0 3 6 5 tg :%

Table 8.5; Axial-vector and vector couplings obtained from a fit to the parameter set 
given in Table 8.1. In the last column we give the values of the couplings calculated in 
the context of the standard model assuming the parameter variations given in the text.

8.3 Comparison With Other Experiments

An important aspect of the description of any experimental measurement is the compar- 

ison of results, where possible, with similar measurements from other experiments. For 

the tau polarization measurement, it is not only the comparison of results that is of im

portance, but ultimately the combining of independent measurements in order to produce 

parameter estimates which are as accurate as possible. The polarization measurement 

presented here is dominated by statistical errors; hence the reduction of the statistical er

ror through combining the results provides a significant improvement. As will be seen, 

such an improvement in precision allows important constraints on the mass of a standard 

model Higgs particle to be made.
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Figure 8.1: gy w as determined from the OPAL measurements of the leptonic partial widths
o f the ZP , forward-backward asymmetries and tau polarization measurements. The ellipses rep
resent the 68% confidence level contours in the ^  -g^ plane for each lepton species separately 
(dotted and dashed) and for all leptons assuming universality (solid). The central values are dis
played at the centre o f the ellipses as a circle, square, triangle and star for electrons, muons, tau 
leptons and all leptons under universality, respectively. The standard model prediction is shown 
with variations from the top quark mass (170 to 180 GeV) and Higgs mass (90 to 1000 GeV) 
indicated. The OPAL tau polarization measurements of Ar and A« constrain gy and g^ to lie 
between the pair o f horizontal lines at the 68% confidence level.
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A, (LEP)=0.1465±0.0033
% /DoF=3.9/6 no lepton universality assumed 
%̂ /DoF=4.7/7 lepton universality assumed

ALEPH

DELPHI

L3

OPAL

(LEP)
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0.1451±0.0060
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0.149810.0049
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Figure 8.2: LEP combined polarization asymmetry results.
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gA gA gA g(- g\- gv

g% 1.00 -0 .17 -0.13 -0.19 0.07 0.01

gA -0.17 1.00 0.29 0.19 -0.46 -0 .03

gA -0.13 0.29 1.00 —0.04 0.03 —0.08

g^ -0.19 0.19 -0 .04 1.00 -0.45 —0.04

gv 0.07 -0 .46 0.03 -0.45 1.00 0.03

gv 0.01 -0.03 -0 .08 -0.04 0.03 1.00

Table 8.6: Error correlation matrix for the measurements of the axial vector and vector 
couplings, without assuming lepton universality, which are presented in Table 8.5.

Since there are four complementary LEP experiments, each making separate tau po

larization measurements, a comparison of these results is discussed hrst. Figure 8.2 gives 

the neutral current asymmetry results for each experiment where both and show 

good agreement [60]-[62]. The ratio of the combined A^ and A  ̂results is also given and

indicates that universality holds. Without assuming universalité the combined A^ and 

A* results correspond to sin^ values of

A^ isin^OS" =0.23210 ±  0.00056

e«r 0.23136 ±  0.00065

(8.8)

while the LEP combined A/ measurement from the tau polarization gives [5]

Af : sin^ =  0.23159 ±  0.00041. (8.9)

In addition to the polarization measurements, the LEP experiments also extract esti

mates of the neutral current asymmetry parameters through measurement of the forward- 

backward asymmetry Apg [5]. Figure 8.3 gives the corresponding sin^ results for 

lepton, b quark, and c quark measurements. These results are consistent with the tau 

polarization results and of similar precision.
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Figure 8.3: Electroweak asymmetry sin^ results.
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The SLD experiment at the Stanford Linear Collider is able to produce another inde

pendent and complimentary measurement of sin^ [63]. By utilizing polarized electron

beams, SLD can measure the left-right asymmetiy . in the production of Z° particles. 

Owing to the parity violating nature of the Z° coupling, more Z° s are produced with a 

predominantly left-handed beam than than a right-handed beam.

Combining the measurement with the additional forward-backward asymmetry 

measurements produces

A/ : sin^ =  0.23152 ±  0.00017. (8.10)

An examination of Figure 8.3 reveals that much of the precision on the combined 

result can be attributed to two contributions: the SLD measurement and the LEP b-quark 

forward-backward asymmetry results. But these measurements of sin^ are not in good 

agreement with each other; their difference is more than 3 standard deviations away from 

zero (0.00128 ±  0.00040). However, the combined LEP polarization measurement has 

essentially the same precision as the b-quark measurement and, interestingly enough, has 

a central value between the SLD and b-quark measurements. It is still not clear that 

the disagreement can be attributed to statistical fluctuations, but the inclusion of the tau 

polarization measurements indicates that such an assumption may be reasonable.

This is a clear illustration of the necessity of making numerous complimentary mea- 

surements of the fundamental standard model parameters and underlines the significance 

of the tau polarization measurement.

As noted in Chapter 2, in addition to the importance of measuring sin^ 0 ^  as a funda

mental parameter in itself, it turns out that the measured value of sin^ , in the context 

of the standard model, is sensitive to the mass of the Higgs particle, sin^ is also sen

sitive to the mass of the top quark, but using as input the measured top mass from the 

Tevatron experiments [9][10], an indirect measurement of the Higgs mass can be made. 

Figure 8.3 indicates that the combined measurements of sin^ favour a light Higgs on 

the order of 100 GeV [5]. When all electroweak data is combined, the indirect measure

ment of the mass of a standard model Higgs particle is 6 0 GeV.
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8.4 Summary

Precision measurements of the tau polarization asynunetries, extracted from data col

lected by the OPAL detector at LEP, have been presented.

The analysis requires the initial selection of high purity tau pair events, followed by 

the selection of tau decays corresponding to five polarization sensitive tau decay modes. 

Events have been selected in as large a fiducial acceptance as possible in order to im

prove statistics and maximize sensitivity. In particular, events are selected within a polar 

acceptance of | cosO| <  0.9.

Detailed systematic studies have been carried out to determine the sensitivity of the 

analysis to both physics and detector related uncertainties. The cross-channel correlations 

among the selected tau decay chaimels have properly been accounted for during these 

studies. Numerous additional cross-checks on the stability of the results have been carried 

out, all of which indicate that the accuracy of the results may be viewed with confidence.

The polarization asymmetries provide precise determinations of the neutral current 

asymmetry parameters

Ar =  0.1456 ±  0.0076 ±0.0057.

A« =  0.1454 ±0.0108 ±  0.0036. (8.11)

A comparison of these parameters provides a test of lepton universality in the neutral

weak sector. The results indicate that the lepton universality hypothesis holds, and hence 

the results may be combined to produce an accurate measurement of the lepton neutral 

current asymmetry

A< =  0.1455 ±  0.0073. (8.12)

As described in Chapter 2, the neutral coupling asymmetry parameters are related to 

the ratio of neutral current vector and axial vector coupling constants and thereby to the

weak mixing angle. Thus the primary goal of the analysis is to make a precise determina

tion of the weak mixing angle

s i n ^ ^  =  0.23172 ±  0.00092. (8.13)
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This result can be combined with the analogous results from the other LEP exper

iments and finally compared and combined with the complementary measurements of 

sin^ 0 ^  indicated in Figure 8.3. The noted potential discrepancy among the results em

phasizes the importance of the tau polarization contribution to these measurements of the 

fundamental standard model parameter, sin- .



Appendix A

T —)• p v r  u j  Variable

The w variable constructed from T-+ decay information is given by

W R (cO S  O ' , c o s  L' )  -  W L (c O S  0 '  , COS u  )

WR(cOS^,COSt;')4-WL(cOS^,COSL')'

where

WR(L)(^,V) 8(m^ +  2m^)
Q* 0* Q*

[ (1 +  Py) sin^ y [(nir sin cos y  -  m^ cos zy sin — +  m^ sin^ —]

d* 9* 9*
+  (1 — Pf) sin^ t^[(nir sin zy sin — 4- mpcosr/cos— 4- m^cos^ —]

g» g*
4- 2(1 4- Pr) cos^ u(mT cos ?7 cos — 4- m^ sin sin —

0*
4- 2(1 -  Pr) cos^ L (m,. COS 7/ sin — -  m^ sin 77 cos y  . (A.2)

Here, m^ is the p mass, mT is Ae tau mass, and 7) represents the Wigner rotation angle 

given by
2  m 2 -m ^  +  (m=4-m^) cosg'

m^ 4- m^ 4- (m^ -  m^) cos ^  '

and recalling that

e o s r  =

cos^ =  - y = = = = = ( 2 z ^ - l ) ,  (A.4)
/m ^  -4 m ^

wiA Xp =  Ep/Er.
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Setting ?T =  4-1 gives the distribution for completely right-handed r — decays, 

WR(cos 0* ,costf) ), while setting =  —1 gives the distribution for completely left- 

handed T-^ pt/T decays, WL(cos , cos c  )



Appendix B

T — ai V t  ^  Variable

The w variable constructed from r -^  a  ̂ decay information is given by [64][65][16]

R r — Rl

Rr +  Rl

where RR(L) is the T—> a% decay distribution for right(left)-handed decays given by

(B.l)

R R ( L ) ( c o s g * , c o s t ) , ' 7 , s ,S i ,S 2 ) o c  L x W x ,
X=A.CDf

(B.2)

where Lx and Wx are the leptonic and hardonic tensor functions respectively, given below, 

and the distribution depends on the six variables dehned Table B .l. The polarization

cos w

the angle 9* between the â  and r  momenta in the r  rest frame

the angle -0 between the perpendicular to the a% decay plane and the â

flight direction in the rest frame of the â

the angle 'y in the a% rest frame between the unlike-sign pion momentum in

the ai rest frame and the a% flight direction projected into the a% decay plane 

the 37T-invariant mass-squared

the invariant mass-squared of the Tr' r̂r" combination with the higher value 

the invariant mass-squared of the jr+Tr" combination with the lower value

Table B.l: The six observables used in the construction of the r — a^ i/y w v ia b le  are 
presented.

dependence if found in the leptonic tensor functions Lx: the right-handed distribution.
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RR, is obtained by setting P,. =4-1  and the left-handed distribution, RL, is obtained by- 

setting P^ =  —1. Note that the factor -yvA is the negative of the tau neutrino helicity which 

is assumed to be left-handed (-yv* =  1) in this analysis. Additional hadronic structure 

functions for the more general case of decays to 3 mesons vanish for the 3 pion case of 

interest here; hence the sum in Equation B.2 is over (A,C,D,E).

B .l Leptonic Tensor Functions Lx

The leptonic tensor functions for r — ai z/r decays relevant to this analysis are

L *  =  - K i  -1- K g  -t- g K i ( 3  COS" û  — l ) / 2  

Lc =  "  ^

Lo =  ^Ki sin^ t/" sin 2y 

L g  =  K g c o s  ^

where

Ki =  1 -  -yvÂ T cos g* -  ( ^ ) ( 1  4- yvAPr cos0*)

wP
Kg =  —-(1  4" 7vaPt- cos Û * )

K 3 =  7VA ~  P r COS

Ki =  Kj (3 cos  ̂77 ~  1 )/2  — ^Kj sin 2?]

K 3 =  K 3 COS 77 — K g  s i n  77

K 4  =  TVAPr S in  O'
s

Kg =  '^ P T  sing*

COS 77 =

s
m^ -  s 4- (m^ 4- s) cos g* 
m^ 4- s 4- (m^ -  s) cos g'
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]B.;Z Irli&tlincKilit: SStjrTuwclbuLne ]B̂ uncti()i%;

The hadronic structure functions for r —̂ decays relevant to this analysis are

WA =  -V flF il" -  -  2ViV2Re(FiI^)

Wc =  -(V^ +  2h)|F i|^-(V | +  2h)|F2|^-(2ViV2-4h)Re(FiF;)

Wo = -\/h{2y-V ^ -  h|Fip -  2 y -V | -  hlFzH 

(s — tn^ 4- S3 )(si — S2 )Re(FiF^)
S\/hô

Wg =  3\/hhôlm(FiF^)

where

—(s2 — 4m^) — (S3 — si)^/(4s)

V: = —(si — 4m^) — (S3 — S2)^/(4s)

V1 V2 = —(s/ 2  — S3 — m^/2 ) — (S3  — Si)(s3 — S2 ) /( 4 s)

ho = -4m ^ +  (2 m^ -  Si -  S2 )^/s

h = (S1S2 S3 - m ^ ( s -  n^)^)/(hos)

S3 = invariant mass-squared of the two like-sign pions

and Fi and Fg are model dependent form factors [64][65]. In the Kuhn-Santamaria model 

used by this analysis, the form factors are given by

9 / 2 1

Fi(Si,S2 .s) =  ——---------- (s)Bp(S2 )

F2(S1,S2,S) =  Fi(S2,Si,s),

where Bw*, (s) and B^(s2 ) denote ai and p Bieit-Wigner resonances respectively and f ^

is the coupling strength.



Appendix C

Tan Decay Branching Ratios

Decay Mode Branching Ratio

T -+  e ~ P e ‘̂ T 0.178199 ± 0.000600
T - * 0.173582 ± 0.000700
T—k 7!~Vr 0.110703 ±0.001230
T —+ Tr~ ir°i'T (p ) 0.253817 ± 0.001438
T — » -K~ V r [ ‘à l) 0.096005 ± 0.001320
T —k 0.091060 ± 0.001420

T - k  K - ^ T 0.006944 ± 0.000270
T - k 0.004484 ± 0.000330

T - +  T - K * I / T ( K " ) 0.008933 ± 0.000400

T —k ir~ 7 r+ îr~ îr® » /r 0.044103 ± 0.001170

T -+  7r~TT^-!r°X^UT 0.013515 ±0.001100
T —* ?r~5r+7r“ -H-+7r“ i/r 0.000770 ± 0.000060

T - *  TT~ 0.000212 ± 0.000050
T —k K~ 0.001548 ±  0:000145

T - k  K ° ? - K ° l / r 0.001156 ± 0.000200
T - k  K - 7 r°K°i/T 0.001535 ±  0.000210
T —* a-°3r®K~ i>T 0.000560 ±  0.000240

T —* K ~ X ~ X ' ^ U r 0.001757 ±  0.000850
T - +  7r~K ° 0.001757 ± 0.000850

T —» 57'“ 5r'*“'jr“ 3 r° :7 ® i'T 0.004921 ±0.000404
T - k  7r“ 7 r+ 7 r~ - '^ -® îr° i/^ 0.001165 ± 0.000800

7 r~ 3 T ° 2 7 J /T 0.000659 ±  0.000094
r —k 3 r“ 3r®37r®i^T 0.000542 ± 0.000077
T —k 7r“ 7r‘̂ 7 r+ 7r~ 7 t'r 0.000083 ± 0.000012

T - k  î r~ 7 T ° 7 2 /T 0.000470 ± 0.000565

T - k  K " K - f T 0.001521 ±0.000170

Table C.l: Branching ratios and errors corresponding to each of the 26 TAUOLA tau 
decay modes calculated from the PDG ht values [4] and used as input to this analysis.
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Appendix D

Additional Non-tan Background 
Rejection and Quality Cuts

D.l Pre-Decay Selection Cuts

The non-tau background cuts described in this section are specifically designed to improve 

muon pair and e'"^e"—̂ e ^ e ' non-tau background rejection. The first three sets of cuts

discussed target the e'*'e~ -> background while the last removes additional e+e" —>■ 

e^e^ background.

Events in which the most energetic track from both tau jets is pointing towards a

detector region without active muon chambers are rejected if

Oaco, <  1.2°,

E : ; ,< 2 G e V  OR E ^ ^ < 2 G e V ,

/Ebeam < 0.3 AND E ^  /Ebeam < 0.5, and 

P^/Ebeam >  1-5,

where is the acolinearity between the two tau jets, E ^  is the most energetic cluster 

associated to the jet, E ^  /Ebeam is the total jet cluster energy divided by beam energy, 

and P%/Ebeam is the total track momentum divided by the beam energy.

When at least one of the tau jets has its most energetic track pointing towards a detector 

region without active muon chambers, an event is rqected if

Oacop <  0.4°,
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El^/Ebeam < 0.8.

PLx/Ebeam>0.8 OR P^/E |xam  > 0.8, and 

PS[/Ebeam > 13.

where O^op, the acoplanarity, is the angle in the transverse plane between the direction of 

the motnentum of the most energetic jet and the negative of the direction of the second 

most energetic jet, is the total event cluster energy, is the most energetic track 

associated to the jet.

The final muon pair cuts remove potential background in cases where the most ener

getic track is close to an anode or cathode plane in the CJ. Such events in the overlap and 

endcap regions are rejected if

jcos^r- I > 0.76,

âcop <  1.0% and 

E ^  <  5.0 GeV.

and either

or

14.5° <  mod(<6trt(Pnu.z)-13°) <  0.5°,

where <PtTk{Pmax) is the 4> position of the most energetic track in the event. Note that, in 

the OPAL CJ, anode planes correspond to p =  7° and cathode planes to p =  15°.

Analogous to the first two sets of cuts designed to reduce muon pair background, 

an additional cut designed to reduce e^e^— e^e" background in the endcap region is 

applied. Events with

|cos^r- I >  0.85, and 

>  1.6,

are rejected since such events are, to a high degree of probability, e ^ e '— e^e" back

ground events.
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D.2 Post-Decay Selection Cuts

Since the predominant non-tau backgrounds arise from production of various fermion 

anti-fermion pairs, it is important to recognize that the non-tau events will tend to populate 

specific tau pair event classes. In particular, e'*'e"-4 and backgrounds will

tend to be selected as ^-nid, and tau pair events; e ^ e " — e+e" and 'yyc'e" 

backgrounds will contaminate e-e, and e-nid events; while the e ^ e "—y qq backgrounds 

will predominantly occur in the ai -ai and ai -nid classes.

In order to further reduce the non-tau backgrounds contaminating these tau pair identi

fication classes, additional event cuts are applied after the tau decay selections are ^)plied.

In cases where both taus in an event are identified as decaying to muons, the event is 

rejected when

> 0.9, and

<  2.0°,

and either

7.25° <  mod(9tr&(f_.),15) <7.75°,

OR

P;l/Ekam  > 0.88 , 

are true. Tau pair events classed as fj-n are also rejected if

P%/Ekam > 1.4,

PT/Ekam  > 0.75, and

âcop < 0.25°,

where P^/Eh«,m is the momentum of the most energetic track in the event.

A tight acoplanarity cut placed on tau pair events classified with one tau decaying 

through the muon channel and the other decaying through any channel but the electron.
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given by

P T / E b e a m  >  0 . 8 ,  a n d

^acop <  0 . 2 ° ,

further reduces the non-tau background in these classes. For the specific cases in which 

the second tau is identified as decaying through the T —> channel, events are rejected

when

P^T'^'^VEbeam >  0.83, and

Oacop < 1.0°.

Electron pair events are the dominate background in the e-e tau pair class. A reduction 

of this background is e%cted by rejecting events in this classification when

E |= ^ /E b eam  >  1 0 .

P^i/Ebeam > 10. and

Oacop < 0.2°,

or when

E ^ /E k « . >  1.8.

Additional e+e^-4 e+e" background, contaminating tau pair events in which at least 

one tau i s  identified as decaying through the electron channel, is removed by rejecting 

events when

or when

E^/Ekam > 1.2,

P^/Ebeam > 1.6. and

âcop < 0.2°.

E^/Ebaam > 1.5,

f^/Ebeam > 1.6, and

âcop < 0.5°.
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Tau pair events categorized as e-7r are also rqected as e'*'e — e"'"e background if

>  0.85,and 

/Eb«m >  0.85,

and events categorized as e-nid are rejected if the most energetic track associated to the 

nid tau jet has

Eass/P > 0.8.

Finally, in addition to the preceding post-decay selection cuts, a final set of cuts is 

applied in order to reduce background arising from muon chamber acceptance holes.

Tau pair events in which at least one tau is selected as T-» 7r are rejected if

'"% 180) < 105°,

> 0.7,

T>T —> 7T 2 r̂
^  srk > 30 GeV,

p r — ► 7T } / r < 10 GeV, and

C > 20 GeV,

where is the momentum of the highest energy track in the tau jet opposite the Ttu  ̂

candidate.

Similaiy, tau pair events in which at least one tau is selected as T-4 are rejected

if

75°<m od(<^;r'^ ''''^ 180) <  105°,

cosg^T'^"''" > 0.6,

^  30 GeV, and 

I T  > 15 GeV,

where i T  is the momentum of the highest energy track in the tau jet opposite the T-^ 

candidate.
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D.3 Miscellaneous Quality Cuts

Various additional quality cuts are applied to remove tau jets with particles entering prob

lematic detector regions or exhibiting features that indicate potential measurement errors. 

Such cuts include the rejection of tau jets with a primary track near to an anode plane, of 

jets emerging towards gaps in the ECAL, and of events with apparent charge misidentih- 

cation.

Potential CJ track mismeasurements can occur for tracks emerging near anode planes. 

In order to reduce effects associated with such tracks, a series of cuts is applied to remove 

tau jets in which the primary track is close to an anode plane.

First, the simple geometric cut

7.0° <  mod(^nt, 15) <  8.0°

is applied to remove jets in which the most energetic track is within 0.5° of an anode 

plane. For jets containing only a single charged track, the upper limit for rejection is

increased to 8.25°.

Next, single track jets are further removed if the associated track has one or fewer CV

axial wire hits associated with it and

7.0° < mod(<?ot. 15) <  (7.75 -k 7 .7 5 / f ^ ) °

where is the transverse momentum of the track.

Finally, single track jets are also rejected if mod(^,rk, 15) < 8.5° and

7.0° <  mod(p^\ 15) < (8.0 4- 2 .4 /? ^ ) ° .

Since the ECAL detector does contain small regions of poor coverage, single track 

tau jets with the track pointing towards these regions are removed. Such jets are rejected 

when

0.213 <  Icosggkl < 0.216 

OR

0.596 < I cos^t*! < 0.598
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or when

89.75° < mod(<Auk, 180) < 90.25°.

Finally, a last quality cut is applied to remove the small fraction tau pair events which 

exhibit charge misassignment. Since track charge is determined from the track curva

ture measured by the CJ, charge misassignment implies a potentially large error in track 

momentum measurement.

Thus, all tau pair events in which both taus have been classified as decaying through 

one of the five channels of interest, and in which the total event charge is non-zero, are 

rejected. Here, the total event charge is calculated as the sum of the charge of all tracks in 

the event which are not identified as conversions.
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